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Abstract. Let G and G˜ be reductive groups over a local field F . Let η : G˜→ G
be a F -homomorphism with commutative kernel and commutative cokernel. We
investigate the pullbacks of irreducible admissible G-representations pi along η.
Following Borel, Adler–Korman and Xu, we pose a conjecture on the decom-
position of the pullback η∗pi. It is formulated in terms of enhanced Langlands
parameters and includes multiplicities. This can be regarded as a functoriality
property of the local Langlands correspondence.
We prove this conjecture for three classes: principal series representation of
split groups (over non-archimedean local fields), unipotent representations (also
with F non-archimedean) and inner twists of GLn, SLn, PGLn.
Our main techniques involve Hecke algebras associated to Langlands parame-
ters. We also prove a version of the pullback/functoriality conjecture for those.
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Introduction
Let F be a local field, let G be a connected reductive algebraic F -group and write
G = G(F ). The (conjectural) local Langlands correspondence asserts that there
exists a “nice” map
(1) Irr(G)→ Φ(G)
from the set of irreducible admissible G-representations to the set of Langlands
parameters for G. This map is supposed to satisfy several “nice” conditions, listed
in [Bor1, Vog]. In this paper we discuss the functoriality of (1) with respect to
homomorphisms of reductive groups. Any F -homomorphism η : G˜ → G gives rise to
a pullback functor
η∗ : Rep(G)→ Rep(G˜),
and to a map
Φ(η) : Φ(G)→ Φ(G˜).
For π ∈ Irr(G) with L-parameter φ, we would like to decompose η∗π ∈ Rep(G˜) and
to relate it to the L-packet ΠΦ(η)φ(G˜). Of course, this gets exceedingly difficult when
η is far from surjective. Also, simple factors in the kernel of η are hardly relevant.
Taking these restrictions into account, Borel [Bor1, §10.3.5] conjectured:
if η has commutative kernel and cokernel and π ∈ Πφ(G),
then η∗π is a finite direct sum of members of ΠΦ(η)φ(G˜).
(2)
That η∗π is completely reducible and has finite length was shown around the same
time by Silberger [Sil].
For a more precise version of this conjecture, we involve enhancements of L-
parameters. Let Sφ be the component group associated to φ in [Art1, HiSa]. As
usual, an enhancement of φ is an irreducible representation ρ of Sφ. Let Φe(G) be
the set of G-relevant enhanced L-parameters. It is expected [ABPS4] that (1) can
be enhanced to a bijection
(3)
Irr(G) −→ Φe(G)
π(φ, ρ) ←→ (φ, ρ)
.
In particular the L-packet Πφ(G) is then parametrized by the set of irreducible
Sφ-representations that are G-relevant (see Section 1 for details). In general the bi-
jection (3) will not be unique, but the desired conditions render it close to canonical.
In Borel’s conjecture one must be careful with inseparable homomorphisms. These
can be surjective as morphisms of algebraic groups, yet at the same time have a large,
noncommutative cokernel as homomorphisms between groups of F -rational points.
To rule that out, we impose:
Condition 1. The homomorphism of connected reductive F -groups η : G˜ → G
satisfies
(i) the kernel of dη : Lie(G˜)→ Lie(G) is central;
(ii) the cokernel of η is a commutative F -group.
Let Lη = η∨ ⋊ id : G∨ ⋊WF → G˜
∨ ⋊WF be a L-homomorphism dual to η. (It
is unique up to G˜∨-conjugation.) For any φ ∈ Φ(G) we get
φ˜ := Lη ◦ φ ∈ Φ(G˜).
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Then η gives rise to an injective algebra homomorphism
(4) Sη : C[Sφ]→ C[Sφ˜],
which under mild assumptions is canonical. It is a twist of the injection
(5) Lη : Sφ → Sφ˜
by a character of Sφ (see Proposition 5.4). Combining ideas from [Bor1, AdPr2, Xu1],
we pose:
Conjecture 2. Suppose that η : G˜ → G satisfies Condition 1. Assume that a local
Langlands correspondence exists for sufficiently large classes of representations of G
and G˜. Then, for any (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G):
η∗(π(φ, ρ)) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(SLη◦φ)
HomSφ
(
ρ, Sη∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗ π(Lη ◦ φ, ρ˜).
Here Sη∗(ρ˜) = ρ˜◦Sη denotes the pullback along (4). When (4) is just the C-linear
extension of (5) (which happens often), Conjecture 2 can be reformulated as
η∗(π(φ, ρ)) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomS
φ˜
(
ind
S
φ˜
Sφ
ρ, ρ˜
)
⊗ π(φ˜, ρ˜).
Briefly, Conjecture 2 says that the LLC is functorial with respect to homomor-
phisms with commutative (co)kernel. With the Langlands classification [BoWa, Ren,
SiZi, ABPS1] one can see that validity for tempered representations and enhanced
bounded L-parameters would imply the conjecture in general [AdPr2, §4].
Let us list some interesting applications. Firstly, Conjecture 2 readily entails
(Corollary 5.8) that ΠLη◦φ(G˜) consists precisely of the irreducible direct summands
of the η∗π with π ∈ Πφ(G). In particular this implies Borel’s conjecture (2).
It is believed that every tempered L-packet Πφ(G) supports a unique (up to
scalars) stable distribution J(φ) on G, a linear combination of the traces of the
members of Πφ(G). Then η
∗J(φ) is a stable distribution on G˜ and Conjecture 2
implies, as checked in [AdPr2, §2], that η∗J(φ) is a scalar multiple of J(Lη ◦ φ).
Further, Conjecture 2 can be used to quickly find multiplicity one results for the
pullback of G-representations to G˜. Namely, η∗π(φ, ρ) is multiplicity-free precisely
when
Sη∗ : Rep(Sφ˜)→ Rep(Sφ)
(or equivalently Lη∗) is multiplicity-free on G˜-relevant irreducible representations of
Sφ˜. This happens in particular when Sφ˜ is abelian, as is the case for many groups
[AdPr2, §5]. This multiplicity aspect of Conjecture 2 has been investigated the most,
especially when η is an inclusion [Cho, Key].
Our main results can be summarized as follows:
Theorem 3. (see Theorem 6.2, Theorem 7.7 and Paragraphs 8.1–8.2)
Conjecture 2 holds for the following classes of F -groups and representations. (That
is, whenever G and G˜ belong to one of these classes, η : G˜ → G satisfies Condition 1
and the admissible representations are of the indicated kind).
(a) Split reductive groups over non-archimedean local fields and irreducible repre-
sentations in the principal series, with the LLC from [ABPS3].
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(b) Unipotent representations of groups over non-archimedean local fields which split
over an unramified extension, with the LLC from [Lus4, Lus5, FOS, Sol2].
(c) Inner twists of GLn, SLn and PGLn over local fields, following [HiSa, ABPS2].
For quasi-split classical groups over local fields of characteristic zero, Conjecture
2 has been established with endoscopic methods. To provide a proper perspective,
we collect all those instances in Paragraph 8.3. We also mention that Conjecture 2
for real reductive groups should be related to parts of [ABV], which however rather
treat Arthur packets.
The maps (4) depend multiplicatively on f , hence Conjecture 2 is transitive in f .
This enables us to reduce the verification to four classes of homomorphisms, which
we discuss now.
• Inclusions G˜ → G˜ × T , where T is a F -torus.
This case is trivial.
• Quotient maps q : G˜ → G = G˜/N , where N ⊂ G˜ is central.
Together with inclusions G˜ → G˜ × T , these account for all inclusions. For
instance, SLn →֒ GLn can be factorized as SLn → SLn × Z(GLn) → GLn,
where the second map is surjective as a homomorphism of algebraic groups.
The failure of q : G˜→ G to be surjective (in general) entails that q∗ need
not preserve irreducibility and that it may enlarge the finite groups attached
to Bernstein components. That makes this case very technical.
• Inner automorphisms Ad(g) with g ∈ Gad(F ) = Gad.
Regarded as automorphisms of the abstract group G = G(F ), these are not
necessarily inner, so in principle they can act nontrivially on Irr(G). When F
is non-archimedean and g lies in a compact subgroup of Gad, Ad(g)
∗ typically
acts on Irr(G) via permutations of the cuspidal supports. In general, for a
parabolic subgroup P = MU the action of Ad(g)∗ on constituents of IGP (σ)
with σ ∈ Irr(M) essentially discrete series will also involve a character of the
arithmetic R-group associated to IGP (σ) [ABPS1, §1].
The corresponding action on Φe(G) stabilizes all L-parameters, it only
permutes the enhancements. This could be expected, as L-packets should
be the minimal subsets of Irr(G) that are stable under conjugation by Gad.
To any g ∈ Gad and φ ∈ Φ(G) we canonically associate (in Paragraph 2.1)
a character τφ(g) of ZG∨(φ(WF )), which induces a character of Sφ. In all
cases considered in this paper:
Ad(g)∗π(φ, ρ) = π(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(g)
−1).
This equality is responsible for the character twists in the definition of
SAd(g) ∈ AutC[Sφ]. See Example 8.4 for characters τφ(g) of high order.
• Isomorphisms of reductive F -groups
Recall that to any connected reductive F -group G one can associate a
based root datum R(G,T ), endowed with an action of the Weil group WF .
The WF -automorphisms of R(G,T ) are the source of all elements of the
outer automorphism group of G, andWF -equivariant isomorphisms of based
root data give rise to isomorphisms between reductive groups. This is well-
known for split reductive groups, we make it precise in general.
Theorem 4. (see Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.4)
Let G be an inner twist of a quasi-split reductive F -group G∗. Let ζ ∈ Irr(Z(G∨sc)
WF )
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be the Kottwitz parameter of G. Assume that analogous objects are given for G˜, with
tildes. Let
τ : R(G˜∗, T˜ ∗)→R(G∗,T ∗)
be a WF -equivariant isomorphism of based root data. The following are equivalent:
(i) τ(ζ˜) = ζ;
(ii) there exists an isomorphism of F -groups η : G˜ → G which lifts τ .
Every isomorphism G˜ → G arises in this way.
(a) When (ii) holds, the group Gad(F ) acts simply transitively on the collection of
such η (by composition).
(b) When G and G˜ are quasi-split, (i) and (ii) hold for every τ . The isomorphism
η can be determined uniquely by requiring that it sends a chosen WF -stable
pinning of G˜ to a chosen WF -stable pinning of G.
With Theorem 4 we reduce the verification of Conjecture 2 for isomorphisms to
inner automorphisms and to one η for every τ as above. For such η it is usually
easy, because one can choose them so that they preserve the entire setup.
Now we focus on non-archimedean local fields F . The main players in our proof of
cases of Conjecture 2 are Hecke algebras. In previous work [AMS3] a twisted affine
Hecke algebra H(s∨,~z) was attached to every Bernstein component of enhanced L-
parameters Φe(G)
s∨ . Its crucial property is that, for every specialization of ~z to an
array ~z of parameters in R≥1, there exists a canonical bijection
Φe(G)
s∨ ←→ Irr
(
H(s∨,~z)/(~z − ~z)
)
.
The entire study of the algebras H(s∨,~z) takes place in the realm of complex groups
with a WF -action, it is not conditional on the existence of types or a LLC.
It is expected that every Bernstein block Rep(G)s in Rep(G) is equivalent to the
module category of an affine Hecke algebra (or a very similar kind of algebra), say
H(s). The above Hecke algebras for L-parameters essentially allow one to reduce a
proof of the LLC to two steps:
• a LLC on the cuspidal level, which in particular matches s with a unique s∨;
• for all matching inertial equivalence classes s and s∨, a Morita equivalence
between H(s) and H(s∨,~z)/(~z − ~z) (for suitable parameters ~z).
With this in mind, Conjecture 2 can be translated to a statement about representa-
tions of the algebras H(s∨,~z). We note that the pullback Lη(s∨) is in general not a
single inertial equivalence class for Φe(G˜), but a finite union thereof. Consequently
H(Lη(s∨),~z) is a finite direct sum of (twisted) affine Hecke algebras associated to
parts of Φe(G˜). This reflects that an L-packet Πφ˜(G˜) need not be contained in a
single Bernstein component.
Theorem 5. Let η : G˜ → G be as in Condition 1, and let Φe(G)
s∨ be a Bernstein
component of Φe(G). Assume that for every involved τ (as in Theorem 4):
• there exists a canonical choice of η (also as in Theorem 4),
• the group Ws∨ attached to s
∨ fixes a point of the torus s∨L attached to s
∨ (see
Section 1 for background).
Then Conjecture 2 holds for representations of H(s∨,~z) and H(Lη(s∨),~z).
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For principal series representation (of F -split groups) and unipotent representa-
tions (of groups splitting over an unramified field extension), Theorem 5 constitutes
a large part of the proof of Conjecture 2.
We conclude the introduction with some clarification of the structure of the pa-
per. Throughout Sections 1–2, 4 and 6–7, the local field F is supposed to be non-
archimedean. In general all statements involving Hecke algebras only apply to when
F is non-archimedean, whereas most other results will be established over all local
fields.
In the first section we recall some notions and results about enhanced L-parameters
and the associated Hecke algebras (affine and graded). In Sections 2–4 we investigate
the action of homomorphisms G˜→ G on these algebras. To every Ad(g) ∈ Aut(G)
with g ∈ Gad we associate (in Paragraph 2.3) an algebra homomorphism
H(s∨,~z)→H(s∨ ⊗ τφL(g),~z),
which has the desired effect on representations. For every central quotient map
q : G˜ → G we would like to construct a homomorphism
(6) H(Lq(s∨),~z)→ H(s∨,~z).
Unfortunately, this is in general not possible directly, only via some intermediate
algebras. We show that nevertheless there is a canonical notion of pullback of
modules along (6).
In Section 5 we provide solid footing to formulate Conjecture 2 precisely. We also
wrap up the findings from the previous sections to establish Theorem 5. Up to this
point, our results do not use any knowledge of a local Langlands correspondence
(beyond the case of tori).
The remaining sections are dedicated to the proofs of our main results. Building
upon [ABPS3], we verify Theorem 3.a in Section 6. Hecke algebras for unipotent
representations were studied mainly in [Lus4, Sol2]. In Section 7 we combine these
sources with the first half of the paper to prove Theorem 3.b. In Section 8 we first
recall some background of the LLC for inner twists of GLn, PGLn and SLn. With
the appropriate formulations at hand, we settle Theorem 3.c. This case is more easy
than the previous two, no Hecke algebras are required.
Acknowledgements. The author thanks Dipendra Prasad and Jeff Adler for
some useful comments.
1. Hecke algebras for Langlands parameters
Let F be a non-archimedean local field with ring of integers oF and a uniformizer
̟F . Let k = oF /̟F oF be its residue field, of cardinality qF . We fix a separable
closure Fs and assume that all finite extensions of F are realized in Fs. Let WF ⊂
Gal(Fs/F ) be the Weil group of F and let Frob be an (arithmetic) Frobenius element.
Let IF ⊂WF be the inertia subgroup, so that WF /IF ∼= Z is generated by Frob.
Let G be a connected reductive F -group. Let T be a maximal torus of G, and
let Φ(G,T ) be the associated root system. We also fix a Borel subgroup B of G
containing T , which determines a basis ∆ of Φ(G,T ). Let S be a maximal F -split
torus in G. By [Spr, Theorem 13.3.6.(i)] applied to ZG(S), we may assume that T
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is defined over F and contains S. Then ZG(S) is a minimal Levi F -subgroup of G
and BZG(S) is a minimal parabolic F -subgroup of G.
We denote the complex dual group of G by G∨ or G∨. Let G∨ad be the adjoint
group of G∨, and let G∨sc = (Gad)
∨ be its simply connected cover.
We write G = G(F ) and similarly for other F -groups. Recall that a Langlands
parameter for G is a homomorphism
φ :WF × SL2(C)→
LG = G∨ ⋊WF ,
with some extra requirements. In particular φ|SL2(C) has to be algebraic, φ(WF )
must consist of semisimple elements and φ must respect the projections to WF .
We say that a L-parameter φ for G is
• discrete if there does not exist any proper L-Levi subgroup of LG containing
the image of φ;
• bounded if φ(Frob) = (s,Frob) with s in a bounded subgroup of G∨;
• unramified if φ(w) = (1, w) for all w ∈ IF .
Let G∗ be the unique F -quasi-split inner form of G. We consider G as an inner twist
of G∗, so endowed with a Fs-isomorphism G → G
∗. Via the Kottwitz homomorphism
G is labelled by character ζG of Z(G
∨
sc)
WF (defined with respect to G∗).
Both G∨ad and G
∨
sc act on G
∨ by conjugation. As
ZG∨(im φ) ∩ Z(G
∨) = Z(G∨)WF ,
we can regard ZG∨(im φ)/Z(G
∨)WF as a subgroup of G∨ad. Let Z
1
G∨sc
(im φ) be its
inverse image in G∨sc (it contains ZG∨sc(im φ) with finite index). The S-group of φ
is
(1.1) Sφ := π0
(
Z1G∨sc(im φ)
)
.
An enhancement of φ is an irreducible representation ρ of Sφ. Via the canonical
map Z(G∨sc)
WF → Sφ, ρ determines a character ζρ of Z(G
∨
sc)
WF . We say that
an enhanced L-parameter (φ, ρ) is relevant for G if ζρ = ζG. This is equivalent
to φ being G-relevant in terms of Levi subgroups [HiSa, Lemma 9.1]. In view of
[Bor1, §3], this means that (φ, ρ) is G-relevant if and only if every L-Levi subgroup
of LG containing the image of φ is G-relevant. The group G∨ acts naturally on the
collection of G-relevant enhanced L-parameters, by
g · (φ, ρ) = (gφg−1, ρ ◦Ad(g)−1).
We denote the set of G∨-equivalence classes of G-relevant L-parameters by Φ(G).
The subset of unramified (resp. bounded, resp. discrete) G-relevant L-parameters
is denoted by Φnr(G) (resp. Φbdd(G), resp. Φdisc(G)).
For certain topics, the above gives too many enhancements. To fix that, we choose
an extension ζ+G ∈ Irr(Z(G
∨
sc)) of ζG. Let Zφ be the image of Z(G
∨
sc) in Sφ. Via
Z(G∨sc)→ Zφ → Sφ, any enhancement ρ also determines a character ζ
+
ρ of Z(G
∨
sc).
In the more precise sense, we say that
(1.2) (φ, ρ) is relevant for (G, ζ+G ) if ζ
+
ρ = ζ
+
G .
This can be interpreted in terms of rigid inner forms of G [Kal2].
The set of G∨-equivalence classes of relevant L-parameters should be denoted
Φe(G, ζ
+
G ). However in practice, we will usually omit ζ
+
G from the notation, and
we write simply Φe(G). A local Langlands correspondence for G (in its modern
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interpretation) should be a bijection between Φe(G) and the set of irreducible smooth
G-representations, with several nice properties.
Let H1(WF , Z(G
∨)) be the first Galois cohomology group of WF with values in
Z(G∨). It acts on Φ(G) by
(1.3) (zφ)(w, x) = z′(w)φ(w, x) φ ∈ Φ(G), w ∈WF , x ∈ SL2(C),
where z′ :WF → Z(G
∨) represents z ∈ H1(WF , Z(G
∨)). This extends to an action
of H1(WF , Z(G
∨)) on Φe(G), which does nothing to the enhancements.
Let us focus on cuspidality for enhanced L-parameters [AMS1, §6]. Consider
G∨φ := Z
1
G∨sc(φ|WF ),
a possibly disconnected complex reductive group. Then uφ := φ
(
1,
(
1 1
0 1
))
can be
regarded as a unipotent element of (G∨φ)
◦ and
(1.4) Sφ ∼= π0(ZG∨
φ
(uφ)).
We say that (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G) is cuspidal if φ is discrete and (uφ, ρ) is a cuspidal pair
for G∨φ . The latter means that (uφ, ρ) determines a G
∨
φ -equivariant cuspidal local
system on the (G∨φ)
◦-conjugacy class of uφ. Notice that a L-parameter alone does
not contain enough information to detect cuspidality, for that we really need an
enhancement. Therefore we will often say ”cuspidal L-parameter” for an enhanced
L-parameter which is cuspidal.
The set of G∨-equivalence classes of G-relevant cuspidal L-parameters is denoted
Φcusp(G). It is conjectured that under the LLC Φcusp(G) corresponds to the set of
supercuspidal irreducible smooth G-representations.
The cuspidal support of any (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G) is defined in [AMS1, §7]. It is unique
up to G∨-conjugacy and consists of a G-relevant L-Levi subgroup LL of LG and a
cuspidal L-parameter (φv, qǫ) for
LL. By [Sol2, Corollary 1.3] this LL corresponds to
a unique (up to G-conjugation) Levi F -subgroup L of G. This allows us to express
the aforementioned cuspidal support map as
(1.5) Sc(φ, ρ) = (L(F ), φv , qǫ), where (φv , qǫ) ∈ Φcusp(L(F )).
It is conjectured that under the LLC this map should correspond to Bernstein’s
cuspidal support map for irreducible smooth G-representations.
Sometimes we will be a little sloppy and write that L = L(F ) is a Levi subgroup
of G. Let Xnr(L) be the group of unramified characters L → C
×. As worked out
in [Hai, §3.3.1], it is naturally isomorphic to (Z(L∨)IF )◦Frob ⊂ H
1(WF , Z(L
∨)). As
such it acts on Φe(L) and on Φcusp(L) by (1.3). A cuspidal Bernstein component of
Φe(L) is a set of the form
Φe(L)
s∨L := Xnr(L) · (φL, ρL) for some (φL, ρL) ∈ Φcusp(L).
The groupG∨ acts on the set of cuspidal Bernstein components for all Levi subgroups
of G. The G∨-action is just by conjugation, but to formulate it precisely, more
general L-Levi subgroups of LG are necessary. We prefer to keep those out of the
notations, since we do not need them to get all classes up to equivalence. With that
convention, we can define an inertial equivalence class for Φe(G) as
s is the G∨-orbit of (L,Xnr(L) · (φL, ρL)), where (φL, ρL) ∈ Φcusp(L).
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The underlying inertial equivalence class for Φe(L) is s
∨
L = (L,Xnr(L) · (φL, ρL)).
Here it is not necessary to take the L∨-orbit, for (φL, ρL) ∈ Φe(L) is fixed by L
∨-
conjugation.
We denote the set of inertial equivalence classes for Φe(G) by Be
∨(G). Every
s∨ ∈ Be∨(G) gives rise to a Bernstein component in Φe(G) [AMS1, §8], namely
(1.6) Φe(G)
s∨ = {(φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G) : Sc(φ, ρ) ∈ s
∨}.
The set of such Bernstein components is also parametrized by Be∨(G), and forms a
partition of Φe(G).
Notice that Φe(L)
s∨L ∼= s∨L has a canonical topology, coming from the transitive
action of Xnr(L). More precisely, let Xnr(L, φL) be the stabilizer in Xnr(L) of φL.
Then the complex torus
Ts∨L := Xnr(L)/Xnr(L, φL)
acts simply transitively on s∨L. This endows s
∨
L with the structure of an affine variety.
(There is no canonical group structure on s∨L though, for that one still needs to choose
a basepoint.)
To s∨ we associate a finite group Ws∨ , in many cases a Weyl group. For that, we
choose s∨L = (L,Xnr(L) · (φL, ρL)) representing s
∨ (up to isomorphism, the below
does not depend on this choice). We define Ws∨ as the stabilizer of s
∨
L in NG∨(L
∨⋊
WF )/L
∨. In this setting we write Ts∨ for Ts∨L . Thus Ws
∨ acts on s∨L by algebraic
automorphisms and on Ts∨ by group automorphisms (but the bijection Ts∨ → s
∨
L
need not be Ws∨-equivariant).
Next we quickly review the construction of an affine Hecke algebra from a Bern-
stein component of enhanced Langlands parameters. We fix a basepoint φL for s
∨
L
as in [AMS3, Proposition 3.9], and use that to identify s∨L with Ts∨L . Consider the
possibly disconnected reductive group
G∨φL = Z
1
G∨sc(φL|WF ).
It contains the Levi subgroup L∨c of G
∨
sc determined by L
∨. There is a natural
homomorphism
(1.7) Z(L∨c )
WF ,◦ → Xnr(L)→ Ts∨L
with finite kernel [AMS3, Lemma 3.7]. Using that and [AMS3, Lemma 3.10],
Φ(G◦φL , Z(L
∨
c )
WF ,◦) can be regarded as a (not necessarily reduced) root system Φs∨
in X∗(Ts∨). The coroot system Φ
∨
s∨ is contained in X∗(Ts∨). That gives a root da-
tum Rs∨ , whose basis can still be chosen arbitrarily. The group Ws∨ acts naturally
on Rs∨ and contains the Weyl group of Φs∨ .
The construction of label functions λ and λ∗ for Rs∨ consists of several steps. The
numbers λ(α), λ∗(α) ∈ Z≥0 will be defined for all reduced roots α ∈ Φs∨ . First, we
pick t ∈ (Z(L∨c )
IF )◦Frob such that the reflection sα fixes tφL(Frob). Then α or 2α lies
in Φ
(
(G∨tφL)
◦, Z(L∨c )
)
, and λ(α), λ∗(α) are related linearly to the labels c(α), c∗(α)
for a graded Hecke algebra [AMS3, §1] associated to
(1.8) (G∨tφL)
◦ = ZG∨sc(tφL(WF ))
◦, Z(L∨c )
WF ,◦, uφL and ρL.
These integers c(α), c∗(α) were defined in [Lus2, Propositions 2.8 and 2.10], in terms
of the adjoint action of log(uφL) on
Lie(G∨tφL)
◦ = Lie
(
ZG∨sc(tφL(WF ))
)
.
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In [AMS3, Proposition 2.1] it is described which t ∈ (Z(L∨c )
IF )◦Frob we need to
determine all labels: just one with α(tφL(Frob)) = 1, and sometimes one with
α(tφL(Frob)) = −1.
Finally, we choose an array ~z of d invertible variables, one zj for every Ws∨-orbit
of irreducible components of Φs∨ . To these data one can attach an affine Hecke
algebra H(Rs∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z), as in [AMS3, §2].
The groupWs∨ acts on Φs∨ and contains the Weyl groupW
◦
s∨ of that root system.
It admits a semidirect factorization
Ws∨ =W
◦
s∨ ⋊Rs∨ ,
where Rs∨ is the stabilizer of a chosen basis of Φs∨ .
Using the above identification of Ts∨ with s
∨
L, we can reinterpret H(Rs∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z)
as an algebra H(s∨L,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z) whose underlying vector space is
O(s∨L)⊗ C[W
◦
s∨ ]⊗ C[~z,~z
−1].
Here C[~z,~z−1] is a central subalgebra, generated by elements zj , z
−1
j (j = 1, . . . , d).
The group Rs∨ acts naturally on the based root datum Rs∨ , and hence on
H(s∨L,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z) by algebra automorphisms [AMS3, Proposition 3.11.a]. From
[AMS3, Proposition 3.11.b] we get a 2-cocycle ♮ : R2s∨ → C
× and a twisted group
algebra C[Rs∨ , κs∨ ]. By definition, such a twisted group algebra has a vector space
basis {Nr : r ∈ Rs∨} and multiplication rule
NrNr′ = κs∨(r, r
′)Trr′ .
Now we can define the twisted affine Hecke algebra
(1.9) H(s∨,~z) := H(s∨L,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z)⋊C[Rs∨ , κs∨ ].
Up to isomorphism it depends only on s∨ [AMS3, Lemma 3.13].
The multiplication relations in H(s∨,~z) are based on the Bernstein presentation
of affine Hecke algebras, let us make them explicit. The vector space
C[W ◦s∨ ]⊗C[~z,~z
−1] ⊂ H(s∨,~z)
is the Iwahori–Hecke algebra H(W ◦s∨ ,~z
2λ), where ~zλ(α) = z
λ(α)
j for the entry zj
of ~z specified by α. The conjugation action of Rs∨ on W
◦
s∨ induces an action on
H(W ◦s∨ ,~z
2λ).
The vector space O(s∨L) ⊗ C[~z,~z
−1] is embedded in H(s∨,~z) as a maximal com-
mutative subalgebra. The group Ws∨ acts on it via its action of s
∨
L, and every root
α ∈ Φs∨ ⊂ X
∗(Ts∨) determines an element θα ∈ O(s
∨
L)
×, which does not depend on
the choice of the basepoint φL of s
∨
L because α(φL(Frob)) = 1. For f ∈ O(s
∨
L) and a
simple reflection sα ∈W
◦
s∨ the following version of the Bernstein–Lusztig–Zelevinsky
relation holds:
fNsα −Nsαsα(f) =
(
(z
λ(α)
j − z
−λ(α)
j ) + θ−α(z
λ∗(α)
j − z
−λ∗(α)
j )
)
(f − sα · f)/(1− θ
2
−α).
Thus H(s∨,~z) depends on the following objects: s∨L,Ws∨ and the simple reflections
therein, the label functions λ, λ∗ and the functions θα : s
∨
L → C
× for reduced roots
α ∈ Φs∨ . When Ws∨ 6=W
◦
s∨ , we also need the 2-cocycle κs∨ on Rs∨ .
As in [Lus3, §3], the above relations entail that the centre of H(s∨, ~v) is O(s∨L)
Ws∨ .
In other words, the space of central characters forH(s∨, ~v)-representations is s∨L/Ws∨ .
We note that when s∨ is cuspidal,
(1.10) H(s∨,~z) = O(s∨)
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and every element of s∨ determines a character of H(s∨,~z).
For ~z ∈ (C×)d we let Irr~z
(
H(s∨,~z)
)
be the subset of Irr
(
H(s∨,~z)
)
on which every
zj acts as zj . The main reason for introducing H(s
∨,~z) is the next result. (See
[AMS3, Definition 2.6] for the definition of tempered and essentially discrete series
representations.)
Theorem 1.1. [AMS3, Theorem 3.15]
Let s∨ be an inertial equivalence class for Φe(G) and fix parameters ~z ∈ R
d
>1. Then
there exists a canonical bijection
Φe(G)
s∨ → Irr~z
(
H(s∨,~z)
)
(φ, ρ) 7→ M¯(φ, ρ, ~z)
with the following properties.
• M¯(φ, ρ, ~z) is tempered if and only if φ is bounded.
• φ is discrete if and only if M¯(φ, ρ, ~z) is essentially discrete series and the
rank of Φs∨ equals dimC(Ts∨/Xnr(G)).
• The central character of M¯(φ, ρ, ~z) is the product of φ(Frob) and a term
depending only on ~z and a cocharacter associated to uφ.
• Suppose that Sc(φ, ρ) = (L,χLφL, ρL), where χL ∈ Xnr(L). Then M¯(φ, ρ, ~z)
is a constituent of ind
H(s∨,~z)
H(s∨
L
,~v)(L,χLφL, ρL).
The irreducible module M(φ, ρ, ~z) in Theorem 1.1 is a quotient of a “standard
module” E(φ, ρ, ~z), also studied in [AMS3, Theorem 3.15]. By [AMS3, Lemma
3.16.a] every such standard module is a direct summand of a module obtained by
induction from a standard module associated to a discrete enhanced L-parameter
for a Levi subgroup of G.
Suppose that (φb, qǫ) is a bounded cuspidal L-parameter for a Levi subgroup
L = L(F ) of G. (It can be related to the above be requiring that φb = tφL with
t ∈ Xnr(L) and qE = ρL.) In [AMS3, §3.1] we associated to (G,L, φb, qǫ) a twisted
graded Hecke algebra
(1.11) H(φb, qǫ,~r) = H(G
∨
φb
,M∨, qE ,~r)⊗O(Xnr(G)).
Let us describe this algebra in some detail. Firstly, M∨ = L∨ ∩ G∨φb is a quasi-Levi
subgroup of G∨φb and
(1.12) ZG∨⋊WF (Z(M
∨)◦) = L∨ ⋊WF , Z(L
∨
c )
WF ,◦ = Z(M∨)◦.
From uφ we get a unipotent class in (M
∨)◦, and qE denotes the canonical extension
of qǫ ∈ Irr
(
π0(ZM∨(uφ))
)
to an M∨-equivariant cuspidal local system on the M∨-
conjugacy class of uφ. We write
t = Lie(Z(M∨)◦) = X∗(Z(M
∨)◦)⊗Z C and tR = X∗(Z(M
∨)◦)⊗Z R.
The algebra (1.11) comes with a root system RqE = R
(
(G∨φb)
◦, Z(M∨)◦
)
with Weyl
group W ◦qE = N(G∨φb )
◦((M∨)◦)/(M∨)◦. It is a normal subgroup of the finite group
WqE = NG∨φb
(M∨, qE)/M∨. There exists a subgroup RqE ⊂WqE such that
(1.13) WqE =W
◦
qE ⋊RqE .
If (φb, qǫ) ∈ s
∨
L, then W
◦
qE ⊂W
◦
s∨ and WqE ⊂Ws∨ are the subgroups stabilizing φb.
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The array of complex parameters r˜ yields a function on RqE , which is constant
on irreducible components. As vector spaces
(1.14) H(φb, qǫ, r˜) = C[RqE ]⊗ C[W
◦
qE ]⊗ S(t
∗)⊗ C[~r]⊗ S(Lie∗(Xnr(G))).
Here the first tensor factor on the right hand side is embedded in H(φb, qǫ,~r) as
a twisted group algebra C[RqE , ♮qE ], the second and third factors are embedded as
subalgebras, while the fourth and fifth tensor factor are central subalgebras. The
cross relations between S(t∗) and C[W ◦qE ] are those of a standard graded Hecke
algebra [Lus3, §4], for a simple reflection sα:
(1.15) fTsα − Tsαsα(f) = rj
f − sα(f)
α
f ∈ O(t),
where α lies in the component of the root system R
(
(G∨φb)
◦, Z(M∨)◦
)
labelled by
the j-th entry of ~r. For r ∈ RqE :
(1.16) TrfT
−1
r = r(f) f ∈ O(t).
Finally, inside H(φb, qǫ,~r) there is an identification
(1.17) C[RqE , ♮qE ]⊗ C[W
◦
qE ]
∼= C[WqE , ♮qE ],
where the 2-cocycle ♮qE is lifted to W
2
qE → C
× via (1.13).
We write Xnr(L)rs = Hom(L,R>0), the real split part of the complex torus
Xnr(L). When Sc(φ, ρ) ∈ Xnr(L)rs · (φb, qǫ), we defined in [AMS3, p. 37] a “stan-
dard” H(φb, qǫ,~r)-module E(φ, ρ,~r). It has one particular irreducible quotient called
M(φ, ρ,~r). The main feature of (1.11) is
Theorem 1.2. [AMS3, Theorem 3.8]
Fix ~r ∈ Cd. The map (φ, ρ) 7→M(φ, ρ,~r) is natural bijection between:
• {(φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G) : Sc(φ, ρ) ∈ Xnr(L)rs · (φb, qǫ)}
•
{
π ∈ Irr
(
H(φb, qǫ,~r)
)
: ~r acts as ~r and all O(t × Lie(Xnr(G)))-weights of π
are contained in tR × Lie(Xnr(G)rs)
}
.
The algebras (1.11) and Theorem 1.2 play an important role in the proof of
Theorem 1.1. Namely, H(s∨,~z) = H(L,Xnr(L)φb, qǫ,~z) is “glued” from the algebras
H(tφb, qE ,~r) with t ∈ Xnr(L) unitary. In particular WqE ⊂ Ws∨ for every tφb, and
the 2-cocycle ♮qE for φL (not necessarily for φb) is the restriction of κs∨ to WqE .
The modulesM(φ, ρ, ~z) and E(φ, ρ, ~z) mentioned in and after Theorem 1.1 are ob-
tained from, respectively, M(φ, ρ, log ~z) and E(φ, ρ, log ~z) by unravelling the glueing
procedure (see [AMS3, Theorem 2.5 and 2.9]).
2. Automorphisms from Gad/G
Let Gad be the adjoint group of G. The conjugation action of Gad on G induces
an action of Gad on Irr(G). Although this action comes from conjugation in G(F ),
that is not necessarily conjugation in G(F ), and therefore Gad can permute Irr(G)
nontrivially. When G is quasi-split, it is expected that this replaces a generic (with
respect to a certain Whittaker datum) member of an L-packet by a member which
is generic with respect to another Whittaker datum [Kal1, (1.1)].
Although G → Gad is an epimorphism of algebraic groups, the map on F -rational
points,
G = G(F )→ Gad(F ) = Gad,
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need not be surjective. More precisely, the machine of Galois cohomology yields an
exact sequence
(2.1) 1→ Z(G)(F )→ G(F )→ Gad(F )→ H
1(F,Z(G)).
We abbreviate the group
Gad(F )/im(G(F )→ Gad(F )) to Gad/G.
Notice that the action of Gad on Irr(G) factors through Gad/G. Let TAD = T /Z(G)
be the image of T in Gad. It is known [Spr, Lemma 16.3.6] that the group
(2.2) TAD/T := TAD(F )/im(T (F )→ TAD(F ))
is naturally isomorphic to Gad/G. Since T centralizes the maximal F -split torus S
of G, T is contained in any standard (w.r.t. S) Levi F -subgroup of G. Consequently
Gad/G can be represented by elements that lie in every standard Levi F -subgroup
of Gad.
When G is quasi-split, Gad/G acts simply transitively on the set of G-orbits of
Whittaker data for G [Kal1]. For general G we are not aware of such a precise
characterization, but we do note that Gad/G acts naturally on the collection of G-
orbits of vertices in the Bruhat–Tits building B(G, F ). From the classification of
simple p-adic groups [Tit] one can deduce that this action of Gad/G is transitive on
the G-orbits of hyperspecial vertices and on the G-orbits of special, non-hyperspecial
vertices.
Denote the (unique) maximal compact subgroup of T by Tcpt, and let X∗(T ) be
its latttice of F -rational characters. The fixed uniformizer ̟F of F determines a
group isomorphism
(2.3)
Tcpt ×X∗(T ) → T
(t, λ) 7→ tλ(̟F )
.
The same goes for TAD, so
(2.4) TAD/T := TAD/im(T → TAD) ∼=
TAD,cpt/im(Tcpt → TAD)×X∗(TAD)/im(X∗(T )→ X∗(TAD)).
Accordingly, we can write any g ∈ TAD as g = gcgx with a compact part gc ∈ TAD,cpt
and an ”unramified” part gx ∈ X∗(TAD).
Then gc fixes an apartment of B(G, F ) pointwise, so it stabilizes relevant vertices in
that building. Still, gc may permute Bernstein components of Irr(G). On the other
hand, we expect that the action of gx on Irr(G) stabilizes all Bernstein components.
2.1. Action on enhanced L-parameters.
If one believes in the local Langlands correspondence, then the action of Gad/G
on Irr(G) should be reflected in an action of Gad/G on Φ(G), and even on Φe(G).
But Gad/G does not act in any interesting way on G
∨. Indeed, representing Gad/G
inside TAD, it fixes the root datum of (G,T ), so it should also fix the root datum
of (G∨,T ∨). Any automorphism of G∨ fixing that root datum is inner, and L-
parameters are only considered up to G∨-conjugation. Therefore the only reasonable
action Gad/G on Φ(G) is the trivial action. As the action on Irr(G) can be nontrivial,
the desired functoriality in the LLC tells us thatGad/G should act on Φe(G) by fixing
L-parameters and permuting their enhancements.
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A way to achieve the above in general can be found in [Kal1, §3] and [Cho, §4].
(We formulate this only for non-archimedean local fields, but apart from Lemmas
2.1.b and 2.3 all the results in this paragraph are just as well valid over R and C.)
Fix a L-parameter
φ :WF × SL2(C)→ G
∨ ⋊WF
and letWF act on G
∨ via φ and conjugation in G∨⋊WF . Similarly w 7→ Ad(φ(w))
defines an action ofWF on G
∨
sc. Consider the short exact sequences ofWF -modules
(2.5)
1→ Z(G∨) → G∨ → G∨ad → 1,
1→ Z(G∨sc)→ G
∨
sc → G
∨
ad → 1.
They induce exact sequences in Galois cohomology:
(2.6)
H0(WF , Z(G
∨)) → H0(WF , G
∨) → H0(WF , G
∨
ad)→ H
1(WF , Z(G
∨)),
H0(WF , Z(G
∨
sc))→ H
0(WF , G
∨
sc)→ H
0(WF , G
∨
ad)→ H
1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc)).
Splicing these, we get a map
(2.7) H0(WF , G
∨) = (G∨)φ(WF ) → H1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc))
which factors via H0(WF , G
∨
ad). Sometimes we will make use of the explicit con-
struction of this map, which of involves the connecting maps in Galois cohomology.
Namely, choose a map φsc :WF → G
∨
sc⋊WF which lifts φ|WF . For h ∈ (G
∨)φ(WF )
(2.8) WF → Z(G
∨
sc) : γ 7→ hφsc(γ)h
−1φsc(γ)
−1
is well-defined (since the conjugation action of G∨sc ⋊WF on itself descends to an
action of G∨). This determines an element ch ∈ H
1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc)), which does not
depend on the choice of the lift of φ and is the image of h under (2.7).
By (2.6) the postcomposition of (2.7) with the natural map H1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc))→
H1(WF , Z(G
∨)) is trivial, as is the precomposition of (2.7) withH0(WF , Z(G
∨
sc))→
H0(WF , G
∨). This enables us to rewrite (2.7) as
(G∨)φ(WF ) → (G∨)φ(WF )
/
im
(
(G∨sc)
φ(WF ) → (G∨)φ(WF )
)
→ ker
(
H1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc))→ H
1(WF , Z(G
∨))
)
.
Recall from [Bor1, §10.2] that the local Langlands correspondence for tori gives rise
to a natural homomorphism
(2.9)
H1(WF , Z(G
∨)) −→ Hom(G,C×)
c 7→
(
g 7→ 〈g, c〉
) .
Applying this to Gad and comparing with G, we get a natural homomorphism [Kal1,
Lemma 3.1]
(2.10) ker
(
H1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc))→ H
1(WF , Z(G
∨))
)
−→ Hom(Gad/G,C
×).
Thus (2.7) can also be regarded as a homomorphism
(2.11)
(G∨)φ(WF )
/
im
(
(G∨sc)
φ(WF ) → (G∨)φ(WF )
)
−→ Hom(Gad/G,C
×)
h 7→
(
g 7→ 〈g, ch〉
) .
By duality, we get a natural homomorphism
(2.12) τφ,G : Gad/G→ Hom
(
(G∨)φ(WF ),C×
)
,
which can be expressed as τφ,G(g)(h) = 〈g, ch〉.
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Lemma 2.1. (a) The image of τφ,G consists of characters of
ZG∨(φ(WF )) = (G
∨)WF that are trivial on:
• Z(G∨)WF ,
• the image of (G∨sc)
φ(WF ) → (G∨)φ(WF ),
• the identity component ZG∨(φ(WF ))
◦.
(b) Let t 7→ zt be a continuous map
[0, 1]→ Xnr ∼= Z(G
∨)IF )◦WF ,
and consider the path of L-parameters t 7→ ztφ. For every g ∈ Gad/G the
characters τz0φ,G(g) and τz1φ,G(g) agree on ∩t∈[0,1](G
∨)ztφ(WF ).
Proof. (a) By the exactness of (2.6), Z(G∨)WF lies in the kernel of (2.11). It is
also clear (2.11) that the image of (G∨sc)
φ(WF ) → (G∨)φ(WF ) lies in the kernel of
τφ,G(g), for every g ∈ Gad/G.
The group Gad/G ∼= TAD/T is totally disconnected and compact, so in (2.6) the
image consists of characters Gad/G→ C
× with finite image. Hence in (2.7) the image
consists of continuous characters from ZG∨(φ(WF )) to the group of finite order
elements in C×. The latter group is totally disconnected, so every such character
ZG∨(φ(WF ))→ C
× is trivial on the identity component ZG∨(φ(WF ))
◦.
(b) Let a ∈ ∩t∈[0,1](G
∨)ztφ(WF ) and let cat ∈ H
1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc)) be its image under
(2.7) for the L-parameter ztφ. From (2.8) we see that, for any w ∈WF ,
[0, 1]→ Z(G∨sc) : t 7→ cat(w)
is a continuous map. Since Z(G∨sc) is finite, cat(w) does not depend on t ∈ [0, 1],
and hence ca0 = ca1 ∈ H
1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc)). In view of (2.11) and (2.12), this implies
τz0φ,G(g)(a) = τz1φ,G(g)(a). 
Now we construct an action of Gad/G on the set of enhancements of φ. Recall
that G∨φ = Z
1
G∨sc
(φ|WF ) is the inverse image of (G
∨)φ(WF )/Z(G∨)WF in G∨sc. By
Lemma 2.1.a τφ,G(g) can be lifted to a character of G
∨
φ , which is trivial on (G
∨
φ )
◦
and on Z(G∨sc). In this way τφ,G(g) naturally determines a character τSφ(g) of
(2.13) Sφ ∼= π0
(
ZG∨
φ
(uφ)
)
= ZG∨
φ
(uφ)/ZG∨
φ
(uφ)
◦.
Then we can define an action τG of Gad/G on enhanced L-parameters by
(2.14) τG(g)(φ, ρ) = (φ, ρ⊗ τSφ(g)).
We note that τSφ(g) factors through
Sφ/Z(G
∨
sc) ∼= π0(ZG∨ad(φ)),
the component group for φ as L-parameter for the quasi-split inner form of G(F ).
Hence the action (2.14) preserves the Z(G∨sc)-character of any enhancement, which,
as explained after (1.1), means that the action of Gad/G stabilizes the set Φe(G) of
G-relevant enhanced L-parameters.
Next we will investigate the compatibility of the characters τφ,G(g) with Levi
subgroups and with the cuspidal support map for enhanced L-parameters. Let L be
a Levi F -subgroup of G, such that the image of φ is contained in L∨ ⋊WF . Then
(2.12) for L gives
τφ,L : Lad/L→ Hom(ZL∨(φ(WF )),C
×).
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Here Lad = L/Z(L) is a quotient of L/Z(G). Hence there is a canonical homomor-
phism
(2.15)
Gad/G ∼=
(
L/Z(G)
)
(F )
/(
L(F )/Z(G)(F )
)
−→ Lad(F )
/(
L(F )/Z(L)(F )
)
= Lad/L.
Lemma 2.2. Let g ∈ Gad/G and let gL ∈ Lad/L be its image under (2.15). Then
τφ,L(gL) = τφ,G(g)
∣∣
ZL∨ (φ(WF ))
.
Proof. We write
(2.16) L∨c = inverse image of L
∨ in G∨sc.
Consider the short exact sequence of WF -modules
1→ Z(G∨sc)→ L
∨
c → L
∨/Z(G∨) = L∨c /Z(G
∨
sc)→ 1.
That and (2.6) give rise to a diagram
(2.17) H0(WF , L
∨)
 ))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
H0(WF , L
∨
c )

// H0(WF , L
∨
sc)

H0(WF , G
∨)

H0(WF , L
∨/Z(G∨)) //
uu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦

H0(WF , L
∨
ad)

H0(WF , G
∨
ad) // H
1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc)) // H
1(WF , Z(L
∨
sc))
The middle column of (2.17) is a subobject of (2.6), so the left and middle column
form a commutative diagram. By the functoriality of Galois cohomology with respect
to morphisms of short exact sequences, the middle and right columns of the diagram
also commute, so the entire diagram is commutative.
The character τφ,L(l) corresponds to first the path (1, 1) → (2, 2)→ (2, 3) → (3, 3)
in the diagram, and then pairing with l ∈ Lad/L, using (2.10). Since gL comes form
g ∈ Gad/G, for l = gL the pairing with H
1(WF , Z(L
∨
sc)) can also be realized
as retraction along H1(WF , Z(G
∨
sc)) → H
1(WF , Z(L
∨
sc)) and then pairing with
g. In effect, this means that τφ,L(gL) can be constructed as following the path
(1, 1)→ (2, 2)→ (3, 2) in (2.17), and then applying (2.10) with input g.
On the other hand, τφ,G(g) can be seen in the diagram as the path (2, 1)→ (3, 1)→
(3, 2) and then pairing with g. Restricting τφ,G(g) to ZL∨(φ(WF )) means that we
should start at position (1,1), map to position (2,1) and then perform τφ,G(g). By
the commutativity of the diagram (2.17), that is the same as the above procedure
for τφ,L(gL). 
In view of Lemma 2.2 we may abbreviate τφ,G(g), τφ,L(gL) and τSφ(g) to τφ(g).
Suppose that (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G) has cuspidal support
Sc(φ, ρ) = (L(F ), φv , qǫ).
For g ∈ Gad/G we have the characters τSφ(g) = τφ(g) and τSφv (gL) = τSφv (g) =
τφv(g).
Lemma 2.3. Sc(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(g)) = (L(F ), φv , qǫ⊗ τφv(g)).
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Proof. Let us recall some aspects of the construction of the cuspidal support map
from [AMS1, §7]. Firstly, (φ, ρ) is determined up to G∨-conjugacy by φ|WF , uφ
and ρ. Here uφ = φ
(
1,
(
1 1
0 1
))
∈ G∨φ and ρ ∈ Irr(Sφ) = Irr
(
π0(ZG∨
φ
(uφ))
)
. The
cuspidal quasi-support of (uφ, ρ), as defined in [AMS1, §5] with respect to the com-
plex reductive group G∨φ , is of the form (M
∨, v, qǫ), where M∨ is a quasi-Levi sub-
group of G∨φ = Z
1
G∨sc
(φ|WF ) and (v, qǫ) is a cuspidal unipotent pair for M
∨. Then
L∨ ⋊WF = ZG∨⋊WF (Z(M
∨)◦).
Recall that τSφ(g) extends to the character τφ(g) defined on the whole of G
∨
φ . Let
ρ◦ be an irreducible constituent of the restriction of ρ to
(2.18) S◦φ := π0(Z(G∨φ )◦(uφ)).
Then (v, ǫ) is a refinement of the cuspidal support Sc(uφ, ρ
◦) = (v, ǫ), with respect to
the connected reductive group (G∨φ)
◦ and as defined in [Lus2]. The characterization
of the cuspidal support, as in [Lus2, §6.2] and [LuSp, §0.4], shows immediately that
Sc(uφ, ρ
◦ ⊗ τφ(g)) = (v, ǫ⊗ τφ(g)),
where τφ(g) is restricted, respectively, to the domain of ρ
◦ and the domain of ǫ.
This implies in particular that the unipotent element (defined up to conjugacy) in
Sc(uφ, τφ(g) ⊗ ρ) is v. Then the characterization of the cuspidal quasi-support in
[AMS1, (64)] shows that
(2.19) Sc(uφ, ρ⊗ τφ(g)) = (v, qǫ⊗ τφ(g)).
By Lemma 2.2 the right hand side can be written as (v, qǫ⊗ τφ,L(gL)). The cuspidal
support of (φ, ρ) is built from (L(F ), φ|WF , v, qǫ) by adjusting φ|WF with a certain
representation of WF/IF [AMS1, Definition 7.7]. This representation arises as the
composition of the norm onWF and a cocharacter of Z(M
∨)◦ [AMS1, Lemma 7.6].
That cocharacter depends only on φ|WF and v, so it is the same for (φ, ρ) as for
(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(g)). Combine this with (2.19). 
2.2. Action on graded Hecke algebras.
Proposition 2.4. Let g ∈ Gad/G and let (φb, qǫ) ∈ Φcusp(L) be bounded. The
character τφb(g) induces an algebra isomorphism
αg : H(φb, qǫ,~r)→ H(φb, qǫ⊗ τφb(g),~r)
such that, in the notation of (1.14):
• αg is the identity on C[W
◦
qE ]⊗ S(t
∗)⊗ S(Lie∗(Xnr(G)));
• there exists a set of representatives ˙RqE ⊂ NG∨φb
(M∨, qE)/(M∨)◦ for RqE ,
such that αg(Tr) = τφb(g)(r˙)Tr for all r ∈ RqE .
Proof. Notice that NG∨
φb
(M∨, qE) = NG∨
φb
(M∨, qE ⊗ τφb(g)) because τφb(g) extends
to a character of G∨φb . Hence WqE = WqE⊗τφb(g)
−1 and our asserted maps are well-
defined linear bijections.
Regarding the first bullet as given, we focus on the second bullet. If we can
establish that one, the multiplication rules (1.16) and (1.17) immediately show that
αg is an algebra homomorphisms.
The algebra C[WqE , ♮qE ] is realized in H(φb, qǫ,~r) as the endomorphism algebra
of a G∨φb-equivariant perverse sheaf qπ∗(q˜E) on a complex algebraic variety [AMS1,
Lemma 5.4]. To construct the action on qπ∗(q˜E), several steps are needed:
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• Choose an irreducible constituent ǫ of qǫ|Z(G∨
φb
)◦(uφ)
. (It is unique up to
conjugacy.)
• Let E be the (M∨)◦-equivariant local system associated to ǫ on the unipotent
orbit C
(M∨)◦
uφ , and let M
∨
E be its stabilizer M
∨.
• The generalized Springer correspondence for (M∨, E) matches (C
(M∨)◦
uφ , qE)
with an irreducible representation ρM∨ of C[M
∨
E /(M
∨)◦, ♮E ].
• By the equivariance of the generalized Springer correspondenceNG∨
φb
(M∨, qE)
equals the stabilizer of (M∨, ρM∨) in G
∨
φb
.
• Write W˜qE = NG∨φb
(M∨, qE)/(M∨)◦, so that ρM∨ can be extended to a pro-
jective representation of W˜qE .
• The groupW ◦qE is a subgroup of W˜qE . Extend that to a set of representatives
W˙qE for WqE = W˜qE/(M
∨)E in W˜qE , such that ˙rw = r˙w for r ∈ RqE , w ∈
W ◦qE .
• For every w˙ ∈ W˙qE we pick an intertwiner I
w˙ ∈ HomM∨
E
/(M∨)◦(w˙ ·ρM∨, ρM∨).
For m ∈M∨E /(M
∨)◦ we define Iw˙m = Iw˙ ◦ ρM∨(m).
• The operators Iw˙m determine a 2-cocycle ♮qE for W˜qE , which factors through
(WqE )
2. This gives twisted group algebras C[W˜qE , ♮qE ] and C[WqE , ♮qE ]. Here
we use the conventions as in [AMS1, §1]:
♮qE (w,w
′) = TwTw′T
−1
ww′ = I
ww′(Iw
′
)−1(Iw)−1.
• For a representation (τ, Vτ ) of C[WqE , ♮qE ], Vτ ⊗ VρM∨ becomes a representa-
tion of C[W˜qE , ♮qE ] by defining
T˜w˙m(v1 ⊗ v2) = τ(Tw)v1 ⊗ I
w˙ρM∨(Tm)v2.
• For the remainder of the construction see the proof of [AMS1, Lemma 5.4].
Now we investigate what happens when we tensor everything with τφb(g). Recall
from Lemma 2.1.a that τφb(g) is trivial on (M
∨)◦ (but not necessarily onM∨E ). Thus
E is stable under τφb(g), and qE is replaced by qE ⊗ τφb(g). Then ρM∨ is replaced
by ρM∨ ⊗ τφb(g)
−1, see [AMS1, Theorem 4.7]. We can keep the Iw˙ for w˙ ∈ W˙qE ,
for τφb(g) extends to a character of W˜qE , so every w˙ stabilizes τφb(g). However, we
must replace Iw˙m by
I˜w˙m = Iw˙ ◦ ρM∨(m)τφb(g)
−1(m).
This determines a new 2-cocycle ♮qE⊗τφb (g)
of WqE , and an algebra isomorphism
(2.20)
αg : C[WqE , ♮qE ] → C[WqE , ♮qE⊗τφb (g)
]
Tw 7→ τφb(g)(w˙)Tw
.
For w ∈ W ◦qE we chose w˙ = w ∈ N(G∨φb )
◦(M∨)/(M∨)◦, so τφb(w˙) = 1 (by Lemma
2.1.a) and αg(Tw) = Tw. 
We note that w 7→ τφb(g)(w˙) is not necessarily a character of WqE , because
it involves the choice of W˙qE . Nevertheless, ♮qE and ♮qE⊗τφb (g)
are equivalent in
H2(WqE ,C
×).
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Consider (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G) with cuspidal support in (L(F ),Xnr(L)rsφb, qǫ). As ex-
plained in the proof of [AMS3, Theorem 3.8], upon replacing (φ, ρ) by an equivalent
parameter, we may assume that
φ|IF = φb|IF ,dφ|SL2(C)
(
1 0
0 −1
)
∈ t and φ(Frob)φb(Frob)
−1 ∈ Xnr(L)rs.
We abbreviate σ = φ(Frob)φb(Frob)
−1 and regard it both as an element of(
Z(L∨)IF
)◦
Frob
and an element of Xnr(L)rs. As σ lies in the real split part of a torus,
σt ∈ Xnr(L)rs is well-defined for every t ∈ R. Then
[0, 1]→ Hom(WF , L
∨ ⋊WF ) : t 7→ σ
tφb|WF
is a path between φb|WF and φ|WF , We note that τφ(g) depends only on φ|WF (and
similarly for φb), and that
ZG∨(φ(WF )) = ZG∨(σ
tφ(WF )) ⊂ ZG∨(φb(WF )) for all t ∈ (0, 1].
Now Lemmas 2.1.b and 2.2 say that
(2.21) τφ = τφb
∣∣
ZG∨ (φ(WF ))
.
This allows us replace τφ and τSφ by τφb whenever we please.
The algebra isomorphism αg from Proposition 2.4 gives an equivalence of cate-
gories
α∗g : Mod
(
H(φb, qǫ⊗ τφb(g),~r)
)
→ Mod
(
H(φb, qǫ,~r)
)
(π, V ) 7→ (π ◦ αg, V )
.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G) with cuspidal support in
(L,Xnr(L)rsφb, qǫ⊗ τφb(g)). Fix ~r ∈ C
d and recall the H(φb, qǫ⊗ τφb(g),~r)-modules
M(φ, ρ,~r) and E(φ, ρ,~r) from Theorem 1.2. Then
α∗gE(φ, ρ,~r) = E(φ, ρ ⊗ τφ(g)
−1, ~r) and α∗gM(φ, ρ,~r) =M(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(g)
−1, ~r).
Proof. Let IM denote the Iwahori–Matsumoto involution of a (twisted) graded Hecke
algebra. (By definition, it restricts to the identity on C[RqE , ♮qE ].) By [AMS3,
Theorem 3.8], for a certain σL ∈ Lie(Xnr(L)rs):
(2.22) E(φ, ρ,~r) = IM∗Elog(uφ),σL,~r,ρ.
Let ρ◦ be an irreducible constituent of ρ|S◦
φ
, as in (2.18). By [AMS2, Lemma 3.13]
there is a unique
τ ∈ Irr(C[RE,uφb ,σ, ♮
−1
qE⊗τφb (g))
]) ∼= Irr(C[(Sφ)ρ◦/S
◦
φ, ♮
−1
qE⊗τφb (g))
])
such that ρ = ρ◦⋊τ . Let τ∗ ∈ Irr(C[RE,uφb ,σ, ♮qE⊗τφb (g))
]) be the contragredient of τ .
By [AMS2, Lemma 3.18], which is applicable in this generality by [AMS3, Theorem
1.4],
(2.23) Elog(uφ),σL,~r,ρ◦⋊τ = τ
∗ ⋉ E◦log(uφ),σL,~r,ρ◦ ,
where E◦log(uφ),σL,~r,ρ◦ is a standard module for
H((G∨φb)
◦, (M∨)◦, E ,~r)⊗O
(
Lie(Xnr(G))
)
.
Applying αg in the form (2.20) to (2.22) and (2.23), we obtain
α∗gE(φ, ρ,~r) = IM
∗(τ∗ ⊗ τφb(g)) ⋉ E
◦
log(uφ),σL,~r,ρ◦
.
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Again by (2.23) this equals
IM∗Elog(uφ),σL,~r,ρ◦⋊(τ⊗τφb(g)
−1) = IM
∗Elog(uφ),σL,~r,ρ⊗τφb (g)
−1 = E(φ, ρ ⊗ τφ(g)
−1, ~r).
By [AMS2, (69) and (70)] the analogue of (2.23) for M(φ, ρ,~r) also holds. Knowing
that, the above argument for E(φ, ρ,~r) applies to M(φ, ρ,~r). 
We would like to show that, for every bounded φb, the isomorphism αg from
Proposition 2.4 is induced by an isomorphism
H(s∨,~z)→H(s∨ ⊗ τφb(g),~z).
However, it seems that this cannot be realized with (twisted) graded Hecke algebras.
To approach the desired situation, we replace H(φb, qǫ,~r) by a larger algebra, which
has the same irreducible representations but admits more inner automorphisms.
Recall from [AMS2, Lemma 2.3] that
(2.24) S
(
t∗ ⊕ Lie∗(Xnr(G))⊕ (C
∗)d
)WqE = O(t× Lie(Xnr(G)))WqE ⊕ C[~r]
is a central subalgebra of H(φb, qǫ,~r). More precisely, since WqE acts faithfully on t
(the pointwise stabilizer of t in G∨φb is M
∨, but the image of M∨ in WqE is 1), (2.24)
is the full centre of H(φb, qǫ,~r).
Let Can(U) be the algebra of complex analytic functions on a complex variety U .
We define the algebras
Han(φb, qǫ,~r) = C
an
(
t× Lie(Xnr(G)) ⊕ C
d
)WqE ⊗
O
(
t×Lie(Xnr(G))×Cd
)WqE H(φb, qǫ,~r).
As observed in [Sol1, §1.5], based on [Opd, Proposition 4.3], pullback along the
inclusion
(2.25) H(φb, qǫ,~r)→ H
an(φb, qǫ,~r)
provides an equivalence between the respective categories of finite dimensional mod-
ules. We note that
(2.26) Can
(
t× Lie(Xnr(G)) × C
d
)
=
Can
(
t× Lie(Xnr(G)) × C
d
)WqE ⊗
O
(
t×Lie(Xnr(G))×Cd
)WqE O
(
t× Lie(Xnr(G))
)
is a (commutative, but usually not central) subalgebra of Han(φb, qǫ,~r). As vector
spaces
(2.27) Han(φb, qǫ,~r) = C
an
(
t× Lie(Xnr(G)) × C
d
)
⊗C C[WqE , ♮qE ].
We extend αg to an isomorphism
Han(φb, qǫ,~r)→ H
an(φb, qǫ⊗ τφb(g),~r)
by letting it act trivially on Can
(
t× Lie(Xnr(G))
)
.
In view of (2.2) we may assume that g is represented in TAD = (T /Z(G))(F ).
Evaluating unramified characters at g determines an element of X∗(Xnr(TAD))
and an element of X∗
(
Xnr(L/Z(G))(F )
)
. By construction Z(M∨)◦ is contained in
(Z(L∨c )
IF )◦Frob
∼= Xnr(L/Z(G))(F ). In this way every g ∈ (L/Z(G))(F ) determines
an algebraic character
(2.28) xg ∈ X
∗(Z(M∨)◦).
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We note that −xg = xg−1 . Composition with the exponential map t → Z(M
∨)◦
yields an analytic character exg of t. It can be regarded as an invertible element of
Can
(
t× Lie(Xnr(G)) × C
d
)
⊂ Han(φb, qǫ,~r).
The automorphism Ad(exg ) of Han(φb, qǫ,~r) is inner, so it acts trivially on repre-
sentations up to equivalence. Obviously Ad(exg) can also be considered as an inner
automorphism of Han(φb, qǫ⊗ τφb(g),~r).
Lemma 2.6. The algebra isomorphism
αg ◦Ad(e
xg ) : Han(φb, qǫ,~r)→ H
an(φb, qǫ⊗ τφb(g),~r)
equals Ad(exg ) ◦ αg. Up to equivalence, it has the same effect on modules as αg (as
in Lemma 2.5).
Proof. The statement about modules is clear from the above. Let A be the subal-
gebra of Han(φb, qǫ,~r) generated by C
an
(
t× Lie(Xnr(G))
)
and C[W ◦qE . Then
(2.29) Han(φb, qǫ,~r) = A⊗ C[RqE , ♮qE ]
as vector spaces, and A can also be regarded as a subalgebra of Han(φb, qǫ⊗τφb(g),~r).
With that identification αg is the identity on A, and in particular it commutes with
Ad(exg ) on A. For r ∈ RqE , represented by r˙ ∈ W˜qE as in (2.20):
αg ◦ Ad(e
xg )(Tr) = αg(e
xgTre
−xg ) = αg(Trr
−1(exg )e−xg)
= αg(Tr)r
−1(exg )e−xg = τφb(g)(r˙)Trr
−1(exg)e−xg
= exgτφb(g)(r˙)Tre
−xg = exgτφb(g)(r˙)Tre
−xg
= Ad(exg ) ◦ αg(Tr).
In view of (2.29), this shows that αg ◦ Ad(e
xg ) = Ad(exg ) ◦ αg on the whole of
Han(φb, qǫ,~r). 
2.3. Action on affine Hecke algebras.
Recall the twisted affine Hecke algebra H(s∨,~z) from (1.9). For every φb with
(L, φb, qǫ) ∈ s
∨
L, we can consider the subalgebra H(s
∨, φb,~z) with as data the torus
s∨L, roots {α ∈ Φs∨ : sα(φb) = φb}, the finite group WqE = Ws∨,φb,qǫ, parameters
λ, λ∗ and the 2-cocycle ♮qE . As explained in the proofs of [AMS3, Theorems 2.5.a
and 3.15.a], there is a natural equivalence between the following categories:
(i) finite dimensional H(s∨,~z)-modules with weights in WqEXnr(L)rsφb × R
d
>0;
(ii) finite dimensional H(s∨, φb,~z)-modules with weights in Xnr(L)rsφb × R
d
>0.
(The weights are meant with respect to the commutative subalgebras from the Bern-
stein presentation.) The map
expφb : t× Lie(Xnr(G)rs)× C
d → Xnr(L)φb × (C
×)d = s∨L × (C
×)d
(λ,~r) 7→ (exp(λ)φb, exp(~r))
induces a WqE -equivariant homomorphism
exp∗φb : O
(
s∨L × (C
×)d
)
→ Can
(
t× Lie(Xnr(G))× C
d
)
f 7→ f ◦ expφb
.
By [Sol1, Theorem 2.1.4] this extends to an injective algebra homomorphism
(2.30) exp∗φb : H(s
∨, φb,~z)→ H
an(φb, qǫ,~r).
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By [Sol1, Corollary 2.15] (see the explanation in the proof of [AMS3, Theorem
3.15.a]), (2.30) induces an equivalence between (ii) and the category of
(iii) finite dimensional Han(φb, qǫ,~r)-modules (or, equivalently,
H(φb, qǫ,~r)-modules) with weights in tR × Lie(Xnr(G)rs)× R
d
>0.
Next we would like to define an analogue of conjugation by xg on H(s
∨,~z).
Lemma 2.7. Let x ∈ X∗(Z(M∨)◦) and w ∈ NG∨sc(L
∨
c ⋊WF )/L
∨
c
∼= NG∨(L
∨ ⋊
WF )/L
∨. Then w−1(x) − x naturally defines an algebraic character of Xnr(L),
trivial on Xnr(G). It also defines a character of Ts∨ , descended from Xnr(L).
Proof. For any z ∈ Z(G∨sc)
WF :
(w−1(x)− x)(z) = x(wzw−1z−1) = x(1) = 1.
So we may regard w−1(x) − x as a character of Z(M∨)◦ ×Xnr(G) which is trivial
on Z(G∨sc)
WF ×Xnr(G). Recall the finite covering of tori
(2.31) Z(M∨)◦ ×Xnr(G)→ Xnr(L)
from [AMS3, Lemma 3.7]. Its kernel is contained in
(
Z(G∨sc)∩Z(M
∨)◦
)
×Xnr(G).
Since WF fixes Z(M
∨)◦ pointwise (1.12),
Z(G∨sc) ∩ Z(M
∨)◦ = Z(G∨sc)
WF .
Consequently (2.31) can be “inverted” to a surjection
Xnr(L)/Xnr(G)→ Z(M
∨)◦/Z(G∨sc)
WF .
We pull w−1(x)− x back along this map to obtain the desired character of Xnr(L).
The cover (2.31) and [AMS3, Lemma 3.7] also apply with Z(L)◦ instead of L. By
the same argument as above, w−1(x)− x determines a character of
(2.32) Xnr(Z(L)
◦) ∼=
(
Z(L∨/L∨der)
IF
)◦
Frob
.
On [AMS3, p. 41] it was observed that the kernel of Xnr(L)→ Ts∨ (called Xnr(L)s∨
over there) consists of elements coming from the finite group L∨der ∩Z(L
∨). Hence
Ts∨ naturally surjects to (2.32). From the commutative diagram
Z(M∨)◦ ×Xnr(G) → Xnr(L)
↓ ↓
Xnr(Z(L)
◦) ← Ts∨
we see that the character of Xnr(Z(L)
◦) determined by w−1(x) − x can be lifted
to Ts∨ , and then it equals the descent of the character of Xnr(L) associated to
w−1(x)− x. 
From (2.31) and (1.7) we see that X∗(Z(M∨)◦×Xnr(G)) is a lattice in X
∗(Ts∨)⊗Z
Q, containing X∗(Ts∨) and xg. Let X
′ be the sublattice generated by X∗(Ts∨)∪{xg}
and write T ′ = Irr(X ′). Assume that λ(α) = λ∗(α) whenever α /∈ 2X∗(T
′). In the
notation of [AMS3, (84)], this gives an affine Hecke algebra
(2.33) H(T ′,W ◦s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z).
It naturally contains H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z) as a subalgebra. Let θxg ∈ O(T
′) denote
xg considered as element of (2.33). At this point the R-group Rs∨ could cause some
trouble. To avoid that we use the following condition:
Condition 2.8. The group Rs∨ fixes the basepoint (φL, ρL) of s
∨
L.
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Assuming this, the action of Rs∨ on sL lifts to X
∗(Ts∨)⊗Z Q and to T
′. In that
case we can define a twisted affine Hecke algebra
H′(s∨,~z) := H(T ′,W ◦s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z)⋊C[Rs∨ , κs∨ ],
which naturally contains H(s∨,~z).
Recall that H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z) also has an Iwahori–Matsumoto presentation,
with a basis {Nw : w ∈ X
∗(Ts∨) ⋊Ws∨}. In terms of the length function ℓ and a
simple (affine) reflection s, the multiplication relations are determined by
(2.34) NwNs =
{
Nws if ℓ(ws) = ℓ(w) + 1
Nws + (z(s)− z(s)
−1)Nw if ℓ(ws) = ℓ(w) − 1
.
(Here zmeans the function onX∗(Ts∨)⋊Ws∨ derived from ~z, λ, λ
∗ as in [Lus3, §3.1].)
When Condition 2.8 holds, H(s∨,~z) also has an Iwahori–Matsumoto presentation,
such that NwNr = Nwr for all r ∈ Rs∨ , w ∈ X
∗(Ts∨)⋊Ws∨ .
Proposition 2.9. (a) The automorphism Ad(θxg ) of (2.33) stabilizes the subalge-
bra
H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z), and hence defines an automorphism of the latter algebra.
(b) When Condition (2.8) holds, the automorphism Ad(θxg ) of H
′(s∨,~z) stabilizes
the subalgebra H(s∨,~z), and defines an automorphism of the latter.
(c) In the Iwahori–Matsumoto presentation, Ad(θxg ) is given by
Ad(θxg)(Nw) = Nw(w−1(xg)−xg) w ∈ X
∗(Ts∨)⋊Ws∨ .
Assuming Condition 2.8, this equation also holds for w ∈ Rs∨ .
Proof. (a) Clearly Ad(θxg) fixes the commutative subalgebra
(2.35) O
(
Z(M∨)◦ ×Xnr(G)
)
⊗ C[~z,~z−1]
pointwise. For a simple reflection sα the Bernstein–Lusztig–Zelevinsky relation gives:
θxgNsαθ−xg = Nsαsα(θxg)θ−xg+(
(z
λ(α)
j − z
−λ(α)
j ) + θ−α(z
λ∗(α)
j − z
−λ∗(α)
j )
)
(θxg − sα(θxg))θ−xg/(1 − θ
2
−α)
= Nsαθsα(xg)−xg+(
(z
λ(α)
j − z
−λ(α)
j ) + θ−α(z
λ∗(α)
j − z
−λ∗(α)
j )
)
(1− θsα(xg)−xg )/(1 − θ
2
−α).
Using the Z-valued pairing between X∗(Z(M∨)◦) and X∗(Z(M
∨)◦)) ⊃ ZΦs∨ , we
can write xg − sα(xg) = 〈xg, α
∨〉α, By [AMS3, Lemma 3.10] this lies in O(Ts∨) ⊂
H(s∨,~z). When 〈xg, α
∨〉 ∈ 2Z,
(1− θsα(xg)−xg)/(1 − θ
2
−α) = 1 + θ−2α + · · ·+ θ(2−〈xg,α∨〉)α ∈ O(Ts∨).
When 〈xg, α
∨〉 is odd, α∨ /∈ 2X∗(Z(M
∨)◦) and in [AMS3, (78)] we imposed λ∗(α) =
λ(α). In that case(
(z
λ(α)
j − z
−λ(α)
j ) + θ−α(z
λ∗(α)
j − z
−λ∗(α)
j )
)
(1− θsα(xg)−xg)/(1 − θ
2
−α) =
(z
λ(α)
j − z
−λ(α)
j )(1 + θ−α)(1 − θsα(xg)−xg )/(1 − θ
2
−α) =
(z
λ(α)
j − z
−λ(α)
j )(1 + θ−α + · · · + θ(1−〈xg ,α∨〉)α) ∈ O(Ts∨).
It follows that
Ad(θxg )(Nsα) ∈ H(Ts∨L ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z)
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for all simple reflections sα. These and (2.35) generate (2.33), so that subalgebra is
stable under Ad(θxg).
(b) For any r ∈ Rs∨ our assumptions imply that
(2.36) Ad(θxg)(Nr) = θxgNrθ−xg = Nr(N
−1
r θxgNr)θ−xg
= Nrθr−1(xg)θ−xg = Nrθr−1(xg)−xg ∈ H(s
∨,~z)
These Nr and (2.33) generate H(s
∨,~z), so by part (a) and (2.36) that subalgebra is
stable under Ad(θxg).
(c) Let C(Ts∨)
W ◦
s∨ be the quotient field of the centre O(Ts∨)
W ◦
s∨ of
H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z). By [Lus3, §6] there is an algebra isomorphism
(2.37) H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z) ⊗
O(Ts∨ )
W◦
s∨
C(Ts∨)
W ◦
s∨ ∼= C[~z,~z−1]⊗C C(Ts∨)⋊W
◦
s∨ .
Hence Ad(θxg) extends to an automorphism of C[~z,~z
−1]⊗CC(Ts∨)⋊W
◦
s∨ which is the
identity on C[~z,~z−1]⊗C C(Ts∨). Let ı
◦
w ∈ H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z) ⊗
O(Ts∨ )
W◦
s∨
C(Ts∨)
W ◦
s∨
be the image of w ∈W ◦s∨ under the isomorphism (2.37). Then
Ad(θxg)(ı
◦
w) = ı
◦
wθw−1(xg)−xg .
Specialization at ~z = ~1 gives, for any x ∈ X∗(Ts∨),
(2.38) Ad(θxg)|~z=~1(Nwx) = Ad(θxg)|~z=~1(ı
◦
wθx) = ı
◦
wθw−1(xg)−xg
= NwNxNw−1(xg)−xg = Nwx((wx)−1(xg)−xg) ∈ H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z)/(~z −~1).
The automorphism w 7→ xgwx
−1
g = w(w
−1(xg) − xg) of X
∗(Ts∨) ⋊Ws∨ need not
preserve the length function ℓ. However, we can realize H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , 1, 1,~z) as the
Iwahori–Hecke algebra H(G′, I) of a suitable reductive p-adic group G′. Then con-
jugation by xg becomes conjugation by an element of the adjoint group G
′
ad. Ad(xg)
defines an automorphism of H(G′) which restricts to an algebra isomorphism
H(G′, I)→H(G′,Ad(xg)(I)) : Nw 7→ Nxgwx−1g .
Comparing with the multiplication relations (2.34) for these Iwahori–Hecke algebras,
we deduce that
ℓ(xgww
′x−1g ) = ℓ(xgwx
−1
g ) + ℓ(xgw
′x−1g ) ⇐⇒ ℓ(ww
′) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(w′).
This implies that Nw 7→ Nxgwx−1g = Nw(w−1(xg)−xg) defines an automorphism of
H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z). Clearly, its specialization at ~z = ~1 agrees with (2.38).
By [ABPS3, Proposition 14.1] every automorphism of H(Ts∨ ,W
◦
s∨ , λ, λ
∗,~z) which
fixes C[~z,~z−1]⊗CO(Ts∨) pointwise is completely determined by its specialization at
~z = ~1. Hence Ad(θxg)(Nw) = Nw(w−1(xg)−xg) for all w ∈ X
∗(Ts∨)⋊Ws∨ .
When Condition 2.8 holds, the above argument also applies to w ∈ Rs∨ . 
In the remainder of this paragraph we assume that Condition (2.8) holds. Because
Ad(θxg) is the identity onO(Ts∨), it stabilizes the subalgebraH(s
∨, φb,~z) ofH(s
∨,~z).
Via the injection (2.30), Ad(θxg) can be extended uniquely to an automorphism of
Han(φb, qǫ,~r) which is the identity on C
an(t× Lie(Xnr(G))). For φb = φL it is none
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other than Ad(exg ), but for φb 6= φL the map expφb creates more complications.
From the proof of Proposition 2.9 we see that, for w ∈WqE :
(2.39) exp∗φb Ad(θxg )(Nw) = (w
−1(xg)−xg)(σ)Ad(e
xg )(exp∗φb Nw) ∈ H
an(φb, qǫ,~r).
where σ = φb(Frob)φL(Frob)
−1 ∈ Xnr(L). For w ∈W
◦
qE , the calculations for Propo-
sition 2.9.a entail that w−1(xg)−xg is Z-linear combination of roots α with α(σ) = 1.
Hence (w−1(xg)− xg)(σ) = 1 and
(2.40) Ad(θxg) = Ad(e
xg ) on Han
(
(G∨φb)
◦, (M∨)◦, E ,~r
)
,
the subalgebra of Han(φb, qǫ,~r) generated by C
an(t× Lie(Xnr(G))) and C[W
◦
qE ].
Fix a lift σsc ∈ Z(M
∨)◦ of σ ∈ Xnr(L). For w ∈ RqE we can relate the character
(2.41) w 7→ (w−1(xg)− xg)(σ) = xg(wσscw
−1σ−1sc )
to τφb(g)(w). Write g = gcgx as in (2.3), with gc compact and gx in the image of
X∗(TAD). Then
τφb(g) = τφb(gc)τφb(gx).
As every unramified character of T or TAD is trivial on gc, τφb(gc)|T∨ is insensitive
to twisting φL by unramified characters, and xg depends only on gx.
Suppose that τφL(gx) = 1 (which can be achieved for instance when φb or φL
factors through LT ). The expression τφb(gx)(w) = 〈gx, cw〉 from (2.8) and (2.10)
works out as
τφb(gx)(w) = 〈gx, wσscw
−1σ−1sc 〉 = xg(wσscw
−1σ−1sc ).
Thus τφb(gx) equals (2.41), and we can regard that as the unramified part of τφb(g).
By Condition (2.8) W ◦s∨ = W
◦
qE and Rs∨ = RqE , where qǫ = qE|uφ is regarded
as an enhancement of φL. Via the choice of representatives W˙qE (as in the proof of
Proposition 2.4), τφL(g) defines an isomorphism
C[Rs∨ , κs∨ ] = C[RqE , ♮qE ] → C[Rs∨ , κs∨⊗τφL (g)
] = C[RqE , ♮qE⊗τφL (g)
]
Nw 7→ τφL(g)(w˙)Nw
,
compare with (2.20). It extends to an algebra isomorphism
(2.42) αg : H(s
∨,~z)→H(s∨ ⊗ τφL(g),~z)
which is the identity on O(Ts∨)⊗C[~z,~z
−1]. Consider the composition
(2.43) αg ◦ Ad(θxg) : H(s
∨,~z)→ H(s∨ ⊗ τφL(g),~z).
We note that, when g = gcgx is as in (2.3) and τφL(gx) = 1, we can decompose (2.43)
in αg = αgc and Ad(θxg ) = Ad(θxgx ).
Theorem 2.10. Recall that Condition (2.8) is in force. Let ~z ∈ Rd>0 and let (φ, ρ) ∈
Φe(G)
s∨⊗τφL (g). The equivalence of categories
(αg ◦ Ad(θxg))
∗ : Mod
(
H(s∨ ⊗ τφL(g),~z)
)
→ Mod
(
H(s∨,~z)
)
,
π 7→ π ◦ αg ◦ Ad(θxg)
sends E¯(φ, ρ, ~z) to E¯(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(g)
−1, ~z) and M¯(φ, ρ, ~z) to M¯(φ, ρ ⊗ τφ(g)
−1, ~z).
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Proof. The isomorphism αg ◦ Ad(θxg) fixes O(Ts∨) pointwise. Hence it restricts to
an isomorphism
H(s∨, φb,~z)→H(s
∨ ⊗ τφL(g), φb,~z),
where we note that τφL(g) = τφb(g) on L
∨. Via the inclusion (2.25), this extends
canonically to an isomorphism
(2.44) Han(φb, qǫ,~r)→ H
an(φb, qǫ⊗ τφb(g),~r)
Here φb = σφL and τφb = τστφL . The part τφL is accounted for by αg, whereas τσ is
incorporated in (2.39). A calculation analogous to (2.39)–(2.41) shows that (2.44)
is none other than αg ◦ Ad(e
xg ). Finally we apply Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. 
3. Isomorphisms of reductive groups
In this section F is any local field. Consider an isomorphism of connected reduc-
tive F -groups
η : G˜ → G.
As observed in [Bor1, §1.2], η and the choice of a pinnning ofG∨ induce isomorphisms
η∨ : G∨ → G˜∨ and
(3.1) Lη = η∨ ⋊ id : G∨ ⋊WF → G˜
∨ ⋊WF .
Given η, these maps are unique up to conjugation by elements of G∨ (and adjusting
theWF -action on G
∨ accordingly). By the naturality of the Kottwitz isomorphism
(3.2) ζG˜ ◦ η
∨ = ζG ∈ Irr(Z(G
∨
sc)
WF )
Thus η∨ remembers to which inner twist of G∗ the group G˜ is mapped, and Lη
induces a bijection Φ(Lη) : Φ(G) → Φ(G˜). We agree that the extensions ζ+G , ζ
+
G˜
from (1.2) are chosen such that ζ+
G˜
◦ η∨ = ζ+G . Under that assumption
Lη also
induces a bijection
(3.3)
Φe(
Lη) : Φe(G) → Φe(G˜),
(φ, ρ) 7→ (Lη ◦ φ, ρ ◦ (η∨)−1).
Composing η∨ by an inner automorphism does not change (3.3), so Φ(Lη) and Φe(
Lη)
are determined uniquely by η.
Assume for the moment that F is non-archimedean. Then Lη induces isomor-
phisms from all the objects associated in Section 1 to G∨ to the analogous objects
for G˜∨. All the constructions underlying the results of [AMS1, AMS2, AMS3] are
functorial for algebraic isomorphisms. For instance, Lη naturally gives rise to algebra
isomorphisms
O(η∨(s∨L)) → O(s
∨
L) : f 7→ f ◦ Φe(
Lη),
O(η∨(t)× Lie(Xnr(G˜))) → O(t× Lie(Xnr(G))) : f 7→ f ◦ η
∨,
H
(
W ◦Lη(s∨),~z
2λ˜
)
→ H
(
W ◦s∨ ,~z
2λ
)
: Nsη∨(α) 7→ Nsα .
Using the notations from the proof of [AMS3, Proposition 3.12.b], in particular
J = Z1G∨sc(φ|IF )
, we get an isomorphism
C[WLη(s∨), ♮Lη(s∨)]
∼= EndJ˜
(
q˜π∗(η
∨
∗ (q˜E))
)
→ EndJ
(
qπ∗(q˜E)
)
∼= C[Ws∨ , ♮s∨ ]
T 7→ (η∨∗ )
−1 ◦ T ◦ η∨∗
.
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The above maps combine to algebra isomorphisms
(3.4)
H(Lη) : H(Φe(
Lη)(φb, qǫ),~r) → H(φb, qǫ,~r),
H(Lη) : H(Φe(
Lη)(s∨),~z) → H(s∨,~z).
The canonicity of the bijections in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 allows us to conclude:
Corollary 3.1. Let F be a non-archimedean local field and assume the notations of
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, for G and for G˜. Then, for any ~r ∈ Cd, ~z ∈ (C×)d:
M(φ, ρ,~r) ◦H(Lη) = M(Φe(
Lη)(φ, ρ), ~r),
M(φ, ρ, ~z) ◦ H(Lη) = M(Φe(
Lη)(φ, ρ), ~z),
and similarly for the standard modules E(φ, ρ,~r), E(φ, ρ, ~z).
Now F may again be any local field. Upon adjusting η∨ by an inner automorphism
of G∨, we may assume that it sends a chosen WF -stable pinning of G
∨ to a chosen
WF -stable pinning of G˜
∨. (Actually the Weil group acts via the absolute Galois
group of F , but we find it notationally more convenient to stick to WF .) Say these
pinnings involve the maximal tori T∨, T˜∨ and the Borel subgroups B∨, B˜∨. Then
η∨ determines a WF -equivariant isomorphism R(η
∨) from the based root datum
R(G∨, T∨) = (X∗(T∨),Φ(G∨, T∨),X∗(T
∨),Φ∨(G∨, T∨),∆∨)
= (X∗(T ),Φ
∨(G,T ),X∗(T ),Φ(G,T ),∆∨).
to R(G˜∨, T˜∨). Up to inner automorphisms of G∨, η∨ is determined by R(η∨).
Similarly, up to inner automorphisms of Fs-groups, η is determined by the isomor-
phism of based root data R(η) = R(η∨)∨. However, as we saw in Section 2, some
inner automorphisms of G(F ) come from elements of G(Fs) that do not lie in (the im-
age of) G(F ). As a consequence, there can exist several isomorphisms G˜(F )→ G(F ),
not equivalent up to G(F )-conjugation, that give rise to G∨-conjugate isomorphisms
η∨ : G∨ → G˜∨. The remainder of this section is dedicated to making these remarks
precise.
In [Spr, §16.3–16.4] the group of F -algebraic automorphisms of G which are the
identity on Z(G)◦ is analysed. It turns out to be a linear algebraic F -group with
finitely many components. We will extend Springer’s analysis to the group AutF (G)
of all F -algebraic automorphisms of G. This need not be an algebraic group, for
instance because the automorphism group of a split torus of dimension ≥ 2 is infinite
and discrete.
Let G∗ be a quasi-split reductive F -group. We fix aWF -stable pinning of G
∗, con-
sisting of a maximally split maximal F -torus T ∗, a Borel F -subgroup B∗ containing
T ∗ and for every simple root α ∈ Φ(G∗,T ∗) an element xα ∈ Uα(Fα), where Fα is the
minimal field extension of F over which Uα is defined. Then
∏
α′∈WFα
xα′ ∈ G
∗(F )
for every α ∈ ∆.
Theorem 3.2. Let τ be a WF -equivariant automorphism of R(G
∗,T ∗).
(a) There exists a unique ητ ∈ AutF (G
∗) which stabilizes the pinning, commutes
with WF and induces τ on R(G
∗,T ∗).
(b) AutF (G
∗) is isomorphic to the semidirect product of G∗ad(F ) and the group of
WF -automorphisms of R(G
∗,T ∗) (acting via part a).
(c) Let G∗u be the inner twist of G
∗ parametrized by u ∈ Z1(F,G∗ad). Then the
automorphism ητ of G
∗(Fs) restricts to an automorphism of F -groups G
∗
u →
G∗ητ (u).
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Proof. (a) By [Spr, Lemma 16.3.8] τ lifts uniquely to an F -automorphism of G∗ad
stabilizing the pinning derived from the pinning of G∗. The same argument works
for G∗(F ), provided we omit the condition that the connected centre must be fixed,
and instead use the automorphism of Z(G∗)◦ determined by τ .
(b) By part (a) the indicated semidirect product embeds in AutF (G
∗).
Every F -automorphism η∗ of G∗ induces an F -automorphism of the quasi-split
adjoint group G∗ad. From [Spr, Lemma 16.4.6] we see that the induced automorphism
of R(G∗ad,T
∗
AD) must commute with the WF -action. When η
∗ stabilizes (B∗,T ∗)
(which can always be achieved by composing η∗ with an inner automorphism c), it
restricts to an F -automorphism of T ∗ and of Φ(G∗,T ∗). That it is defined over F
implies that its action on X∗(T
∗) must beWF -equivariant, and that it stabilizes B
∗
means that it maps ∆∨ ⊂ Φ(G∗,T ∗) to itself. Combining these two observations, we
deduce that the automorphismR(η∗) ofR(G∗,T ∗) induced by η∗ isWF -equivariant.
(c) By definition
(3.5) G∗u(F ) = {g ∈ G
∗(Fs) : Ad(u(γ)) ◦ γ(g) = g ∀γ ∈WF}.
For γ ∈WF , g ∈ Gu(F ), by part (a) and (3.5):
Ad
(
ητ (u(γ))
)
◦ γ ◦ ητ (g) = ητ ◦ Ad(u(γ)) ◦ γ(g) = ητ (g).
This shows that ητ (g) ∈ G
∗
ητ (u)
(F ). Hence ητ determines an algebraic automorphism
G∗u → G
∗
ητ (u)
, which is defined over F because it maps F -rational points to F -rational
points. 
From Theorem 3.2 we see that the identity component of AutF (G
∗) is the group
of inner automorphisms, which is an algebraic F -group naturally isomorphic to Gad
[Spr, Lemma 16.3.7]. The component group of AutF (G
∗) is canonically isomorphic
to the group of WF -equivariant automorphisms of the based root datum of G
∗.
When G∗ is semisimple, this component group is finite, but for reductive groups it
can be infinite. That happens if and only if there is an irreducible representation of
WF which appears with multiplicity > 1 in X∗(Z(G
∗)◦).
For u ∈ Z1(F,G∗ad) Springer defines the inner twist Inn(G
∗)u of Inn(G
∗) ∼= G∗ad. It
comes from the Galois action
(3.6) γ ∗ η = u(γ)(γ · η)u(γ)−1 γ ∈ Gal(Fs/F ), η ∈ Inn(G
∗),
and Inn(G∗)u(F ) consists precisely of the inner automorphisms of G
∗
u that are defined
over F [Spr, Lemma 16.4.6]. As in [Spr, Lemma 16.3.7], one can show that there is
a canonical isomorphism of F -groups
(3.7) (G∗u)ad = G
∗
ad,u → Inn(G
∗)u.
Since G will typically be an inner twist of G∗, we write (G∗)∨ = G∨. Let ζ ∈
Irr(Z(G∨sc)
WF ) be the image of u ∈ H1(F,G∗ad) under the Kottwitz homomorphism.
For τ as in Theorem 3.2.c, the induced automorphism ητ∨ of G
∨ (unique up to
conjugacy) enables one to define
τ(ζ) = ζ ◦ ητ∨ ∈ Irr(Z(G
∨
sc)
WF )
unambigously. By the naturality of the Kottwitz homomorphism, τ(ζ) is the image
of ητ (u).
Corollary 3.3. Let u, u′ ∈ Z1(F,G∗ad) with images ζ, ζ
′ ∈ Irr(Z(G∨sc)
WF ). Let τ
be a WF -automorphism of R(G
∗,T ∗).
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(a) The following are equivalent:
(i) τ(ζ ′) = ζ;
(ii) there exists an η ∈ AutFs(G
∗) with R(η) = τ , which restricts to an isomor-
phism of F -groups G∗u′ → G
∗
u.
(b) When (i) and (ii) hold, the group Gad,u(F ) acts simply transitively on the set of
such η (by composition).
(c) AutF (G
∗
u) has:
• identity component G∗u,ad(F );
• component group canonically isomorphic to the group ofWF -automorphisms
of R(G∗,T ∗) that preserve ζ.
Proof. (a) By Theorem 3.2.c, (i) necessary for (ii).
Suppose that (i) holds. Then ητ (u
′) is equivalent to u in H1(F,G∗ad), so there
exists c ∈ G∗ad(Fs) with cητ (u
′)c−1 = u in Z1(F,G∗ad). Then Ad(c) ◦ ητ is an Fs-
automorphism G∗u′ → G
∗
u, which induces τ on R(G
∗,T ∗). By construction
Ad(c) ◦ ητ (G
∗
u(F )) = Ad(c)(G
∗
ητ (u)
(F )) = G∗u(F ),
so (ii) holds.
(b) Theorem 3.2.b tells us that any η as in (ii) is determined up to postcomposition
with c′ ∈ G∗ad(Fs) which fixes u ∈ Z
1(F,G∗ad). By [Spr, Lemma 16.4.6] and (3.7) such
c′ form the group G∗ad,u(F ).
(c) This is a direct consequence of parts (a) and (b) in the case u = u′. 
We will often denote the F -group G∗u by G
∗
ζ . Of course this is only correct up
to isomorphism. Technically, we can make it precise by choosing a splitting of
Z1(F,G∗ad)→ Irr(Z(G
∨
sc)
WF ).
Proposition 3.4. Consider a connected reductive F -group G = G∗ζ where G
∗ is a
quasi-split F -group and ζ ∈ Irr(Z(G∨sc)
WF ). Let S be a maximal F -split torus of
G, T a maximal F -torus containing S and P∅ a minimal parabolic F -subgroup of G
containing S. Let G˜ be another such group, with analogous objects (endowed with
tildes). Let
τ : R(G˜∗, T˜ ∗)→R(G∗,T ∗)
be a WF -equivariant isomorphism of based root data. The following are equivalent:
(i) τ(ζ˜) := ζ˜ ◦ η∨τ equals ζ;
(ii) there exists an isomorphism of F -groups η : G˜ → G with R(η) = τ .
Suppose now that (ii) holds. Then
(a) The group Gad = Gad(F ) acts simply transitively on the set of η as in (ii).
(b) The group G = G(F ) acts naturally on the set of η as in (ii), with |Gad/G|
orbits.
(c) When F is non-archimedean, let K0 be the parahoric subgroup of G attached to
the origin of the standard apartment of the Bruhat–Tits building. When F is
archimedean, let K0 be a maximal compact subgroup of G such that the Iwasawa
decomposition holds with respect to K0,S(R>0) and the unipotent radical of P∅.
There exists an isomorphism of F -groups ητ,G : G˜ → G such that
• ητ,G(S˜) = S;
• ητ,G(P˜∅) = P∅;
• ητ,G(K˜0) = K0.
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(d) The isomorphism ητ,G is unique up to ZGad(S)cpt, the maximal compact subgroup
of (ZG(S)/Z(G))(F ). The maximal compact subgroup ZG(S)cpt of ZG(S)(F ) acts
on the set of ητ,G as in (c) with [ZGad(S)cpt : ZG(S)cpt/Z(G)cpt] orbits.
Proof. With the same argument as for Theorem 3.2.a, we can find an isomorphims
of Fs-groups ηs : G˜
∗ → G∗ with R(ηs) = τ . In Theorem 3.2.c we showed that
ηs(G˜) = ηs(G˜
∗
ζ˜
) = G∗u′
for a u′ ∈ Z1(F,G∗ad) with image τ(ζ˜) in Irr(Z(G
∨
sc)
WF ). Now the equivalence of
(i) and (ii) follows from Corollary 3.3.
(a) This follows from (3.7) and Corollary 3.3.
(b) Obvious from part (a) and Gad/G := Gad(F )/im(G(F )→ Gad(F )).
(c) Notice that S and η(S˜) are both maximal F -split tori of G, and that P∅, η(P˜∅)
are minimal parabolic F -subgroups of G. By [Spr, Theorem 15.4.6] all minimal
parabolic F -subgroups of G are G(F )-conjugate, while [Spr, Theorem 15.2.6] tells
us that all maximal F -split tori of P∅ are P∅(F )-conjugate. Hence, replacing η by
η˜ = Ad(c˜)◦η for a suitable c˜ ∈ G(F ), we can achieve that η˜(S˜) = S and η˜(P˜∅) = P∅.
Assume that F is non-archimedean. Then η˜ sends the root subgroup Uα˜ for
α˜ ∈ Φ(G˜, S˜) to Uτ(α˜). The special parahoric subgroup K0 of G is described in terms
of root subgroups in [BrTi, §6]. Comparing with the analogous description of K˜0,
one sees that η˜(K˜0) is a special parahoric subgroup of G associated to a vertex of
the apartment AS of BT (G, F ). Looking at the same situation over field extensions
of F , we deduce that η˜(K˜0) is hyperspecial if and only if K0 is hyperspecial. From
the classification of root data one checks that X∗(S/ZS(G)) acts transitively on the
hyperspecial vertices in AS and on the special non-hyperspecial vertices in AS . As
S/ZS(G) embeds in Gad, there exists a
s ∈ (S/ZS(G))(F ) ⊂ Gad(F ) such that Ad(s) ◦ η˜(K˜0) = K0.
Define ητ,G = Ad(s) ◦ η˜ = Ad(sc˜) ◦ η.
Suppose now that F archimedean. Since η˜ is an isomorphism and the Iwasawa
decomposition holds for G˜ (as in the statement), it also holds for G with respect to
η˜(K˜0), S(R>0) and the unipotent radical of P∅. All maximal compact subgroups
of G are conjugate, so this implies that η˜(K˜0) = g
−1K0g for some g in the joint
normalizer of S and P∅. Composing η˜ with Ad(g) yields the desired ητ,G .
(d) In view of part (b), ητ,G is unique up to the subgroup of Gad which normalizes
S,P∅ and K0. The joint normalizer of S and P∅ is ZG(S), that follows for instance
from the Bruhat decomposition [Spr, Theorem 16.1].
When F is non-archimedean, the group ZGad(S) = ZGad(S)(F ) acts on the apart-
ment AS , and NZGad (S)
(K0) equals the isotropy group of 0 ∈ AS . Since ZGad(S)
acts on AS by translations, the isotropy group of a point of AS equals the maximal
compact subgroup ZGad(S)cpt.
When F is archimedean, the Iwasawa decomposition shows that the normalizer
of K0 in Gad equals the preimage of K0 under the canonical map Gad → G. That is
a maximal compact subgroup of Gad, which implies that NGad(K0)∩ZGad(S) equals
the maximal compact subgroup of ZGad(S). This proves the unicity part.
The conjugation action of ZG(S) (on the collection of subgroups of G) factors
through ZGad(S), and ker(ZG(S) → ZGad(S)) = Z(G). Hence ker(ZG(S)cpt →
ZGad(S)cpt) = Z(G)cpt, and the final claim follows. 
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Proposition 3.4 narrows down the choice of isomorphisms of F -groups which give
rise to one particular isomorphism of based root data. But it does not provide a
unique unambigous choice, only up to ZGad(S)cpt
(
ZG(S)cpt/Z(G)cpt), a subgroup of
ZGad(S)/(ZG(S)/Z(G))
∼= Gad/G.
Let η : G˜ → G be any isomorphism of connected reductive F -groups. Under the
LLC, Φe(
Lη) : Φe(G) → Φe(G˜) should correspond to a bijection Irr(G) → Irr(G˜).
In view of the above ambiguity, it cannot always correspond to
η∗ : Irr(G) → Irr(G˜)
π 7→ π ◦ η
.
We expect that Φe(
Lη) corresponds to η∗R(η),G , for a suitable choice of ηR(η),G as in
Proposition 3.4.c. Proposition 3.4.a tells us that there exists a unique g ∈ Gad(F )
such that
(3.8) η = Ad(g) ◦ ηR(η),G .
In that case we expect that under the LLC
(3.9) η∗ : Irr(G)→ Irr(G˜) corresponds to Φe(
Lη) ◦ τG(g)
−1 : Φe(G)→ Φe(G˜),
where τG(g) twists enhancements of φ by τSφ(g) = τφ,G(g)
∣∣
Sφ
, as in (2.14).
4. Quotients by central subgroups
Let G˜ be a connected reductive F -group and let N be a central F -subgroup. Then
G := G˜/N is again a connected reductive F -group. To the quotient map
q : G˜ → G
one can associate a dual homomorphism
q∨ : G∨ → G˜∨.
Since G∨ and G˜∨ have the same root system, q∨(G∨) is a normal subgroup of G˜∨.
We note that
(4.1) (G˜∨)sc = (G˜ad)
∨ = (G˜/N )ad
∨
= Gad
∨ = G∨sc.
The maps
Lq : G∨ ⋊WF → G˜
∨ ⋊WF and Φ(
Lq) : Φ(G)→ Φ(G˜)
can be defined as in (3.1) and (3.3). The effect of q∨ on enhancements of L-
parameters is more complicated. Let φ : WF × SL2(C) → G
∨ ⋊WF be a L-
parameter and write Lq(φ) = φ˜.
Lemma 4.1. In the above setting Sφ is a normal subgroup of Sφ˜ and Sφ˜/Sφ is
abelian.
Proof. In view of (4.1) there is an inclusion
(4.2) Z1G∨sc(φ) ⊂ Z
1
G∨sc(φ˜).
Since q∨(G∨) is normal in G˜∨, Z1G∨sc(φ) is a normal subgroup of Z
1
G∨sc
(φ˜). These
groups need not be equal, for q∨ need not be injective and the superscript 1 has a
different meaning on both sides. Nevertheless, we do have equalities
(4.3) Z1G∨sc(φ)
◦ = ZG∨sc(φ)
◦ = ZG∨sc(φ˜)
◦ = Z1G∨sc(φ˜)
◦.
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From (4.3) we see that (4.2) induces an isomorphism
(4.4) Sφ˜/Sφ
∼= Z1G∨sc(φ˜)/Z
1
G∨sc(φ).
In particular (4.2) descends to an embedding of Sφ as a normal subgroup of Sφ˜.
Unwinding the definitions, we find
Z1G∨sc(φ˜) = {g ∈ G
∨
sc : gφ˜g
−1 = zφ˜z−1 for some z ∈ Z(G˜∨)}
= {g ∈ G∨sc : gφg
−1 = czφz−1 for some z ∈ Z(G˜∨), c ∈ Z1(WF , ker q
∨)}.
In the second line zφz−1 = azφ with az ∈ Z
1(WF , Z(G
∨)). Similarly
Z1G∨sc(φ) = {g ∈ G
∨
sc : gφg
−1 = zφz−1 for some z ∈ Z(G∨)}
= {g ∈ G∨sc : gφg
−1 = bzφ for some bz ∈ B
1(WF , Z(G
∨))}.
Comparing these characterizations and using (4.4), we obtain an injection
Sφ˜/Sφ → Z
1(WF , Z(G
∨))/B1(WF , Z(G
∨)) = H1(WF , Z(G
∨)).
Since the right hand side is abelian, so is Sφ˜/Sφ. 
For ρ ∈ Irr(Sφ˜) we put
Lq∗(ρ) = ind
S
φ˜
Sφ
(ρ) ∈ Rep(Sφ˜).
Then Lq∗(ρ) may very well be reducible, but that is only natural, as
q∗ : Rep(G)→ Rep(G˜)
need not preserve irreducibility either. Let Φe+(G) the set of pairs (φ, ρ) with
φ ∈ Φ(G) and ρ ∈ Rep(Sφ), considered modulo G
∨-conjugacy. With that notion q∨
induces a map
Φe+(
Lq) : Φe+(G) → Φe+(G˜),
(φ, ρ) 7→ (Lq ◦ φ, Lq∗(ρ)).
First we investigate this map on the cuspidal level. Let L˜ be a Levi F -subgroup
of G˜, and let L = L˜/N be its image in G. We consider (φL, ρL) ∈ Φcusp(L), and
we let ρi ∈ Irr(Sφ˜L) be a constituent of
Lq∗(ρL). Cuspidality of ρi depends only on
ρi|ZG∨sc (φL), which is a sum of Sφ˜L-conjugates of ρL. Those conjugates are cuspidal
because ρL is, so ρi is cuspidal as well.
We write s∨ (resp. s∨L) for the inertial equivalence class for Φe(G) (resp. for
Φe(L)) containing (φL, ρL) and s
∨
i (resp. s
∨
i,L) for the inertial class of (φ˜L, ρi) (for
Φe(G˜) and for Φe(L˜), respectively). Decompose
(4.5) Lq∗(ρL) =
⊕
i
ρmii with mi ∈ Z>0.
We define Lq(s∨L) as the union
⋃
i s
∨
i,L, where s
∨
i,L is identified with s
∨
j,L if they are
(L˜)∨-conjugate. For every i there is a canonical map (in general neither injective
nor surjective)
(4.6) s∨L → s
∨
i,L : (tφL, ρL) 7→ (tφ˜L, ρi) t ∈ Xnr(L).
It induces an algebra homomorphism
(4.7) O(Lq, s∨i,L) : O(s
∨
i,L)→ O(s
∨
L).
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Then Φe+(φL, ρL) = (φ˜L,
⊕
i ρ
mi
i ) is the parameter of the representation
(4.8)
⊕
i
O(Lq, s∨i,L)
∗(φL, ρL)
mi of
∑
i
O(s∨i,L).
Remark. In many cases the multiplicities mi are one, cf. [AdPr1]. For a coun-
terexample to that among supercuspidal representations of quasi-split groups, see
[AdPr2, Theorem 13].
4.1. Intermediate Hecke algebras.
Returning to our general setting, we consider
H(Lq(s∨),~z) :=
⊕
i
H(s∨i ,~z),
where s∨i is identified with s
∨
j if they are G˜
∨-conjugate. One complication imme-
diately arises: in general there is no good homomorphism between H(s∨,~z) and
H(Lq(s∨),~z). To work around that, we will introduce an intermediate Hecke alge-
bra which is Morita equivalent with H(s∨,~z).
Lemma 4.2. (a) There are canonical identifications Φs∨ = Φs∨i and W
◦
s∨ = W
◦
s∨i
,
and with respect to these the label functions λ, λ∗ for both are equal.
(b) Ws∨ is canonically embedded in Ws∨i . With respect to that embedding, the 2-
cocycle κs∨ is the restriction of κs∨i .
Remark. In general the inclusion Ws∨ ⊂ Ws∨i can be proper, and Ws∨i need not
coincide with Ws∨j (for another ρj).
Proof. (a) The root systems Φs∨ and Φs∨i depend only on constructions in the group
ZG∨sc(φ(WF ))
◦ = ZG∨sc(φ˜(WF ))
◦,
so they can be identified. The same holds for the label functions λ, λ∗ and for the
Weyl groups W ◦s∨ and W
◦
s∨i
.
(b) Every w ∈ Ws∨ can be represented by an element w˙ ∈ NG∨(L
∨ ⋊WF ) which
stabilizes s∨L = (Xnr(L)φL, ρL). Then w˙ also stabilizes
Lq∗(ρL), so it permutes
the various ρi. As the different s
∨
i are inertially inequivalent, this implies that w˙
stabilizes every s∨i , and that w ∈Ws∨i .
The twisted group algebras C[Ws∨ , κs∨ ] and C[Ws∨i , κs∨i ] are both defined as the en-
domorphism algebra of a certain perverse sheaf qπ∗(q˜E) [AMS3, Proposition 3.12.b].
The relevant perverse sheaf for s∨ is the restriction of the perverse sheaf for s∨i , from
Z1G∨sc(φ˜|IF ) to the finite index subgroup Z
1
G∨sc
(φ|IF ). By construction, the projec-
tive actions of Ws∨ on these two perverse sheaves are related by the same restriction
of base spaces. Thus C[Ws∨ , κs∨ ] acts on both these perverse sheaves, and embeds
in C[Ws∨i , κs∨i ]. 
Choose a set of representatives [Rs∨i /Rs∨ ] for Rs∨i /Rs∨ in Rs∨i . By Lemma 4.2.a
these are also representatives for Ws∨i /Ws∨ . By the definition of Ws∨ , the sum
(4.9)
∑
r∈[Rs∨
i
/Rs∨ ]
H(r · s∨,~z)
is direct. Every r ∈ Rs∨i determines a canonical isomorphism
H(r′ · s∨,~z)→H(rr′ · s∨,~z)
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sending Ns to Nrsr−1 . In this way we define an algebra structure on
(4.10) H(s∨,Ws∨i ,~z) :=
⊕
w∈[Rs∨
i
/Rs∨ ]
H(w · s∨,~z) ⊗
C[Rs∨ ,κs∨ ]
C[Rs∨i , κs∨i ].
It is easy to see that H(s∨,Ws∨i ,~z) contains H(s
∨,~z) as a Morita equivalent sub-
algebra. In particular the irreducible representations of these two algebras can be
parametrized by the same set. Fix ~z ∈ Rd>1. Via Theorem 1.1 we associate to any
(φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G)
s∨ the unique representation
M(φ, ρ, ~z,Ws∨i ) ∈ Irr(H(s
∨,Ws∨i ,~z))
which appears in ind
H(s∨,Ws∨
i
,~z)
H(s∨,~z) M(φ, ρ, ~z). Similarly we define the standard module
E(φ, ρ, ~z,Ws∨i ) ∈Mod(H(s
∨,Ws∨i ,~z)) by
E(φ, ρ, ~z,Ws∨i )
[Rs∨
i
:Rs∨ ] ∼= ind
H(s∨,Ws∨
i
,~z)
H(s∨,~z) E(φ, ρ, ~z).
With Lemma 4.2 we can build a twisted affine Hecke algebra
H(s∨i ,W
◦
s∨i
, λ, λ∗,~z)⋊C[Rs∨
L
, κs∨
L
] ⊂ H(s∨i ,W
◦
s∨i
, λ, λ∗,~z)⋊C[Rs∨i , κs∨i ] = H(s
∨
i ,~z).
The map (4.7) (with r · ρL instead of ρL) extends to an algebra homomorphism
(4.11) H(s∨i ,W
◦
s∨i
, λ, λ∗,~z)⋊C[Rs∨ , κs∨ ]→H(r · s
∨,~z),
which sends Nw to Nw. With the homomorphisms (4.11) for all r ∈ [Rs∨i /Rs∨ ],
we map H(s∨i ,W
◦
s∨i
, λ, λ∗,~z)⋊C[Rs∨
L
, κs∨
L
] ”diagonally” to (4.9). This extends to an
algebra homomorphism
(4.12) H(s∨i ,~z)→H(s
∨,Ws∨i ,~z).
We want to determine the pullbacks of M(φ, ρ, ~z,Ws∨i ) and E(φ, ρ, ~z,Ws∨i ) along
(4.12). However, this map may change the Ws∨i -stabilizers of points of s
∨
i , which
makes it a little more cumbersome to describe its effect on (irreducible) representa-
tions. To solve this problem, we will translate it to twisted graded Hecke algebras.
From now on we assume that φL ∈ Φ(L) is bounded (which is hardly a restriction,
it can always be achieved by an unramified twist). We write
M∨ = L∨c ∩ Z
1
G∨sc(φ˜L|WF ),
a quasi-Levi subgroup of G˜∨
φ˜L
= Z1G∨sc(φ˜L|WF ). Recall Theorem 1.2 and the twisted
graded affine Hecke algebras
(4.13)
H(φL, ρL,~r) = H(G
∨
φL
×Xnr(L), (L
∨
c ∩G
∨
φL
)×Xnr(L), ρL,~r),
H(φ˜L, ρi,~r) = H(G˜
∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L˜),M
∨ ×Xnr(L˜), ρi,~r).
LetW
s∨i ,φ˜L
be the stabilizer of φ˜L inWs∨i , decompose it as in (1.13), with an R-group
R
s∨i ,φ˜L
that is complementary to a Weyl group. Analogous to the construction of
H(s∨,Ws∨i ,~z), we can build an algebra
H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r) :=
∑
r∈[R
s∨
i
,φ˜L
/Rs∨,φL
]
H(φL, r · ρL,~r) ⊗
C[Rs∨,φL
,κs∨ ]
C[R
s∨i ,φ˜L
, κs∨i ].
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We note that H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r) contains H(φL, ρL,~r) as a Morita equivalent subal-
gebra. To construct a good homomorphism from H(φ˜L, ρi,~r) to H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r),
we need more intermediate algebras.
Consider the twisted graded Hecke algebra H(G˜∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨ ×Xnr(L), ρi,~r).
In [AMS2, Theorem 4.6] its irreducible representations, with ~r acting as a fixed
~r ∈ Rd, are parametrized by triples (s, v, ρ) such that:
• s ∈ Lie(G˜∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L)) semisimple,
• u ∈ Lie(G˜∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L)) nilpotent with [s, u] = 0,
• ρ ∈ Irr
(
π0
(
ZG˜∨
φ˜L
(s, u)
))
with qΨZ
G˜∨
φ˜L
(s)(u, ρ) = (M
∨, log(uφL), ρi).
The natural map Xnr(L)→ Xnr(L˜) induces an algebra homomorphism
(4.14) H(φ˜L, ρi,~r)→ H(G˜
∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨ ×Xnr(L), ρi,~r).
We put G∨
φ˜L
= G∨φLM
∨, so that
(4.15)
G∨
φ˜L
/G∨φL
∼=M∨/
(
M∨ ∩G∨φL
)
=
(
L∨c ∩ Z
1
G∨sc(φ˜L|WF )
)/(
L∨c ∩ Z
1
G∨sc(φL|WF )
)
.
The idea is that on the cuspidal level G∨
φ˜L
comes from φ˜L, while still giving the
same groups W? as φL. With Clifford theory we can write ρi = ρL ⋊ τi, where τi is
a (projective) representation of (Sφ˜L)ρL/SφL .
Lemma 4.3. Let (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G)
s∨L and write φ˜ = Lq(φ),S ′φ = π0(ZG∨
φ˜L
(φ˜)).
(a) There is a natural isomorphism (S ′φ)ρ/Sφ
∼= (Sφ˜L)ρL/SφL . The projective actions
of these groups on, respectively, Vρ and VρL give the same 2-cocycles.
(b) The decomposition of ind
S′φ
Sφ
(ρ) into irreducible representations is
⊕
i(ρ⋊ τi)
mi ,
where ind
S
φ˜L
SφL
(ρL) =
⊕
i(ρL ⋊ τi)
mi .
Proof. By the remarks after (4.2), Sφ is a normal subgroup of S
′
φ.
(a) We apply [AMS2, Lemma 4.4], with Q replaced by the possibly disconnected
group G∨φL and cuspidal supports replaced by quasi-supports. This is allowed be-
cause all input for the proof of [AMS2, Lemma 4.4] is established in that generality
in [AMS2, §4]. It shows in particular that ρ× τi is an irreducible representation of
S ′φ. As noted in [AMS2, (102)], the irreducibility implies that the canonical image
of (Sφ˜L)ρL/SφL in S
′
φ/Sφ is the stabilizer of ρ in the latter group. That ρ × τi is
well-defined implies that the two 2-cocycles mentioned in part (a) agree, via the
group isomorphism.
(b) This follows directly from part (a) and Clifford theory (see for instance [AMS1,
Proposition 1.1]). 
Let ~r ∈ Cd. Recall from [AMS3, Theorem 3.8]
(4.16)
E(φ, ρ,~r) = IM∗Elog(uφ),σL,~r,ρ ∈ Mod(H(φL, ρL,~r)),
σL = log
(
φ(Frob)−1φL(Frob)
)
+ d~φ
(
~r 0
0 −~r
)
∈ Lie
(
G∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L)
)
.
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Lemma 4.4. There exists a canonical isomorphism
H(φL, ρL,~r) ∼= H(G
∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨ ×Xnr(L), ρi,~r).
In the notation of [AMS3], the pullback of E(φ, ρ,~r) ∈ Mod(H(φL, ρL,~r)) along
this isomorphism is IM∗Elog(uφ),σL,~r,ρ⋊τi, and similarly for the irreducible modules
labelled M instead of E.
Proof. From (4.13) we see that the only differences between the two algebras are
L∨c ∩ G
∨
φL
versus M∨ and ρL versus ρi = ρL ⋊ τi. In particular the torus T =
Z(M∨)◦Xnr(L) is the same for both algebras, and so is the commutative subalgebra
O(LieT ). The finite groups underlying the algebras are
WρL = NG∨φL
(L∨c ∩G
∨
φL
, ρL)/(L
∨
c ∩G
∨
φL
),
Wρi = NG∨
φ˜L
(M∨, ρi)/M
∨.
Here the normalizer of ρL must be interpreted as the group which stabilizes the
L∨c ∩ G
∨
φL
-equivariant local system on the conjugacy class of uφ (and similarly for
the normalizer of ρi). As M
∨ normalizes ρi, (4.15) implies that the entire group
G∨
φ˜L
normalizes ρi. Furthermore ZM∨(uφ) acts transitively on the set of inequivalent
irreducible constituents of ρi|SφL . We get
Wρi = NG∨
φ˜L
(M∨, ρL, ρi)M
∨/M∨ ∼= NG∨
φ˜L
(M∨, ρL)/(M
∨ ∩G∨φL) =WρL .
As explained in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we may apply [AMS2, Lemma 4.4]. It
says that, for any fixed ~r ∈ Cd, ρ 7→ ρ ⋊ τi provides a bijection between the
triples parametrizing Irr~r
(
H(φL, ρL,~r)
)
and the triples parametrizing Irr~r
(
H(G∨
φ˜L
×
Xnr(L),M
∨ ×Xnr(L), ρi,~r)
)
.
By [AMS2, Lemma 4.5] (generalized in the same way), this map between param-
eters corresponds to pulling back the standard modules along the algebra isomor-
phism. With the notations from [AMS2, AMS3], this gives the desired description
of the pullback of E(φ, ρ,~r). The construction of M(φ, ρ,~r) from E(φ, ρ,~r), namely
as a distinguished irreducible quotient [AMS2, Theorem 4.6.a], proceeds in the same
way for standard and irreducible modules of H(G∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨ ×Xnr(L), ρi,~r).
Hence the pullback of M(φ, ρ,~r) is given by the same parameters. 
We note that Lemma 4.4 works equally well with, instead of ρL, any other ir-
reducible consituent of ρi|Sφ . Using it for all r ∈ [Rs∨i ,φ˜L
/Rs∨,φL ], we embed
H(G∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨ ×Xnr(L), ρi,~r) diagonally in
(4.17)
∑
r∈[R
s∨
i
,φ˜L
/Rs∨,φL
]
H(φL, r · ρL,~r) ⊂ H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r).
The inclusion G∨
φ˜L
⊂ G˜∨
φ˜L
induces a monomorphism
(4.18) H(G∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨×Xnr(L), ρi,~r)→ H(G˜
∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨×Xnr(L), ρi,~r).
With respect to (4.18), we can extend the embedding from (4.17) to an algebra
homomorphism
(4.19) H(G˜∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨ ×Xnr(L), ρi,~r)→ H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r),
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which is the identity on C[R
s∨i ,φ˜L
, κs∨i ]. We record the composition of (4.14) and
(4.19):
(4.20) H(φ˜L, ρi,~r)→ H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r).
We collect the maps (4.14), (4.18), (4.19), (4.20) and Lemma 4.4 in a commutative
diagram
(4.21) H(φ˜L, ρi,~r)

H(G˜∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L˜),M
∨ ×Xnr(L˜), ρi,~r)

H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r) H(G˜
∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨ ×Xnr(L), ρi,~r)?
_oo
H(φL, ρL,~r)
 ?
OO
∼
H(G∨
φ˜L
×Xnr(L),M
∨ ×Xnr(L), ρi,~r)
 ?
OO
4.2. Pullbacks of modules.
Lemma 4.5. Let ~r ∈ Rd and recall the notations (4.16).
The pullback of E(φ, ρ,~r,Ws∨i ) ∈ Mod(H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r)) along (4.20) is⊕
ρ˜
Hom
π0
(
ZG∨
φ˜L
(σL,log uφ)
)(ρ⋊ τi, ρ˜)⊗ E(φ, ρ˜, ~r),
where the sum runs over all ρ˜ ∈ Irr(Sφ˜) with cuspidal quasi-support [AMS1, §5]
qΨZ
G˜∨
φ˜L
(σL)(log uφ, ρ˜) = (M
∨, log(uφL), ρL⋊τi). The pullback of the irreducible mod-
ule M(φ, ρ,~r,Ws∨i ) can be expressed in the same way.
Proof. From the diagram (4.21) we see that we have to determine the pullback of
E(φ, ρ,~r,Ws∨i ) to H(G˜
∨
φ˜L
× Xnr(L),M
∨ × Xnr(L), ρi,~r). The composition of that
pullback operation with the Morita equivalence
(4.22) Mod
(
H(φL, ρL,~r)
)
→ Mod
(
H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r)
)
is the route (3, 1) → (2, 1) → (2, 2) in the diagram. From the explicit construction
of H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r) and the map (4.19), we see that this operation agrees with
pullback along Lemma 4.4 followed by induction along (4.18). That is the alternative
path (3, 1) → (3, 2)→ (2, 2) in the diagram.
By (1.4) S ′φ is naturally isomorphic to π0(ZG∨
φ˜L
(σL, uφ)). Now Lemma 4.4 entails
that we can just as well determine the induction of IM∗Elog(uφ),σL,~r,ρ⋊τi along the
lower right injection in the diagram. Now we are in the right position to apply
[AMS3, Proposition 1.5], the crucial, highly-nontrivial step which justifies the entire
setup. It says that the induced module can be expressed as
(4.23)
⊕
ρ˜
HomS′
φ
(
ρ⋊ τi, ρ˜
)
⊗ IM∗Elog(uφ),σL,~r,ρ˜.
Here ρ˜ runs over those irreducible representations of π0
(
ZG˜∨
φ˜L
(σL, log uφ)
)
with the
condition on the cuspidal quasi-support as statement. By (1.4), this component
group can be identified with Sφ˜.
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In view of the commutativity of the diagram (4.21), it only remains to pull-
back along the upper right map (4.14). That homomorphism only changes Xnr(L)
to Xnr(L˜), so it sends (4.23) the module expressed in almost the same way, only
σL interpreted as an element of Lie
(
G˜∨
φ˜L
× Xnr(L˜)
)
. With (4.16) we can rewrite
IM∗Elog(uφ),σL,~r,ρ˜ as E(φ, ρ˜, ~r), which transforms (4.23) into the desired expression.
The same argument applies to M(φ, ρ,~r,Ws∨i ). 
In (4.8) we regarded
⊕
iO(
Lq, s∨i,L)
∗(φL, ρL)
mi as the pullback, along Lq, of (φL, ρL)
to
∑
iH(s
∨
i,L,~z). Here the sum runs over the isotypical components ρi of ind
S
φ˜L
SφL
ρL.
To be consistent with that when pulling back on the non-cuspidal level, we must
consider the modules from Lemma 4.5 with multiplicity mi.
Since the Morita equivalence (4.22) is canonical in the given setting, we can regard
mi times the module in Lemma 4.5 also as the canonical pullback of E(φ, ρ,~r) via
the diagram (4.21). Analogous considerations apply to M(φ, ρ,~r). We write
H
(
Lq(φL, ρL),~r
)
:=
∑
i
H(φ˜L, ρi,~r).
Lemma 4.6. Accept the above interpretations of pullbacks. The pullback of E(φ, ρ,~r)
to H(Lq(φL, ρL),~r) is⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomS
φ˜
(
ind
S
φ˜
Sφ
ρ, ρ˜
)
⊗ E(φ, ρ˜, ~r).
This same holds for M(φ, ρ,~r) ∈ Irr(H(φL, ρL,~r)).
Proof. Lemma 4.3.b and the above specification implies that the pullback of E(φ, ρ,~r)
is the sum, over all irreducible constituents ρi of ind
S
φ˜L
SφL
ρL, of
(4.24)
⊕
ρ˜
HomS′
φ
((ρ⋊ τi)
mi , ρ˜)⊗ E(φ, ρ˜, ~r),
with the conditions on ρ˜ as in Lemma 4.5. The conventions regarding representations
constructed with Clifford theory [AMS1, §1] say that ρ ⋊ τi as Sφ˜-representation
equals ind
S
φ˜
S′φ
(ρ ⋊ τi). By Frobenius reciprocity we may replace HomS′
φ
in (4.24)
by HomS
φ˜
. When we sum over i, the condition on the cuspidal quasi-support of
(log uφ, ρ˜) from Lemma 4.5 becomes that is conjugate to (M
∨, log(uφL), ρL ⋊ τi) for
some i. Since ρ˜ must contain ρ for (4.24) to be nonzero, and since
qΨZG∨
φL
(σL)(log uφ, ρ) = (M
∨ ∩G∨φL , log(uφL), ρL),
that condition on ρ˜ is automatic from (4.24). These constructions give us the pull-
back
(4.25)
⊕
i
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomS
φ˜
((ρ⋊ τi)
mi , ρ˜)⊗ E(φ, ρ˜, ~r).
As HomS
φ˜
((ρ⋊ τi)
mi , ρ˜) is nonzero for at most one i, we may place ⊕i inside HomS
φ˜
in (4.25). By Lemma 4.3.b
(4.26) ⊕i (ρ⋊ τi)
mi = ind
S
φ˜
S′
φ
(
⊕i (ρ⋊ τi)
mi
)
= ind
S
φ˜
S′
φ
(
ind
S′φ
Sφ
ρ
)
= ind
S
φ˜
Sφ
(ρ),
so the above produces the desired expression. 
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Now we are ready to formulate the pullback along Lq in terms of twisted affine
Hecke algebras. LetH(s∨,W
s∨i ,φ˜L
, φL,~z) be the algebra constructed fromH(s
∨, φL,~z)
like H(s∨,Ws∨i ,~z) was constructed from H(s
∨,~z) in (4.10), but this time only using
the subgroup of Ws∨i which stabilizes φ˜L. We note that
W
s∨i ,φ˜L
⊃Ws∨i ,φL
by the Ws∨L-equivariance of (4.6). There are canonical homomorphisms
(4.27) H(s∨, φL,~z)→H(s
∨,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, φL,~z)←H(s
∨
i , φ˜L,~z),
where the first is the inclusion of a Morita equivalent subalgebra, and the second is
induced by (4.6).
Theorem 4.7. Interpret pullbacks from H(s∨,~z) to H(Lq(s∨),~z) =
∑
iH(s
∨
i ,~z) as
in Lemma 4.6 and (4.12), so via the algebras H(s∨,Ws∨i ,~z) and with multiplicities
mi coming from the cuspidal level, as in (4.8).
Let ~z ∈ Rd>0 and (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G)
s∨ . The pullback of M(φ, ρ, ~z) ∈ Irr(H(s∨,~z)) is⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomS
φ˜
(
ind
S
φ˜
Sφ
ρ, ρ˜
)
⊗M(φ, ρ˜, ~z).
The analogous for formula for the standard module E(φ, ρ, ~z) ∈ Mod(H(s∨L,~z)) holds
as well.
Proof. Recall from (2.27) that every twisted graded Hecke algebra H admits an
”analytic” version Han, obtained by replacing the algebra of regular functions on the
appropriate complex vector space by the algebra of analytic function on that complex
variety. As noted in [Sol1, §1.5], Han has the same irreducible representations as H.
This also applies to H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r), when we embed O(Lie(G
∨
φL
×Xnr(L))×C
d)
diagonally in it, and then replace that subalgebra by Can(Lie(G∨φL ×Xnr(L))×C
d).
Consider the commutative diagram
(4.28) H(s∨,~z)  // H(s∨,Ws∨i ,~z) H(s
∨
i ,~z)
oo
H(s∨, φL,~z)  //
_

 ?
OO
H(s∨,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, φL,~z)
_

 ?
OO
H(s∨i , φ˜L,~z)
oo
_

 ?
OO
Han(φL, ρL,~r)  // H
an(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r) H
an(φ˜L, ρi,~r)oo
H(φL, ρL,~r)  //
 ?
OO
H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r)
 ?
OO
H(φ˜L, ρi,~r)oo
 ?
OO
Here the arrows fromH(?) to Han(?) are induced by the map expφL , as in (2.30). The
two outer arrows (of those three) induce equivalences between categories of certain
finite dimensional modules, determined by the requirement that the weights with
respect to a commutative subalgebra must lie in a certain region. These categories
are given as (ii) and (iii) before and after (2.30). The same kind of equivalence of
categories holds for the middle arrow in the diagram (4.28). One can see that by
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walking along the path (2, 2) → (2, 1) → (3, 1) → (3, 2). The two vertical steps in
that path are Morita equivalences and we just observed that (2, 1) → (3, 1) provides
the desired kind of equivalence between categories of some modules.
As remarked after Theorem 1.2, M(φ, ρ, ~z) comes from the H(φL, ρL,~r)-module
M(φ, ρ, ~log z). The fourth row of the diagram (4.28) is the left column of (4.21),
and we know from Lemma 4.6 how to pull back along that. With the equivalence
of categories of finite dimensional modules of H(?) and Han(?), we can also handle
pullback along the third row. Using the aforementioned equivalence between certain
module categories between the third and second row, we can transfer the result of
Lemma 4.6 to the second row in the diagram. But that no longer applies to all ~r,
we need to assume that ~r ∈ Rd. That is accounted for by the assumption ~z ∈ Rd>0.
To get to the first row of the diagram, we use the equivalences between the
categories denoted (i) and (ii) and the start of Paragraph 2.3. Thus we showed that
the image of M (φ, ρ, ~z) under the Morita equivalence (1, 1) → (1, 2) and pullback
along (1, 2)→ (1, 3) is ⊕
ρ˜
HomS′φ(ρ⋊ τi, ρ˜)⊗M(φ, ρ˜, ~z).
Now the same argument as for Lemma 4.6 proves that the pullback of M(φ, ρ, ~z) to∑
iH(s
∨
i ,~z) has the desired shape. The same reasoning works for E(φ, ρ, ~z). 
5. Homomorphisms of reductive groups with commutative (co)kernel
Let F be any local field. In this section we take a closer look at Conjecture 2 for
a homomorphism of connected reductive F -groups
(5.1) f : G˜ → G.
We assume that f satisfies Condition 1, that is, the kernel of df : Lie(G˜) → Lie(G)
is central and the cokernel of f is a commutative F -group. Let us relate this to
similar conditions:
Lemma 5.1. Under the Conditions 1
(a) The kernel of f is defined over F and central in G˜.
(b) The restriction of (5.1) to the derived groups
fder : G˜der → Gder
is a central isogeny.
Proof. (a) By condition (i) the Lie algebra of ker(f)◦ is central in Lie(G˜). With
[Bor2, Lemma 22.2] this implies that ker(f) is contained in Z(G)◦. Further ker(f)
is F -closed because f is defined over F . Then [Bor2, Lemma 22.1] says that ker(f)
is defined over F and central in G˜.
(b) The condition (ii) includes that coker(f) is defined as F -group, so f(G˜) must be
a closed normal F -subgroup of G. Thus f(G˜) contains Gder. Since a homomorphism
from a torus (e.g. Z(G˜)◦) to a simple group can never be surjective, f(G˜der) already
contains Gder. The other conditions for a central isogeny (see e.g. [Bor2, §22]) are
part (a) and condition (i), restricted to G˜der. 
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As in Sections 3 and 4, the dual homomorphism f∨ : G∨ → G˜∨ and Lf =
(f∨, idWF ) induce a canonical map
Φ(Lf) : Φ(G) → Φ(G˜)
φ 7→ φ˜ := Lf ◦ φ
.
By Lemma 5.1.b f induces a homomorphism of F -groups fad : G˜ad → Gad.
Lemma 5.2. The characters τφ,G(g) from Lemma 2.1 are compatible with the maps
Lf and fad, in the following sense:
τφ,G(fad(g˜))(h) = τLf◦φ,G˜(g˜)(f
∨(h)) g˜ ∈ G˜ad, h ∈ (G
∨)φ(WF ).
Proof. Let φsc :WF → G
∨
sc ⋊WF be a lift of φ. Then
Lfad ◦ φsc is a lift of
Lf ◦ φ.
From (2.8) we see that cf∨(h) =
Lfad ◦ ch. Recall from (2.12) that
τLf◦φ,G˜(g˜)(f
∨(h)) = 〈g˜, cf∨(h)〉 = 〈g˜,
Lfad ◦ ch〉.
By the functoriality of the LLC for tori, the right hand side equals 〈fad(g˜), ch〉 =
τφ,G(fad(g˜))(h). 
We will show how f produces, from an enhanced L-parameter for G = G(F ), an
L-parameter for G˜ = G˜(F ) with a possibly reducible enhancement. To make this
canonical, we have to assume:
Condition 5.3. For every involved isomorphism of based root data τ there exists an
isomorphism of reductive F -groups ητ,G as in Proposition 3.4.c, which is canonical
for the collection of L-parameters under consideration.
The cokernel of f is commutative, so f(G˜) contains the derived group of G. Conse-
quently f(Z(G˜)) is contained in the centre of G. By [BoTi, Proposition 1.8], applied
to the F -torus Z(G)◦, there exists a central F -torus T ⊂ G such that G = f(G˜)T
and f(G˜)∩T is finite. It is easily seen that the homomorphism f × idT : G˜ ×T → G
also satisfies Condition 1. Now we can factorize f as
(5.2) G˜
f1
−→ G˜ × T
f2
−→ (G˜ × T )/ ker(f × idT )
f3
−→ G.
Here f1 is the inclusion of one factor in a direct product, f2 is a quotient map for a
central F -subgroup and f3 is an isomorphism of F -groups coming from f × idT .
Proposition 5.4. Assume Condition 1 and let φ ∈ Φ(G).
(a) Lf induces a canonical injection Sφ → Sφ˜ = SLf(φ). The image is a normal
subgroup and the cokernel is abelian.
(b) Assuming Condition 5.3, f induces a canonical algebra homomorphism Sf :
C[Sφ]→ C[Sφ˜], which:
• sends every s ∈ Sφ to a nonzero element of C
Lf(s),
• is the identity on C[Zφ].
(c) Suppose that q : G → H is another homomorphism satisfying Condition 1. Then
L(q ◦ f) = Lf ◦ Lq and S(q ◦ f) = Sf ◦ Sq.
Proof. (a) We use the factorization (5.2) to establish the existence. We treat each
homomorphism fi separately.
For f1 we can write φ = φ˜ × φT with φT ∈ Φ(T ). The component group of any
L-parameter for the torus T = T (F ) is trivial, so Sφ = Sφ˜ and
Lf1 fixes this group
pointwise.
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For f2 see Lemma 4.3.
For the isomorphism f3 the map
Lf3 : Sφ → Sφ˜ is just the bijection f
∨
3 |Z1
G∨sc
(φ).
With these notions the group homomorphism
(5.3) Lf = Lf2 ◦
Lf3 : Sφ → Sφ˜
is injective and canonically determined by Lf : LG → LG˜. The image of (5.3) is
normal with abelian cokernel because that holds for the separate factors, see also
[AdPr2, Lemma 5].
(b) We define Sf1 as the identity on C[Sφ] and
Sf2 : C[Sφ]→ C[Sφ˜] as the C-linear
extension of Lf2 : Sφ → Sφ˜. Assuming Condition 5.3, we may invoke (3.8). It
rewrites f3 = Ad(g) ◦ ηR(f3),G and defines
Sf3 : C[Sφ] → C[Sφ˜]
s 7→ τG(g)(s)f
∨
3 (s)
.
By Lemma 2.1 Sf3(s) = f
∨
3 (s) for any s ∈ Zφ. For later use, we record that by
(2.14) the pullback of ρ˜ ∈ Rep(Sφ˜) along
Sf3 is
(5.4) Sf∗3 (ρ˜) = (ρ˜ ◦ f
∨
3 )⊗ τφ(g).
The algebra monomorphism
(5.5) Sf := Lf2 ◦
Lf3 ◦ τG(g) : C[Sφ]→ C[Sφ˜]
could still depend on the choice of the factorization (5.2). To show its canonicity, we
consider another torus T ′ with the same properties as T . Then T T ′ is yet another
such subtorus of G, and we extend (5.2) to a commutative diagram
(5.6) G˜
f1 // G˜ × T
f2 //

(G˜ × T )/ ker(f × idT )
f3 //

G
G˜
f ′1// G˜ × T T ′
f ′2 // (G˜ × T T ′)/ ker(f × idT T ′)
f ′3 // G
The inclusion T → T T ′ induces isomorphisms
SLf3φ → SLf ′3(φ),
SLf2◦Lf3φ → SLf2◦Lf ′3(φ).
Conjugation with these two isomorphisms turns Sf3 into
Sf ′3 and
Sf2 into
Sf ′2,
respectively. As the based root data of (G˜ ×T )/ ker(f× idT ) and (G˜ ×T T
′)/ ker(f×
idT T ′) can be identified canonically, the vertical maps in (5.6) transform ηR(f3),G into
ηR(f ′3),G . Hence
Ad(g) = f3 ◦ η
−1
R(f3),G
= f ′3 ◦ η
−1
R(f ′3),G
and the diagram transforms Sf3 =
Lf3 ◦ τG(g) into
Sf ′3 =
Lf ′3 ◦ τG(g). It follows that
Lf ′2 ◦
Lf ′3 ◦ τG(g) =
Lf2 ◦
Lf3 ◦ τG(g) : C[Sφ]→ C[Sφ˜].
This also holds with the roles of T and T ′ exchanged, so the factorizations (5.2)
from T and from T ′ give rise to the same map Sf : C[Sφ]→ C[Sφ˜].
(c) Recall that f∨ is uniquely determined by f and the choice of pinnings of G∨ and
of G˜∨. The same goes for q∨. As both f∨ ◦ q∨ and (q ◦ f)∨ send the pinning for H∨
to the pinning for G˜∨, they are equal. Then also L ◦ Lq = L(q ◦ f) : LH → LG˜.
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Suppose that φ′ ∈ Φ(H) and φ = Lq ◦ φ′. Part (a) says that L ◦ Lq = L(q ◦ f)
as homomorphisms Sφ′ → Sφ˜. Factorize q as in (5.2), with T renamed A. Consider
the commutative diagram
G˜  //
_

G˜ × T // //
J
j
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
(G˜ × T )/ ker(f × idT )
H h
uu❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
∼ // GI i
vv♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠
G˜ × T × A // //
'' ''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
G˜×T
ker(f×idT )
×A

∼ // G × A // // G×Aker(q×idA)
∼

(G˜ × T × A)/N
∼
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡
∼ // H
where N =
(
ker(f × idT ) × A
)
(f−13 × idA)(ker η × idA). The path from G˜ to H
along the upper left corner is the composition of the factorizations of f and of q.
The lower left track from G˜ to H is a factorization of q ◦ f as in (5.2). In particular
we obtain the lower horizontal map (q ◦ f)3 = q3 ◦ (f3 × idA). Use (3.8) to rewrite
q3 = Ad(h) ◦ ηR(q3),H, so that
(5.7) (q ◦ f)3 = Ad(h) ◦ ηR(q3),H ◦Ad(g) ◦
(
ηR(f3),G × idA
)
= Ad
(
hηR(q3),H(g)
)
◦ ηR(q3◦(f3×idA)),H.
Here g ∈ Gad is also regarded as an element of the adjoint group of entry (2,4) in
the above diagram. In other words, we identify ηR(q3),H(g) with ηR(q3),H ◦ q2 ◦ q1(g).
Lemma 5.2 tells us that
τG(g) ◦
Lq(x) = τφ,G(g)(q
∨(x)) = τφ′,H(qad(g))(x).
Now we can compute
(5.8)
Sf ◦ Sq = Lf ◦ τG(g) ◦
Lq ◦ τH(h)
= Lf ◦ Lq ◦ τH(qad(g)) ◦ τH(h) =
L(q ◦ f) ◦ τH(qad(g)h).
Up to conjugation by an element of Had, qad(g) equals ηR(q3),H ◦ q2 ◦ q1(g). That
conjugation does not change τH(qad(g)), so the right hand side of (5.8) equals
(5.9) L(q ◦ f) ◦ τH(hηR(q3),H ◦ q2 ◦ q1(g)) =
L(q ◦ f) ◦ τH(hηR(q3),H(g)).
Comparing with (5.5) and (5.7), we see that (5.9) equals S(q ◦ f). 
Borel [Bor1, §10.3] predicted that the LLC is functorial with respect to homo-
morphisms as in (5.1). This concerns the pullback of G(F )-representations to G˜(F ).
For non-archimedean F , we will precisely formulate and prove such functoriality
for representations of Hecke algebras associated to enhanced L-parameters. First
we set up the homomorphisms between Hecke algebras induced by f and Lf . Let
(φL, ρL) ∈ Φcusp(L) be bounded and recall the notations from Section 4.
Proposition 5.5. Let ρi ∈ Irr(Sφ˜) be such that
Sf∗(ρi) contains ρ. Assume Con-
ditions 5.3 and 1.
(a) There exist a twisted graded Hecke algebra H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r) and algebra ho-
momorphisms
H(φL, ρL,~r)
ı(φL,ρL)−−−−−→ H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r)
H(Lf,φ˜L,ρi)
←−−−−−−− H(φ˜L, ρi,~r)
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such that:
(i) ı(φL,ρL) is the inclusion of a Morita equivalent subalgebra.
(ii) H(Lf, φ˜L, ρi) is induced by f and
Lf .
(iii) Consider the functor
Mod(H(φL, ρL,~r))→ Mod(H(φ˜L, ρi,~r)),
obtained by composing the Morita equivalence from ı(φL,ρL) with pullback
along H(Lf, φ˜L, ρi). It is canonical, in the sense that it depends on
Sf, f∨, φL
and ρi, but not on H(φL,Ws∨i ,φ˜L
, ρL,~r).
(b) Assume Condition 2.8 holds for s∨i . There exist a twisted affine Hecke algebra
H(s∨,Ws∨i ,~z) and algebra homomorphisms
H(s∨,~z)
ıs∨−−→ H(s∨,Ws∨i ,~z)
H(Lf,s∨i )←−−−−−− H(s∨i ,~z),
which satisfy the analogues of (i)–(iii).
Proof. We will use the factorization (5.2). An argument with the diagram (5.6), as
in the proof of Proposition 5.4, shows that the outcome does not depend on the
choice of the factorization. Hence it suffices to prove the claims separately for the
homomorphisms f1, f2 and f3 from (5.2).
(a) For f2 see Paragraphs 2.2–2.3, in particular (4.21) and the proof of Lemma 4.5.
For f1 and f3 we simply take H(s
∨,Ws∨i ,~z) = H(s
∨,~z), so that (i) is automatic.
We write f3 = Ad(g)◦ηR(f3),G˜ as in (3.8), which by Condition 5.3 is canonical. Then
we put
H(Lf3, φ˜L, ρi) = H(
LηR(f3),G˜) ◦ αg
with αg as in Proposition 2.4 and H(
LηR(f3),G˜) as in (3.4). These maps are con-
structed in terms of f3 and
Lf3, so (ii) holds. Claim (iii) for f3 is a consequence of
Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 3.1.
For f1 we can write φL = φ˜L×φT with φT ∈ Φ(T ). Then Sφ˜L = SφL , ρi = ρL and
H(φ˜L, ρi,~r) = H(φL, ρL,~r)⊗O
(
Lie(Xnr(T ))
)
.
The homomorphism H(Lf1, φ˜L, ρi) is just
(5.10) id⊗ ev0 : H(φL, ρL,~r)⊗O
(
Lie(Xnr(T ))
)
→ H(φL, ρL,~r).
The pullback along this map is simply restriction from H(φ˜L, ρi,~r) to its subalgebra
H(φL, ρL,~r). Clearly, this is canonical and determined by f1.
(b) Here we can use the same argument as for part (a), only with different refer-
ences. For f2 see (4.10), (4.12) and Theorem 4.7. The canonicity follows from the
commutative diagram (4.28) and the canonicity in part (a).
For f3 we replace αg by αg ◦ Ad(θxg) from (2.43) and we replace Proposition 2.4
and Lemma 2.5 by Theorem 2.10 (for which we need Condition 2.8).
For f1 we have
H(s∨i ,~z) = H(s
∨,~z)⊗O(s∨T ) where s
∨
T = (Xnr(T )φT , 1).
As H(Lf1, s
∨
i ) we take
(5.11) id⊗ ev(φT ,1) : H(s
∨,~z)⊗O(s∨T )→H(s
∨,~z).
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Recall from Section 4 that for quotients by central subgroups we regarded⊕
iO(
Lq, s∨i,L)
∗(φL, ρL)
mi as the pullback, along Lq, of (φL, ρL) to H(
Lq(s∨),~z). The
same holds for homomorphisms like f1 and f3 in (5.2) (but then there is just one i
and mi = 1). In Lemma 4.4 and (4.26) we showed that the same multiplicities pop
up in the pullbacks of enhancements on the non-cuspidal level.
For consistency, we must consider the canonical pullbacks from Proposition 5.5.(iii)
with multiplicities mi coming from
(5.12) ind
S
φ˜
Lf(Sφ)
(
ρL ⊗ τG(g)
)
=
⊕
i
ρmii .
From the construction of Sf in Proposition 5.4 we see that
mi = dimHomSφL (ρL,
Sf∗(ρi)).
Theorem 5.6. Let s∨ be the inertial equivalence class for Φe(G) determined by
(φL, ρL) ∈ Φcusp(L). Let ~z ∈ R
d
>0, ~r = log(~z), and (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G)
s∨ . Recall from
Theorem 1.1 that
M(φ, ρ, ~z), E(φ, ρ, ~z) ∈ Rep(H(s∨,~z))
and from Theorem 1.2 that (possibly after modifying φL by an unramified twist)
M(φ, ρ,~r), E(φ, ρ,~r) ∈ Rep(H(φL, ρL,~r)).
Assume Conditions 5.3 and 1 and endow the canonical pullbacks from Proposition
5.5 with the multiplicities from (5.12).
(a) The pullback of M(φ, ρ,~r) to H(Lf(φL, ρL),~r) =
⊕
iH(φ˜L, ρL,~r) is⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomSφ
(
ρ, Sf∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗M(φ˜, ρ˜, ~r).
(b) Assume that Condition 2.8 holds for G˜. The pullback of M(φ, ρ, ~z) to
H(Lf(s∨),~z) =
⊕
iH(s
∨
i ,~z) is⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomSφ
(
ρ, Sf∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗M(φ˜, ρ˜, ~z).
In (a) and (b) the same holds for the standard modules E(φ, ρ,~r) and E(φ, ρ, ~z).
Proof. By Proposition 5.4 the statements are transitive for compositions of homo-
morphisms between reductive groups. Using the factorization (5.2) it suffices to
establish the theorem for the homomorphisms f1, f2 and f3 separately.
For f3 see (5.4), Lemma 2.5, Theorem 2.10 and Corollary 3.1.
For f2 see Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.7.
For f1 we note that φ = φ˜ × χφT for some χ ∈ Xnr(T ). In particular Sφ˜ = Sφ.
It is clear from (5.10) that the pullback of M(φ, ρ,~r) (resp. E(φ, ρ,~r)) is M(φ˜, ρ, ~r)
(resp. E(φ˜, ρ, ~r)). As Sf1 : C[Sφ]→ C[Sφ˜] is the identity,⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomSφ
(
ρ, Sf∗1 (ρ˜)
)
=
{
C if ρ˜ = ρ,
0 otherwise.
This matches M(φ˜, ρ, ~r) (and E(φ˜, ρ, ~r)) with the asserted pullback. When Condi-
tion 2.8 holds, we can draw the same conclusions about f1 from (5.11). 
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We expect that in many cases a local Langlands correspondence can be described
in terms of Hecke algebras, such that (φ, ρ) corresponds toM(φ, ρ, ~z) or toM(φ, ρ,~r),
for suitable arrays of parameters ~z and ~r. Having worked out what pullback along f
does to Langlands parameters and representations of the associated Hecke algebras,
we are in a good position to investigate the relations between a LLC and the pullback
f∗ : Rep(G)→ Rep(G˜).
Now F may again be any local field. To get compatible notions of relevance, we
extend the Kottwitz parameters ζG = ζG˜ ∈ Irr(Z(G
∨
sc)
WF ) in the same way to ζ+G =
ζ+
G˜
∈ Irr(Z(G∨sc)). We need to assume that a LLC is known for all representations
of G and of G˜ that will be involved. We denote the G-representation associated to
(φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G) by π(φ, ρ). Abbreviate φ˜ =
Lf(φ) ∈ Φ(G˜) and recall Sf : C[Sφ] →
C[Sφ˜] from Proposition 5.4.b.
The preparations in this section lead to a more precise version of Conjecture 2:
Conjecture 5.7. Assume that f : G˜ → G satisfies Condition 1 and define relevance
of enhanced L-parameters as above. For any (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G):
f∗(π(φ, ρ)) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomSφ
(
ρ, Sf∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗ π(φ˜, ρ˜).
In view of (q◦f)∗ = f∗◦q∗ and Proposition 5.4.c, the conjecture is transitive in f .
Theorem 5.6 says that, when F is non-archimedean, it holds for the Hecke algebras
associated to enhanced L-parameters. A first consequence of Conjecture 5.7 is:
Corollary 5.8. Suppose that Conjecture 5.7 holds for (G,φ) and (G˜, φ˜) (that is, for
all relevant enhancements of these L-parameters). Then the L-packet Πφ˜(G˜) consists
precisely of the irreducible constituents of f∗π with π ∈ Πφ(G).
Proof. First we note that by [Sil] and [Tad, Lemma 2.1] f∗ preserves finite length
and complete reducibility. In particular, f∗π is a finite direct sum of irreducible
representations whenever π is so. Conjecture 5.7 shows that f∗ maps any π ∈ Πφ(G)
to a direct sum of members of Πφ˜(G˜).
For every ρ˜ ∈ Irr(Sφ˜) we can find a ρ ∈ Irr(Sφ) with HomSφ(ρ,
Sf∗(ρ˜)) 6= 0. When
ρ˜ is G˜-relevant, the Z(G˜∨sc)-character is prescribed (namely as ζ
+
G ). As Z(G
∨
sc) =
Z(G˜∨sc), and
Sf is the identity on C[Zφ] (Proposition 5.4.b), ρ can only appear in
Sf∗(ρ˜) if ρ has the same Zφ-character as ρ˜ (namely ζ
+
G ). Hence the ρ we found above
is necessarily G-relevant. In other words, every member π(φ˜, ρ˜) of Πφ˜(G˜) appears
as a constituent of f∗π(φ, ρ) for some π(φ, ρ) ∈ Πφ(G). 
6. The principal series of split groups
Let G be a connected reductive group. We fix a Haar measure on G, so that we
can define convolution products of functions on G. For any open subgroup U ⊂ G
we let H(U) be the convolution algebra of locally constant, compactly supported
functions U → C.
Throughout this section we assume that G is F -split, and we pick a F -split max-
imal torus S of G and a Borel subgroup B containing S. By the principal series of
G = G(F ) we understand those G-representations that can be made from subquo-
tients of IGB (χ), where χ is a character of a maximal F -split torus S (inflated to
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B = B(F )). We denote the set of irreducible principal series representations of G
by Irr(G,S). In [ABPS3] such representations were classified, and a local Langlands
correspondence for them was constructed. This relies on the types and Hecke alge-
bras which were exhibited and investigated by Roche [Roc]. To make use of these
results, we must impose certain mild restrictions on the residual characteristic p of
F , see [Roc, p. 378–379]. (Probably these conditions can be relaxed, but we do not
try that here.)
Every Bernstein component for the principal series of G is given by an inertial
equivalence class s = [S, χ]G. Let χˆ ∈ Φ(S) be the Langlands parameter of χ.
The LLC for tori also associates to s an inertial equivalence class s∨ = [S∨, χˆ, 1]
for Φe(G). From the naturality of the LLC for tori and the canonical isomorphism
NG(S)/S ∼= NG∨(S
∨)/S∨, we get a group isomorphism Ws ∼=Ws∨ .
Let Φ(G,S) be the collection of φ ∈ Φ(G) for which φ(WF ) ⊂ S
∨×WF . (Recall
φ is only defined up to G∨-conjugation; we mean this requirement should hold for
a representative of φ.) Let Φe(G,S) be the subset of Φe(G) with L-parameter in
Φ(G,S). As G is F -split, G-relevance of (φ, ρ) means that ρ ∈ Irr(Sφ) is trivial on the
image Zφ of Z(G
∨
sc). In other words, ρ factors through Sφ/Zφ ∼= π0(ZG∨ad(imφ)).
We express the LLC for principal series representations as
(6.1)
Φe(G,S) ←→ Irr(G,S)
(φ, ρ) 7→ π(φ, ρ)
.
Roche [Roc] constructs a s-type (Jχ, τχ) in terms of a pinning (G,B,S, (xα)α∈∆) and
the character χ of S. Let eτχ ∈ H(Jχ) be the central idempotent associated to the
character τχ of Jχ. The Hecke algebra of this type is
H(G, Jχ, τχ) := eτχH(G)eτχ .
By virtue of types, there is an equivalence of categories
(6.2)
Rep(G)s ←→ Mod(H(G, Jχ, τχ))
V 7→ eτχV
H(G)eτχ ⊗
H(G,Jχ,τχ)
M 7 → M
.
Let us consider the Hecke algebras associated to s and s∨. It was shown in [Roc, §8]
that
(6.3) H(G, Jχ, τχ) ∼= H(ZG∨(χˆ|IF )
◦)⋊ π0(ZG∨(χˆ|IF )).
In the terminology of [AMS3, §2], the right hand side becomes
(6.4) H(ZG∨(χˆ|IF )
◦, T∨, 1)/(z − qF )⋊Rs∨ =
H(ZG∨(χˆ|IF ), T
∨, 1)/(z − qF ) = H(s
∨, z)/(z − qF ).
(Here z is derived from ~z in Section 1 by setting all entries of ~z equal.) In particular
(6.3) and (6.4) show that the R-group can be expressed as
Rs ∼= Rs∨ ∼= π0(ZG∨(χˆ|WF )).
This R-group can be nontrivial, but its 2-cocycle κs∨ (1.9) is trivial. (That follows
also from [ABPS3, Theorem 4.4].) We record that (6.3) and (6.4) provide an algebra
epimorphism
(6.5) evz=qF : H(s
∨, z)→H(G, Jχ, τχ).
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Lemma 6.1. The torus Ts∨ has a canonical basepoint (φ1, ρ1 = 1). It is fixed by
Ws∨ and φ1(FrobF ) = FrobF .
Proof. The algebra (6.3) comes with a canonical basepoint t1 of Ts, fixed by Ws. In
terms of (2.3), it is the unique point of Ts such that t1(λ(̟F )) = 1 for all λ ∈ X∗(S).
Via (6.5), t1 gives rise to a canonical basepoint (φ1, ρ1) of Ts∨ . Here Sφ1 = {1}, so
ρ1 is trivial and we need not mention it. By theWs-equivariance of the isomorphism
Ts ∼= Ts∨ (an instance of the LLC for tori), Ws∨ fixes φ1.
Artin reciprocity translates (2.3) (for the split torus S) to
(6.6)
Hom(S,C×) ∼= Hom(Scpt,C
×)×Hom(X∗(S),C
×)∼= ∼=
Hom(F×, S∨) ∼= Hom(o×F , S
∨)×Hom(̟ZF , S
∨)∼= ∼=
Hom(WF /[WF ,WF ], S
∨) ∼= Hom(IF /[WF ,WF ], S
∨)×Hom(WF /IF , S
∨)
From t1 ∈ Hom(Scpt,C
×) we get φ1 ∈ Hom(IF /[WF ,WF ], S
∨), which by definition
of the diagram means that φ1(FrobF ) = 1 in S
∨ and φ1(FrobF ) = FrobF in
L. 
The construction of (6.1) in [ABPS3] can be divided in steps involving (6.2), (6.5)
and Theorem 1.1:
(6.7)
Φe(G)
s∨ ↔ Irr
(
H(s∨, z)/(z − qF )
)
↔ Irr
(
H(G, Jχ, τχ)
)
↔ Irr(G)s
(φ, ρ) 7→ M(φ, ρ) ↔ eτχπ(φ, ρ)
7 →π(φ, ρ)
Let f : G˜ → G be a homomorphismp of F -split connected reductive groups, such
that the kernel and the cokernel of f are commutative. Functoriality for (6.7) with
respect to f was already investigated in [ABPS3, §17]. Our desired result was proven
in [ABPS3, Proposition 17.7]. However, it uses hidden assumptions on f . Namely, in
[ABPS3, Lemma 17.1] it is assumed that fder : G˜der → Gder is a central isogeny. That
is no problem for us, because we checked in Lemma 5.1 that it follows from Condition
1. Furthermore, in [ABPS3, p .57] it is claimed that the type (Jχ˜, τχ˜) = (Jχ◦f , τχ◦f )
for s˜ = [f−1(S), χ ◦ f ]G˜ equals (f
−1(Jχ), τχ ◦ f). This can only be guaranteed if
(6.8) G˜(oF ) = f
−1(G(oF )).
The condition (6.8) is fulfilled when f is the quotient map for a central F -subgroup
of G˜ and when f is the inclusion of G˜ in G˜ ×T for some (F -split) torus T . But (6.8)
need not hold the conjugation action of Gad on G. The classes in Gad/G ∼= TAD/T
which do not come from an element of TAD,cpt via (2.4) cannot be represented by
an element of Gad which stabilizes G(oF ).
To deal with this, we set things up more precisely. We fix a pinning
(G˜, B˜, T˜ , (xα˜)α˜∈∆˜) for G˜. By [ABPS3, Lemma 17.2] the pullback functor f
∗ :
Rep(G) → Rep(G˜) sends Rep(G)s to Rep(G˜)s˜, which is a Bernstein component
for the principal series of G˜.
Like in (5.2), we decompose f as
G˜
f1
−→ G˜ × T
f2
−→ G˜2 := (G˜ × T )/ ker(f × idT )
f3
−→ G.
The pinning of G˜ determines a unique pinning of G˜2. By Proposition 3.4 and
Theorem 3.2.a there exists a unique F -isomorphism G˜2 → G which respects the
pinning and induces
R(f3) : R(G˜2, S˜2)→R(G,S).
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As in (3.8), there exists a unique g3 ∈ Gad such that f3 = Ad(g3) ◦ ηR(f3),G . In this
way the pinnings serve to satisfy Condition 5.3.
For φ ∈ Φ(G,S), the L-parameter φ˜ = Lf ◦ φ belongs to Φ(G˜, S˜). Finally we can
prove that Conjecture 5.7 holds throughout the principal series.
Theorem 6.2. Let f : G˜ → G be a homomorphism of F -split connected reductive
groups, satisfying Condition 1. Assume that the residual characteristic p does not
belong to the bad cases from [Roc, p. 378–379]. For any (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G,S):
f∗(π(φ, ρ)) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(Sφ)
HomSφ
(
ρ, Sf∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗ π(φ˜, ρ˜).
Proof. As discussed above, for the maps f1 and f2 in (5.2) this was shown in [ABPS3,
§17]. For f2 the setup in [ABPS3] differs slightly for our setup. In effect it uses the
right hand column in the diagram (4.21), not the left hand column like we do in the
proof of Theorem 4.7. But in the proof of Lemma 4.6 we checked that the various
paths in the diagram (4.21) come down to the same pullback operation, so [ABPS3,
§17] produces the same representations as we consider.
We note though that in [ABPS3, Proposition 17.7] the different notation
(6.9) f∗(π(φ, ρ)) = π
(
φ˜, ind
S
φ˜
/Z
φ˜
Sφ/Zφ
ρ
)
is used. Let us reconcile it with the statement of the theorem. By the commutativity
of the (co)kernel of f there are canonical identifications
G∨sc = G˜
∨
sc, Z(G
∨
sc) = Z(G˜
∨
sc),
Lf(Zφ) = Zφ˜.
In particular ind
S
φ˜
/Z
φ˜
Sφ/Zφ
ρ is identified with ind
S
φ˜
Sφ
ρ. Hence (6.9) equals
π
(
φ˜, ind
S
φ˜
Sφ
ρ
)
=
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(Sφ)
HomS
φ˜
(
ind
S
φ˜
Sφ
ρ, ρ˜
)
⊗ π(φ˜, ρ˜)
By Frobenius reciprocity this equals
(6.10)
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(Sφ)
HomSφ
(
ρ, Lf∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗ π(φ˜, ρ˜)
As Sf = Lf : C[Sφ]→ C[Sφ˜] for f = f1 and f = f2, (6.10) agrees with the formula
in the theorem.
Having dealt with f1 and f2, we focus on f3. To ease the notation, we will assume
in the remainder of the proof that f = f3, i.e. that f : G˜ → G is an isomorphism.
For a root α ∈ Φ(G,S), let α∨ ∈ Φ(G,S)∨ be the corresponding coroot and put
α˜ = α ◦ f ∈ Φ(G˜, S˜). Then f sends the root subgroup Uα˜ ⊂ G˜ to Uα and
χ ◦ α∨ = χ ◦ f ◦ f−1 ◦ α∨ = χ˜ ◦ α˜∨.
Suppose now that f maps the pinning of G˜ to the pinning of G. This implies that
f(Uα˜,r) = Uα,r in the notation from [Roc, p. 366] (which comes from [BrTi, §6]).
As R(f) preserves positivity of roots, one sees from [Roc, §2] that f(Jχ˜) = Jχ and
(Jχ, τχ) = (f
−1(Jχ˜), τχ˜ ◦ f).
Knowing this, the proof in [ABPS3, §17] works again.
By Proposition 3.4.a, every isomorphism f : G˜ → G is the composition of an
isomorphism preserving the pinnings and conjugation by an element of Gad. So it
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remains to consider Ad(g) ∈ Aut(G) for g ∈ Gad. As explained in (2.2), the actions
of Gad on Irr(G) and on Φe(G) factor through
Gad/G ∼= SAD/S.
In particular we may and will assume that g ∈ SAD = (S/Z(G))(F ), so that Ad(g)
stabilizes χ and s = [S, χ]G. We write g = gcgx as in (2.4), with gc ∈ SAD,cpt and
gx ∈ X∗(S).
By Lemma 6.1 we can choose a lift φsc :WF → S
∨×WF of φ1 with φsc(FrobF ) =
FrobF . Then (2.8) shows that ch(FrobF ) = 1 for every h ∈ ZG∨(φ(WF )). Since
X∗(SAD) is embedded in SAD via evaluation at ̟F and Artin reciprocity sends
FrobF to ̟F ,
τφ1(gx)(h) = 〈gx, ch〉 = 〈xg, ch(FrobF )〉 = 1.
As noted after (2.43), we now have αg = αgc and Ad(θxg) = Ad(θxgx ). This enables
us consider gc and gx separately.
The compactness of gc implies that Ad(gc)(Jχ) = Jχ. This allows us to define an
algebra automorphism
(6.11)
H(Ad(gc)) : H(G, Jχ, τχ) → H(G, Jχ, τχ)
f 7→ f ◦Ad(gc)
−1 .
We note that for any V ∈ Rep(G):
(6.12) eτχ(Ad(gc)
∗V ) = H(Ad(gc))
∗(eτχV ) ∈ Mod
(
H(G, Jχ, τχ)
)
.
Let us compare αgc with H(Ad(gc)) via (6.5). Both are the identity on O(Ts). For
w ∈Ws, represented by w˙ ∈ NG(S):
Ad(gc)(Nw) = Ad(gc)(eτχNw(w˙)w˙eτχ) = eτχNw(w˙)gcw˙g
−1
c eτχ ,
where gcw˙g
−1
c ∈ G is regarded as a multiplier ofH(G). As gc ∈ SAD,cpt, gcw˙g
−1
c Scpt =
w˙Scpt, and Ad(gc)(Nw) = λNw for some λ ∈ C
×. For w ∈ W ◦s
∼= W ◦s∨ , [ABPS3,
Proposition 14.1.4] says that λ = 1, which agrees with αgc(Nw) = Nw. For w = r ∈
Rs ∼= Rs∨ we obtain
(6.13)
Ad(gc)(Nr) = eτχNr(r˙)r˙r˙
−1gcr˙g
−1
c eτχ
= eτχNr(r˙)r˙eτχ(r˙
−1gcr˙g
−1
c )
−1eτχ
= eτχNr(r˙)r˙eτχχ(r˙
−1gcr˙g
−1
c )
= Nr〈r˙
−1gcr˙g
−1
c , χˆ〉.
Let χˆsc : WF → S
∨
sc ×WF be a lift of χˆ. Let r
∨ ∈ NG∨(S
∨) be a representative
for r ∈ Rs∨ . By the W (G,S)-equivariance of the LLC for S and by (2.8), the right
hand side of (6.13) can be written as
Nr〈gc, r
∨χˆsc(r
∨)−1χˆ−1sc 〉 = Nr〈gc, cr∨〉 = Nrτχˆ(gc)(r
∨).
Once again this agrees with (2.42). With (6.5) we conclude that
(6.14) evz=qF ◦ αgc = H(Ad(gc)) ◦ evz=qF .
Now (6.12), Theorem 2.10 and (6.7) imply that
(6.15) Ad(gc)
∗π(φ, ρ) = π(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(gc)
−1).
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Finally we look at Ad(gx), which does not stabilize G(oF ) and Jχ (unless gx = 1).
The automorphism Ad(gx) of H(G) restricts to an algebra isomorphism
(6.16)
H(G, Jχ˜, τχ˜) → H(G, Jχ, τχ)
Nw 7→ Ngxwg−1x
.
To compare the source and target of (6.16), we use the naive algebra isomorphism
(6.17)
H(G, Jχ, τχ) → H(G, Jχ˜, τχ˜)
Nw 7→ Nw
.
The Morita equivalence
(6.18)
Mod
(
H(G, Jχ˜, τχ˜)
)
→ Rep(G)s → Mod
(
H(G, Jχ, τχ)
)
M 7→ H(G)eτχ˜ ⊗
H(G,Jχ˜,τχ˜)
M 7→ eτχH(G)eτχ˜ ⊗
H(G,Jχ˜,τχ˜)
M
is just given by composing representations with (6.17). The composition of (6.17)
and (6.16) is the automorphism
(6.19)
βgx : H(G, Jχ, τχ) → H(G, Jχ, τχ)
Nw 7→ Ngxwg−1x
.
We can regard gxwg
−1
x as an element of X
∗(Ts)⋊Ws ∼= X
∗(Ts∨)⋊Ws∨ . Then it can
written as
gxwg
−1
x = xgwx
−1
g = w(w
1xgwx
−1
g ) = w(w
−1(xg)− xg)
where w−1(xg) − xg ∈ X
∗(Ts∨). Proposition 2.9.c says that βg is specialization of
Ad(θxg) at z = qF . From this and (6.18) we deduce that, for any V ∈ Rep(G)
s:
Ad(gx)
∗V ∼= H(G)eτχ ⊗
H(G,Jχ,τχ)
β∗gx(eτχV )
∼= H(G)eτχ ⊗
H(G,Jχ,τχ)
Ad(θxg)
∗(eτχV ).
Together with Theorem 2.10 and (6.7) this entails
(6.20) Ad(gx)
∗π(φ, ρ) = π(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(gx)
−1).
Combining (6.15) and (6.20), we get the same formula for all g ∈ SAD, and hence
for all g ∈ Gad. For ρ˜ ∈ Irr(Sφ) (5.4) gives
SAd(g)∗(ρ˜) = τφ(g) ⊗ ρ˜. Thus (6.20) is
equivalent to the desired expression⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(Sφ)
HomSφ
(
ρ, SAd(g)∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗ π(φ, ρ˜) = π(φ, ρ ⊗ τφ(g)
−1) = Ad(g)∗π(φ, ρ). 
7. Unipotent representations
In this paragraph G is a connected reductive F -group, which splits over an un-
ramified extension of F . We start with recalling some properties of unipotent rep-
resentations of G = G(F ).
Let B(G, F ) be the enlarged Bruhat–Tits building of G(F ). To every facet f of
B(G, F ) a parahoric subgroup Pf is attached. Let Uf be the pro-unipotent radical
of Pf. The quotient Pf/Uf has the structure of a finite reductive group G◦f (k) over
k = oF /̟F oF . An irreducible representation σ is called cuspidal unipotent if it
arises by inflation from a cuspidal unipotent representation of Pf/Uf.
An irreducible G-representation π is called unipotent if, for some facet f, π|Pf
contains a cuspidal unipotent representation of Pf. We denote the set of such repre-
sentations by Irrunip(G). The category of unipotent G-representations is defined as
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the product of all Bernstein blocks Rep(G)s for which Irr(G)s consists of irreducible
unipotent G-representations.
Let Pˆf be the pointwise stabilizer of f in G, a compact group containing Pf as
open subgroup. It turns out [Lus4, §1.16] that any cuspidal unipotent representation
(σ, Vσ) of Pf is can be extended to a representation of Pˆf on Vσ, say σˆ. It is known
from [Mor, Theorem 4.7] that (Pˆf, σˆ) is a type for a single Bernstein block, which
we call Rep(G)(Pˆf,σˆ). By construction the irreducible representations therein are
Irr(G)(Pˆf,σˆ) = {π ∈ Irr(G) : π|Pˆf contains σˆ}.
Let eσˆ ∈ H(Pˆf) be the central idempotent associated to σˆ. Then eσˆH(G)eσˆ is a
subalgebra of H(G), Morita equivalent to the two-sided ideal of H(G) corresponding
to Rep(G)(Pˆf,σˆ). Let (σˆ
∗, V ∗σ ) be the contragredient of σˆ. Recall from [BuKu, §2]
that
H(G, Pˆf, σˆ) ={
f ∈ H(G)⊗C EndC(V
∗
σ ) : f(p1gp2) = σˆ
∗(p1)f(g)σˆ
∗(p2) ∀g ∈ G, p1, p2 ∈ Pˆf
}
.
By [BuKu, (2.12)] there is a natural isomorphism
H(G, Pˆf, σˆ)⊗ EndC(Vσ) ∼= eσˆH(G)eσˆ .
As (Pˆf, σˆ) is a type, [BuKu, Theorem 4.3] gives equivalences of categories
(7.1)
Rep(G)(Pˆf,σˆ) ↔ Mod
(
eσˆH(G)eσˆ
)
↔ Mod
(
H(G, Pˆf, σˆ)
)
V 7→ eσˆV 7→ HomPˆf(σˆ, V )
H(G)eσˆ ⊗
eσˆH(G)eσˆ
(M ⊗ Vσ)
7 → M ⊗ Vσ
7 → M
Suppose for the moment that f is a minimal facet of B(G, F ), or equivalently that
Pf is a maximal parahoric subgroup of G. Then σˆ can be further extended to a rep-
resentation of StabG(f) = NG(Pf), say σ
N . For every character ψ ∈ Irr(NG(Pf)/Pˆf),
σN ⊗ ψ is another such extension, and they are all of this form. It follows from
[Lus4, §2] that
indGNG(Pf)(σ
N ⊗ ψ) ∈ Irrcusp,unip(G),
where the right hand side denotes the set of irreducible supercuspidal unipotent
G-representations. Moreover the map
(7.2) Irr(NG(Pf)/Pˆf)→ Irr(G)(Pˆf,σˆ) : ψ 7→ ind
G
NG(Pf)
(σN ⊗ ψ)
is a bijection. By allowing ψ to be a character of NG(Pf)/Pf) (an abelian group),
(7.2) extends to a bijection
Irr(NG(Pf)/Pf))→ {π ∈ Irr(G) : π|Pf contains σ},
see [FOS, (1.18)].
For a general facet f, let L be a Levi F -subgroup of G such that PL,f = Pf ∩ L
is a maximal parahoric subgroup of L = L(F ). Then PL,f/UL,f ∼= Pf/Uf and any
cuspidal unipotent representation σ of PL,f has a natural extension to Pf. Similarly
every extension σˆ ∈ Irr(PˆL,f) of σ extends naturally to an irreducible representation
of Pˆf on Vσ, which we continue to denote by σˆ. According to [Mor, Corollary 3.10]
(7.3) (Pˆf, σˆ) is a cover of (PˆL,f, σˆ).
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In particular Rep(G)(Pˆf,σˆ) = Rep(G)s, where s = [L, ind
L
NL(PL,f)
(σN )]G. By [Sol2,
Theorem 3.3.b]
(7.4) H(L, PˆL,f, σˆ) ∼= C[Xf]
for a lattice Xf as in [Sol2, Proposition 3.1]. Furthermore C[Xf] embeds canonically
in H(G, Pˆf, σˆ) as the commutative subalgebra from the Bernstein presentation. By
[Sol2, Lemma 3.4.b] the groupWs is naturally isomorphic to the finite Weyl group of
the root system underlying H(G, Pˆf, σˆ). As in [Sol2, Proposition 3.3.c and Lemma
3.4], we pick a Ws-equivariant homeomorphism
(7.5) Irr(L)(PˆL,f,σˆ) → Irr(Xf).
A local Langlands correspondence for supercuspidal unipotent representations of G
(and of its Levi subgroups) was exhibited in [FOS]. It provides a bijection between
inertial equivalence classes for Irrunip(G) and inertial equivalence classes for Φnr,e(G).
If we write it as s ↔ s∨, then Ws ∼= Ws∨ [Sol2, Proposition 4.2]. Suppose that
Rep(G)s = Rep(G)(Pˆf,σˆ). By [Sol2, Theorem 4.4] the LLC on the cuspidal level
canonically determines an algebra isomorphism
(7.6) H(s∨,~z)/(~z − ~z)→H(G, Pˆf, σˆ),
for a unique ~z ∈ Rd>1. In particular Rs∨ = Rs = 1.
Together with (7.1) and Theorem 1.1, (7.6) provides bijections
(7.7)
Irr(G)s ↔ Irr
(
H(G, Pˆf, σˆ)
)
↔ Irr~z
(
H(s∨,~z)
)
↔ Φe(G)
s∨
π(φ, ρ) 7→ HomPˆf(σˆ, π(φ, ρ)) ↔ M(φ, ρ, ~z)
7 → (φ, ρ)
The union of the bijections (7.7), over all eligible s and s∨, is a local Langlands
correspondence for unipotent representations:
Irrunip(G)←→ Φnr,e(G).
In [Sol2, §5] it was shown to possess many desirable properties, concerning supercus-
pidality, discrete series, temperedness, central characters, parabolic induction and
the action of H1(WK , Z(G
∨)). Amongst Borel’s desiderata [Bor1, §10.3] only the
functoriality with respect to homomorphisms of reductive groups was missing in
[Sol2]. We fix that here.
7.1. Central quotient maps.
Let us consider the case where f is a quotient map
q : G˜ → G = G˜/N ,
such that qder : G˜der → Gder is a central isogeny.
Lemma 7.1. For (φ, ρ) ∈ Φnr,cusp(G):
q∗π(φ, ρ) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
):ρ˜|Sφ contains ρ
π(φ˜, ρ˜) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomSφ(ρ, ρ˜)⊗ π(φ˜, ρ˜).
Proof. Write π = π(φ, ρ) ∈ Irrcusp,unip(G). For any weakly unramified character
χ ∈ Xwr(G), q
∗(χ) is a weakly ramified character of G, and
q∗(π ⊗ χ) = q∗(π)⊗ q∗(χ).
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If z is the image of χ in Z(G∨)Frob, q
∨(z) is the image of q∗(χ) in Z(G˜∨)Frob. By
construction (cf. the proof of Theorem 2 in [FOS, p. 37]) π(zφ, ρ) = π(φ, ρ) ⊗ χ.
For similar reasons
q∗(π ⊗ χ) = q∗(π(zφ, ρ)) = q∗(π(φ, ρ)) ⊗ q∗(χ)
is obtained from q∗(π) by applying q∨(z) to the enhanced L-parameters of the con-
stituents of q∗(π). For a suitable choice of χ, π ⊗ χ is trivial on the split part
Z(G)s(F ) of the centre of G [FOS, p. 37]. Hence it suffices to prove the lemma in
the case that π
∣∣
Z(G)s(F )
= 1.
This allows us to replace G by G/Z(G)s similarly for G˜. In other words, we may
assume that Z(G)◦ and Z(G˜)◦ are F -anisotropic. By [FOS, Lemmas 15.3–15.5] all
relevant objects for G can be identified with those for Gder (and similarly for G˜).
Then we may replace G by Gder and G˜ by G˜der. So from now on we may assume that G
and G˜ are semisimple, and that the quotient map G˜ → G = G˜/N is a central isogeny.
In particular we can identify the Bruhat–Tits buildings B(G˜, F ) and B(G, F )
With (7.2) we can write π = indGNG(Pf)(σ
N ). Then
q−1(NG(Pf)) = StabG˜(P˜f) = NG˜(P˜f)
and q∗(σN ) is an extension of a cuspidal unipotent representation of the parahoric
subgroup P˜f to NG˜(P˜f). From the classification (7.2) we see that
(7.8) q∗(π) = q∗
(
indGNG(Pf)(σ
N )
)
=
⊕
g∈G/NG(Pf)q(G˜)
indG˜
Ad(g)−1N
G˜
(P˜f)
(
q∗(σN ) ◦ Ad(g)
)
.
The sum is indexed by G˜-orbits of facets of B(G, F ) in the G-orbit of f. Cuspi-
dal unipotent representations of finite reductive are essentially independent of the
isogeny type [Lus1, §3], so q∗(σ) is an irreducible P˜f-representation. It follows that
q∗(σˆ) and q∗(σN ) are also irreducible representations on Vσ (of
ˆ˜
fP and NG˜(P˜f) re-
spectively). In particular every term on the right hand side in (7.8) is irreducible
and supercuspidal.
When G = G˜ad, [FOS, Lemma 13.5] says that the set of indices in (7.8) is equiv-
ariantly in bijection with the set of extensions of ρ to a ρ˜ ∈ Irr(Sφ˜). That proves
the lemma in the case G = G˜ad.
For other G, we can consider the sequence
G˜ → G → G˜ad = Gad.
Comparing [FOS, Lemma 13.5] for G˜, G˜ad and for G,Gad, we see that it also holds
for G˜,G. That establishes the first equality of the lemma.
Furthermore [FOS, (13.13)] for G˜, G˜ad shows that HomSφ(ρ, ρ˜) has dimension ≤ 1.
The group Sφ for Gad(F ) is contained in Sφ for G(F ), so dimCHomSφ(ρ, ρ˜) ≤ 1 in
our generality. 
Recall the notations from Section 4. Let (φL, ρL) ∈ Φnr,cusp(L) and put L˜ =
q−1(L), a Levi F -subgroup of G˜. When we write ind
S
φ˜L
SφL
(ρL) =
⊕
i ρ
mi
i , Lemma 7.1
says that mi = 1 for all i, and that
q∗π(φL, ρL) =
⊕
i
π(φ˜, ρi) ∈ Rep(L˜).
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Fix a unipotent type (PˆL,f, σˆ) such that π(φL, ρL) ∈ Irr(L)(PˆL,f,σˆ). For every ρi as
above we choose a li ∈ L such that, in (7.8) for L,
π(φ˜, ρi) = ind
L˜
Ad(li)−1NL˜(PL˜,f)
(
q∗(σN ) ◦ Ad(li)
)
.
We may take l1 = 1, so that π(φ˜, ρ1) = ind
L˜
N
L˜
(P
L˜,f
)(q
∗(σN )). Writing fi = l
−1
i f,
σˆi = q
∗(σˆ) ◦ Ad(li) and σ
N
i = q
∗(σN ) ◦Ad(li), we obtain
q∗π(φL, ρL) =
⊕
i
indL˜N
L˜
(P
L˜,fi
)
(
σNi
)
.
By Lemma 7.1 the pullback of Rep(G)(PˆL,f,σˆ) along q contains Irr(G˜)(Pˆf′ ,σˆ′)
precisely
when (Pˆf′ , σˆ′) is G˜-conjugate to one of the (Pˆfi , σˆi). In [Sol2, (60)] it was checked
that H(G, Pˆf, σˆ) and H(G˜, Pˆfi , σˆi) have the same Bernstein presentation, except for
the lattices Xf and Xfi . From (7.5) and q
∗ we get a morphism of algebraic varieties
(7.9)
Irr(L)(PˆL,f,σˆ)
∼= Irr(Xf) → Irr(L˜)(Pˆ
L˜,fi
,σˆi)
∼= Irr(Xfi)
π(φL, ρL)⊗ χ 7→ π(φ˜L, ρi)⊗ q
∗(χ)
χ ∈ Xnr(L).
Dualizing (7.9), we see that q descends to Xfi → Xf. That induces an algebra
homomorphism
(7.10) H(q, fi, σˆi) : H(G˜, Pˆfi , σˆi)→H(G, Pˆf, σˆ),
which is the identity on the span of the Nw (w ∈Ws).
Proposition 7.2. The pullback along q, the homomorphisms (7.10) and the equiv-
alences of categories (7.1) form a commutative diagram
Rep(G)s −→ Mod
(
H(G, Pˆf, σˆ)
)
↓ q∗ ↓
⊕
iH(q, fi, σˆi)
∗
Rep(G˜)q∗(s) −→
⊕
iMod
(
H(G˜, Pˆfi , σˆi)
) .
Proof. Notice that
H(q, fi, σˆi) = H(q, f1, σˆ1) ◦ Ad(li).
As Ad(li) ◦ q = q ◦ Ad(li), it suffices to consider the subdiagram involving only
H(q, f1, σˆ1) and (instead of q
∗) the composition of q∗ and the projection of Rep(G˜)
on Rep(G˜)(Pˆf1 ,σˆ1)
. For V ∈ Rep(G)s, the restricted version of the diagram works
out to
(7.11) V ✤ //❴

HomPˆf(σˆ, V )
❴

prs1 ◦ q
∗(V ) ✤ // HomPˆf1
(σˆ1, q
∗(V )) = Homq(Pˆf)(σˆ, V )
.
Here the dotted arrow is a natural inclusion (coming from q(Pˆf1) ⊂ Pˆf). We have
to check that this dotted arrow is an isomorphism and a specialization of the right
hand column in the diagram of the proposition.
Here we run into the problem that in general (e.g. when dim G˜ < dimG) there
is no good map H(G˜) → H(G). To overcome this we use the algebra H∨(G) of
essentially left-compact distributions on G, which was introduced in [BeDe]. It
naturally contains both H(G) and a copy of G. From [BeDe, §1.2] it is known that
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Mod(H∨(G)) is naturally equivalent with Rep(G). Moreover H(G) is a two-sided
ideal in H∨(G), so
(7.12) H∨(G)eσˆ = H(G)eσˆ .
An advantage of H∨(G) over H(G) is that it is functorial in G, see [Moy, Theorem
3.1]. In particular q induces an algebra homomorphism
H∨(q) : H∨(G˜)→H∨(G).
The algebra homomorphism H∨(q) maps
(7.13) H(G˜, Pˆf1 , σˆ1)⊗ EndC(Vσˆ)
∼= eσˆ1H(G˜)eσˆ1
to a subalgebra of H∨(G) supported on
q(Pˆf1WsXf1Pˆf1) = q(Pˆf1)Wsq(Xf1)q(Pˆf1).
From the support and the multiplication relations we see that the image of (7.13)
under H∨(q) is isomorphic to the subalgebra of H(G, Pˆf, σˆ)⊗EndC(Vσˆ) obtained by
replacing Xf by the sublattice q(Xf1). The canonical injection
H∨(q)
(
eσˆ1H(G˜)eσˆ1
)
→ eσˆH
∨(G)eσˆ
is given by h 7→ eσˆheσˆ. For an element T of (7.13), the comparison of the above
with (7.10) results in
(7.14) (H(q, f1, σˆ1)⊗ id)(T ) = eσˆH
∨(q)(T )eσˆ .
This shows that the dotted arrow in (7.11) corresponds to H(q, f1, σˆ1)
∗.
Let P be a parabolic F -subgroup of G with Levi factor L. Its inverse image P˜ in G˜
is a parabolic F -subgroup with Levi factor L˜. As N ⊂ P, q induces an isomorphism
of F -varieties G˜/P˜ → G/P . Consequently the (normalized) parabolic induction
functors for G and G˜ are related by
q∗(IGP (πL)) = I
G˜
P˜
(q∗(πL)) πL ∈ Rep(L).
For a fixed πL = π(φL, ρL) ∈ Irrcusp,unip(L) and χ ∈ Xnr(L), Lemma 7.1 says that
q∗(πL ⊗ χ) = q
∗(πL)⊗ q
∗(χ) is multiplicity-free. More precisely:
prsL,i(q
∗(π(φL, ρL)⊗ χ)) = π(φ˜L, ρ˜L)⊗ q
∗(χ)
for a unique ρ˜L ∈ Irr(Sφ˜), and
(7.15) prsi ◦ q
∗
(
IGP (π(φL, ρL)⊗ χ)
)
= IG˜
P˜
(
π(φ˜L, ρ˜L)⊗ q
∗(χ)
)
.
The right hand side is irreducible for χ in a non-empty Zariski-open subset of Xnr(L)
[Sau, The´ore`me IV.1]. Whenever V = IGP (π(φL, ρL) ⊗ χ) for such a χ, all terms in
(7.11) are irreducible. In particular the dotted arrow is an isomorphism for such
V . But the structure of (7.15) as a representation of the compact group Pˆf1 does
not depend on χ ∈ Xnr(L), so the dotted arrow in (7.11) is an isomorphism for all
standard modules IGP (π) with π ∈ Irr(L)sL . Hence Homq(Pˆf)(σˆ, V ) = HomPˆf(σˆ, V )
for all V ∈ Rep(G)s, which means that the diagrams from (7.11) and the statement
of the proposition commute. 
Lemma 7.3. Conjecture 5.7 holds for unipotent representations, with respect to the
quotient map q : G˜ → G = G˜/N .
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Proof. It follows from [Sol2, (58)] that the affine Hecke algebrasH(s∨,~z) andH(s∨i ,~z)
have almost the same Bernstein presentation, only the tori can differ. The map
(7.16) s∨L → s
∨
L˜,i
: (φL, ρL) 7→ (φ˜L, ρi)
induces an algebra homomorphism
H(s∨i ,~z)→H(s
∨,~z)
as in (4.11). Notice that H(s∨,Wsi ,~z) = H(s
∨,~z), because Ws∨i =Ws∨ . Lemma 7.1
shows that, via the LLC (7.7), (7.16) translates to
(7.17) prs
L˜,i
◦ q∗ : Irr(L)sL → Irr(L˜)sL˜,i .
From (4.11), (7.6) and (7.10) we get a commutative diagram
(7.18)
H(s∨,~z) → H(G, Pˆf, σˆ)
↑ ↑
H(s∨i ,~z) → H(G˜, Pˆfi , σˆi)
,
in which the horizontal arrows become isomorphisms upon specializing ~z to ~z. By
Theorem 4.7
(7.19)
⊕
i
H(q, fi, σˆi)
∗M(φ, ρ, ~z) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomSφ(ind
S
φ˜
Sφ
(ρ), ρ˜)⊗M(φ˜, ρ˜, ~z)
=
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomSφ(ρ,
Sf∗(ρ˜))⊗M(φ˜, ρ˜, ~z)
By Proposition 7.2 and the commutativity of (7.18), (7.19) implies that
q∗π(φ, ρ) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomSφ(ρ,
Sf∗(ρ˜))⊗ π(φ˜, ρ˜). 
7.2. Functoriality.
We move on to functoriality of the LLC for unipotent representations with respect
to isomorphisms of reductive groups. First we consider the action of Gad on G by
conjugation. Recall from (2.2) that it suffices investigate Ad(g) with g ∈ TAD =
(T /Z(G))(F ).
We fix a ”fundamental” chamber C0 in the apartment A of B(G, F ) corresponding
to the tori S and T . Upon replacing Pf by a G-conjugate, we may assume that
f ⊂ C0.
Lemma 7.4. Let g ∈ TAD,cpt.
(a) The action (2.14) of g on Φnr,e(G) is trivial.
(b) Ad(g) stabilizes (Pf, σ) and (Pˆf, σˆ).
(c) The action of Ad(g) on Rep(G)(Pˆf,σˆ) is trivial.
Proof. (a) For φ ∈ Φnr(G) and h ∈ (G
∨)φ(WF ), (2.8) gives
ch ∈ H
1(WF /IF , Z(G
∨
sc)) ∼= Xwr(Gad).
Since g lies in the unique parahoric subgroup of the unramified torus TAD, g lies in
a parahoric subgroup of Gad. Hence it lies in the kernel of any weakly unramified
character. In particular
1 = 〈g, ch〉 = τφ,G(g)(h).
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This says that τφ,G(g) = 1, and then (2.14) reduces to the trivial action.
(b) The compact element g, or equivalently the automorphism Ad(g) of G, fixes A
pointwise. In particular Ad(g) stabilizes f, Pf and Pˆf. Let Pf,ad be the parahoric
subgroup of Gad associated to f. As g fixes f pointwise, g ∈ Pˆf,ad.
As in [Sol2, (18) and (19)], we consider the group
Ω = {ω ∈ NG(S)/(NG(S) ∩ PC0) : ω(C0) = C0}.
It was remarked after [Sol2, (19)] that Ω is isomorphic to the image of the Kot-
twitz isomorphism for G. As domain of the Kottwitz isomorphism one can take
X∗(S)/ZΦ(G,S), so Ω is naturally isomorphic to the abelian groupX∗(S)/ZΦ(G,S).
Then Pˆf/Pf is naturally isomorphic to the pointwise stabilizer of f in Ω. Further-
more the torsion subgroup of Ω embeds naturally in its version for Gad, so G→ Gad
induces an injection
(7.20) Pˆf/Pf →֒ Pˆf,ad/Pf,ad.
By [Lus1, Proposition 3.15] there exists a cuspidal unipotent representation σad of
Pf,ad, whose pullback to Pf is σ. Choose an extension σˆad of σad to Pˆf,ad (still on the
same vector space Vσ). Any two such extensions differ by a character of Pˆf,ad/Pf,ad.
With (7.20) we can arrange that the pullback of σˆad to Pˆf is σˆ. Using g ∈ Pˆf,ad we
get
(Ad(g)∗σˆ)(p) = σˆ(gpg−1) = σˆad(gpg
−1)
= σˆad(g)σˆad(p)σˆad(g)
−1 = σˆad(g)σˆ(p)σˆad(g)
−1 p ∈ Pˆf.
Hence Ad(g)∗σˆ is equivalent with σˆ. The same calculation shows that Ad(g)∗σ is
equivalent with σ.
(c) As in the case of principal series representations (6.11), part (b) entails that
Ad(g) naturally defines an automorphism H(Ad(g)) of H(G, Pˆf, σˆ). By (6.12) it
implements Ad(g)∗ on Mod(H(G,Pf, σˆ)). The same calculations as between (6.12)
and (6.14) show that H(Ad(g)) is the specialization at ~z = ~z of αg from (2.42). Here
Rs = 1, so both αg and H(Ad(g)) are the identity maps. 
Recall from (2.3) and (2.4) that X∗(TAD) is embedded in TAD via evaluation at
̟F , and that TAD = TAD,cpt ×X∗(TAD).
Lemma 7.5. Conjecture 5.7 holds for unipotent representations, for Ad(g) with
g ∈ X∗(TAD).
Proof. An argument analogous to (6.16)–(6.20), now also using the isomorphism
(7.6), gives a commutative diagram
(7.21) Rep(G)s
∼ //
Ad(g)∗

Mod
(
H(G, Pˆf, σˆ)
)
Ad(θxg )
∗

(ev~z=~z)
∗
// Mod(H(s∨,~z))
Ad(θxg )
∗

Rep(G˜)s˜
∼ // Mod
(
H(G˜, Pˆf˜,
ˆ˜σ)
)
(ev~z=~z)
∗
// Mod(H(s˜∨,~z))
.
As Artin reciprocity sends FrobF to ̟F , τφ(g) depends only on φ(FrobF ), see (6.6).
Since Rs∨ = 1, Condition 2.8 holds. Furthermore, the algebra isomorphism αg
from (2.42) is just the identity. Namely, asWs∨ is the Weyl group of the root system
Φs∨, Lemma 2.1 tells us that τSφL (g)(w˙) = 1 for all w ∈Ws∨ .
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Now we apply Theorem 2.10, which tells us that the effect of Ad(θxg)
∗ on en-
hancements of an L-parameter φ is tensoring by τφ(g)
−1. The diagram (7.21) and
(7.7) then show that
Ad(g)∗π(φ, ρ) = φ(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(g)
−1).
As in the last lines of the proof of Theorem 6.2, this formula is equivalent to Con-
jecture 5.7 for Ad(g). 
Let ζ+G , ζ
+
G˜
∈ Irr(Z(G∨sc)) be the characters used to define relevance of enhanced
L-parameters in (1.2). Let G∗ be the quasi-split inner form of G recall the notations
from Section 3. Consider a WF -equivariant isomorphism of based root data
τ : R(G˜∗, T˜ ∗)→R(G∗,T ∗)
such that τ(ζ+
G˜
) = ζ+G . By Theorem 3.2 τ
∨ induces a WF -equivariant isomorphism
η∨τ : G
∨ → G˜∨. Pick an isomorphism of F -groups ητ,G : G˜ → G as in Proposition
3.4.c.
Lemma 7.6. Conjecture 5.7 holds for unipotent representations, for ητ,G as above.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4.d, τ determines ητ,G uniquely up to conjugation by com-
pact elements gc ∈ ZGad(S). Considering gc in Gad/G, (2.2) and (2.4) allow us
to realize it in TAD,cpt. Then Lemma 7.4 says that Ad(gc) acts trivially on both
Irrunip(G) and Φnr,e(G). As a consequence, the action of ητ,G on unipotent represen-
tations and the action of Lητ,G on enhanced unramified L-parameters are uniquely
determined by τ . This means that Condition 5.3 is fulfilled.
It was shown in [FOS, Theorem 2.(3)] that the LLC for supercuspidal unipotent
representations is equivariant with respect to automorphisms of root data. The
conventions in [FOS, p.8–9] make this statement precise: it means that
(7.22)
η∗τ,G : Irrcusp,unip(G)→ Irrcusp,unip(G˜) corresponds to
Φe(
Lητ,G) : Φnr,cusp(G)→ Φnr,cusp(G˜).
Write η−1τ,G(Pˆf) = Pf˜, η
∗
τ,G(σˆ) =
ˆ˜σ and η∗τ,G(s) = s˜. For Bernstein components and
types, (7.22) means that Φe(
Lητ,G)(s
∨) = s˜∨ and
Φe(
Lητ,G)(φπL , ρπL) = (φη∗τ,GπL , ρη
∗
τ,GπL
) πL ∈ Irr(L)sL .
Then Φe(
Lητ,G) restricts to a homeomorphism s
∨
L → s˜
∨
L˜
. We define an algebra
homomorphism
H(Lητ,G) : H(s˜
∨,~z) → H(s∨,~z)
Nwf 7→ N(τ∨)−1wf ◦ Φe(
Lητ,G)
∣∣
s∨L
,
as in (3.4). Now we are in a setting analogous to that for principal series and
isomorphisms of root data. We can construct a diagram
Rep(G)s
∼ //
η∗τ,G

Mod
(
H(G, Pˆf, σˆ)
)
H(ητ,G)
∗

(ev~z=~z)
∗
// Mod(H(s∨,~z))
H(Lητ,G)
∗

Rep(G˜)s˜
∼ // Mod
(
H(G˜, Pˆf˜,
ˆ˜σ)
)
(ev~z=~z)
∗
// Mod(H(s˜∨,~z))
.
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The same arguments as in the principal series case (see the proofs of Theorem 6.2
and [ABPS3, Lemma 17.5]), the diagram commutes. Corollary 3.1 translates the
right column to the desired effect on enhanced L-parameters. 
With the previous lemmas at hand, it is only a small step to prove Conjecture
5.7 for unipotent representations, with respect to all eligible homomorphisms.
Theorem 7.7. Let G, G˜ be connected reductive F -groups which split over an unram-
ified extension of F . Let f : G˜ → G be a homomorphism satisfying Conditions 1.
Let (φ, ρ) ∈ Φnr,e(G) and write φ˜ =
Lf ◦ φ ∈ Φnr(G˜). Then
f∗(π(φ, ρ)) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomSφ
(
ρ, Sf∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗ π(φ˜, ρ˜).
Proof. We factorize f as in (5.2), and to avoid confusion we add a prime to the
involved torus. We consider the three factors of f separately. For
f2 : G˜ × T
′ → G˜ × T ′/ ker(f × idT ′)
see Lemma 7.3. By Proposition 3.4 and (2.4) we can write
f3 = Ad(gx) ◦ Ad(gc) ◦ ηR(f3),G : G˜ × T
′/ ker(f × idT ′)→ G,
where gx ∈ X∗(TAD) and gc ∈ TAD,cpt. For Ad(gc) see Lemma 7.4, for Ad(gx) see
Lemma 7.5 and for ηR(f3),G see Lemma 7.6.
It remains to prove the theorem for the inclusion
f1 : G˜ → G˜ × T
′,
where T ′ is an unramified torus. Any π ∈ Irrunip(G˜×T
′) is of the form π˜⊗χT ′ with
π˜ ∈ Irrunip(G˜) and χT ′ ∈ Xwr(T (K)). The restriction (or pullback) of π to G˜ is π˜,
which is again irreducible.
Let (φ˜, ρ˜) and (φT ′ , 1) be the enhanced L-parameters of, respectively, π˜ and χT ,
via [Sol2, Theorem 5.1]. By [Sol2, Lemma 5.2] the enhanced L-parameter of π is
(φ˜× φT ′ , ρ˜⊗ 1). Since (G˜ × T )
∨
sc = G˜
∨
sc, we can identify Sφ˜×φT ′
with Sφ˜ and ρ˜⊗ 1
with ρ˜. Summarizing:
f∗1 (π) = f
∗
1π(φ˜× φT ′ , ρ˜⊗ 1) = π˜ = π(φ˜, ρ˜).
As Sf1 is just the identity, this can also be expressed as⊕
ρ′∈Irr(S
φ˜
)
HomS
φ˜×φ
T ′
(
ρ˜⊗ 1, Sf∗1 (ρ
′)
)
⊗ π(φ˜, ρ′). 
8. Well-known groups
In this chapter F can be any local field. We verify that the LLC for several
well-known groups is functorial in the sense of Conjecture 5.7.
8.1. GLn and its inner forms.
First we consider the LLC for GLn(F ), established in [Lan, LRS, HaTa, Hen1, Zel].
We denote it by π 7→ φπ and φ 7→ π(φ, 1) (where 1 means the enhancement of φ,
which necessarily trivial).
The adjoint group of GLn is PGLn and the canonical map
GLn(F )→ PGLn(F )
is surjective. Hence the actions of PGLn(F ) on Irr(GLn(F )) and on Φe(GLn(F ))
are trivial. By Corollary 3.3 the actions of AutF (GLn) on these sets factor through
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the group of automorphisms of the based root datum of GLn (with respect to the
diagonal torus T ). The only nontrivial automorphism of R(GLn,T ) is
(8.1) τ : x 7→ (nn−1 · · · 2 1)(−x) x ∈ Zn.
Denote the inverse transpose of a matrix A by A−T and let Pσ ∈ GLn(Z) be the
permutation matrix associated to σ ∈ Sn. Then (8.1) lifts to the automorphism
(8.2)
ητ : GLn(F ) → GLn(F )
g 7→ Ad
(
diag(1,−1, 1, · · · , (−1)n)P(n n−1···2 1)
)
g−T
.
The advantage of including an adjoint action in ητ is that now it preserves the stan-
dard pinning of GLn(F ). We note that the same formula defines an automorphism
η∨τ of GLn(C). Recall that as Langlands parameters for GLn(F ) we can take ho-
momorphisms WF × SL2(C) → GLn(C), that is n-dimensional representations of
WF × SL2(C). More or less by definition
Φ(Lητ )(φ) = η
∨
τ ◦ φ = φ
∨ φ ∈ Φ(GLn(F )).
It is well-known [GeKa, Theorem 1] that π ◦ ητ ∼= τ
∨ (the contragredient of τ) for
any π ∈ Irr(GLn(F )). By [AdVo, Theorem 1.3], when F is archimedean,
(8.3) π(φ∨, 1) = π(φ, 1)∨ ∈ Irr(GLn(F ))
for all φ ∈ Φ(GLn(F )).
When F is non-archimedean, [Hen1, The´ore`me 4.2] and [LRS, Theorem 15.7] show
(8.3) for all irreducible n-dimensional representations φ of WF . Such φ (trivial
on SL2(C) and with trivial enhancement) form precisely the cuspidal Langlands
parameters for GLn(F ), see [AMS1, Example 6.11]. With the work of Bernstein
and Zelevinsky [Zel], the LLC is extended from the cuspidal level to the whole of
Irr(GLn(F )) and Φe(GLn(F )). It was shown in [Hen2, §2.9] that this LLC satisfies
(8.3) for all (φ, 1) ∈ Φe(GLn(F )). In other words,
(8.4) π(Φe(
Lητ )(φ, 1)) = η
∗
τ (π(φ, 1)) (φ, 1) ∈ Φe(GLn(F )).
Consider a division algebra D with centre F . Assume that dimF (D) = d
2 and
m = n/d ∈ N. Then G = GLm(D) is an inner twist of GLn(F ), and every inner
twist looks like this. The LLC for GLm(D) follows from the LLC for GLn(F ) via
the Jacquet–Langlands correspondence [JaLa, DKV, Bad], see [ABPS2, §2].
We take a brief look at the construction. Recall that a G-representation π is called
essentially square-integrable (indicated by a subscript ”essL2”) if the restriction of
π to the derived group Gder is square-integrable. According to [DKV] and [Bad,
The´ore`me 1.1] there is a canonical bijection
JLD : IrressL2(GLn(F ))→ IrressL2(GLm(D))
determined by the equality
(8.5) (−1)ntrπ(g
′) = (−1)mtrJLD(π)(g)
whenever g ∈ GLm(D) and g
′ ∈ GLn(F ) are matching regular elliptic elements.
Here matching is determined simply by an equality of characteristic polynomials.
The LLC on essentially square-integrable G-representations is given by
π(φ, ζD) = JLD(π(φ, 1)) φ ∈ Φdisc(GLm(D)).
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In particular such representations correspond precisely to discrete L-parameters.
The LLC for Irr(G) is derived from that for IrressL2(G) by parabolic induction and
Langlands quotients, see [ABPS2, (13)].
For this G we have to be careful not to forget the enhancements of L-parameters.
It is easy to see that for any φ ∈ Φ(GLn(F )) the natural map Z(SLn(C)) → Sφ is
surjective. So any enhancement of φ can be regarded as a character of Z(SLn(C)) ∼=
Z/nZ. Then (φ, ρ) is relevant for GLm(D) if and only if ρ equals the character
ζD ∈ Irr
(
Z(SLn(C))
)
determined by GLm(D) via the Kottwitz homomorphism.
We remark that ζD has order d = n/m. As the notation suggests, it depends only
on D – it is also the parameter of D× as inner twist of GLd(F ).
The Kottwitz parameter for the opposite division algebra Dop is ζDop = ζ
−1
D .
Sometimes Dop ∼= D even when D is not commutative. Namely, this happens when
ζD has order two, and then D is a quaternion algebra over F . In that case there
is a canonical F -algebra isomorphism D → Dop : d 7→ d¯ , a generalization of the
conjugation map on the quaternion algebra over R. It induces an isomorphism of
F -groups
(8.6) GLm(D)→ GLm(D
op) : g 7→ g¯ when ζD has order 2.
If g ∈ GLm(D) matches g
′ ∈ GLn(F ), then g¯ ∈ GLm(D
op) also matches g′, because
g and g¯ have the same characteristic polynomial. It follows that (8.6) intertwines
the local Langlands correspondences for GLm(D) and GLm(D
op).
Like for GLn(F ), the adjoint quotient map
q : G = GLm(D)→ Gad = PGLm(D)
is surjective, and PGLm(D) acts trivially on Irr(GLm(D)) and Φe(GLm(D)). As
before, the only nontrivial action of AutF (GLn) can come from (8.1) and (8.2). Since
η∨τ acts on Z(GLn(C)) by inversion, ρ ◦ (η
∨
τ )
−1 = ρ−1. This means that Φe(
Lητ )
sends Φe(GLm(D)) to Φe(GLm(D
op)).
Furthermore, on closer inspection g 7→ g−T only is an automorphism of GLm(D)
if D = Dop. In general it gives an isomorphism GLm(D
op) → GLm(D). Hence we
should regard (8.2) as an isomorphism of F -groups
ητ : GLm(D
op)→ GLm(D).
When ζD has order two, we can (implicitly) precompose ητ with (8.6), and regard
it as an automorphism of GLm(D). In that case it is known that η
∗
τπ
∼= π∨ for all
π ∈ GLm(D) [Rag, Theorem 3.1].
Proposition 8.1. For any isomorphism of F -groups f : GLm(D
op)→ GLm(D):
f∗π(φ, ζD) = π(Φe(
Lf)(φ, ζD)) = π(φ
∨, ζDop).
Proof. By Corollary 3.3 and the surjectivity of q, it suffices to consider f = ητ .
In (8.5) ητ (g
′)−1 ∈ GLn(F ) matches with ητ (g)
−1 ∈ GLm(D
op). Combining that
with (8.4), we see that
(ητ )
∗π(φ, ζD) = JLDop(η
∗
τπ(φ, 1)) = JLDop(π(φ
∨, 1))
= π(φ∨, ζDop) = π
(
Φe(
Lητ )(φ, ζD))
)
.
A standard Levi subgroup of G has the form
M =
∏
i
GLmi(D) with
∑
i
mi = m.
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Then η−1τ (M) =
∏
iGLmi(D
op) and one checks that ητ : η
−1
τ (M) → M equals
the product of the maps ητ for the various GLmi(D
op). We denote the LLC for
IrressL2(M) by πM .
For φ =
∏
i φi with φi ∈ Φdisc(GLmi(D)), we find
(8.7) η∗τπM (φ, ζD) = η
∗
τ
(⊗
i
π(φi, ζD)
)
=
⊗
i
π(φ∨i , ρ
−1
D ) = πη−1τ (M)(φ
∨, ζDop).
Choose the parabolic subgroup P = MU as in [ABPS2, (13)]. By construction
π(φ, ζD) is the unique Langlands quotient L(P, πM (φ, ζD)) of I
G
P (πM (φ, ζD)). From
(8.7) we deduce
η∗τ I
G
P (πM (φ, ζD))
∼= I
GLm(Dop)
η−1τ (P )
(
πη−1τ (M)(φ
∨, ζDop)
)
and
η∗τπ(φ, ζD) = η
∗
τL(P, πM (φ, ζD)) = L
(
η−1τ (P ), πη−1τ (M)(φ
∨, ζDop)
)
= π(φ∨, ζDop) = π
(
Φe(
Lητ )(φ, ζD)
)
. 
Notice that, because PGLm(D) is a quotient of GLm(D), Irr(PGLm(D)) can be
considered as a subset of Irr(GLm(D)). As L-parameter of any π ∈ Irr(PGLm(D))
one just takes the L-parameter φq∗π of q
∗π ∈ Irr(GLm(D)).
Let us check that φq∗π really is a L-parameter for PGLm(D). Via the LLC, the
central character of q∗π corresponds to det ◦φq∗π. (This is well-known for GLn(F ),
cf. the aforementioned references. It carries over to GLm(D) because every step in
the construction of the LLC for that group preserves central characters.) But q∗π
is trivial on ker q = Z(GLm(D)) = F
×, so det ◦φq∗π = 1. In other words, the image
of φq∗π lies in SLn(C) = (PGLn)
∨ = (PGLm(D))
∨.
The component groups Sφ for PGLm(D) are the same as for GLm(D). This
allows one to define the LLC for PGLm(D) as
(8.8)
Irr(PGLm(D)) ←→ Φe(PGLm(D))
π 7→ (φq∗π, ζD)
π(q∨ ◦ φ, ζD)
7 → (φ, ζD)
.
We note that by (8.8)
(8.9) Conjecture 5.7 holds for the quotient map q : GLm(D)→ PGLm(D).
8.2. SLn and its inner forms.
Let n, F,D be as in the previous paragraph. Recall the reduced norm map G =
GLm(D) → F
×. We denote its kernel by G♯ = SLm(D). Then SLm(D) is an
inner twist of SLn(F ), and every inner twist looks like this. A LLC for SLm(D)
was achieved in [GeKn, HiSa, ABPS2]. It comes from the LLC for GLm(D), in
agreement with Conjecture 5.7.
Let us provide more background. For π ∈ Irr(G) we define
XG(π) := {χ ∈ Irr(G/G♯) : π ⊗ χ ∼= π}.
For every χ ∈ XG(π) we choose a nonzero Iχ ∈ HomG(π ⊗ χ, π). By [HiSa, Lemma
2.4] the Iχ form a basis of EndG♯(π). As each Iχ is unique up to scalars, it follows
that there exists a 2-cocycle κπ and an algebra isomorphism
(8.10) EndG♯(π)
∼= C[XG(π), κπ].
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By [HiSa, Corollary 2.10] and [ABPS2, (19)]
(8.11) π ∼=
⊕
ρ∈Irr(End
G♯
(π))
ρ⊗HomEnd
G♯
(π)(ρ, π),
as representations of EndG♯(π)⊕C[G
♯].
Let ı : SLm(D) → GLm(D) be the inclusion. Then ı
∨ : GLn(C) → PGLn(C) is
the canonical projection. Every φ♯ ∈ Φ(SLm(D)) can be lifted to a φ ∈ Φ(GLm(D)),
and the choice of the lift does not matter. Furthermore Lı ◦ φ = φ♯ and Sφ ⊂ Sφ♯ .
The maps Lı : Sφ → Sφ♯ and
Sı : C[Sφ]→ C[Sφ♯ ] are just the inclusions.
When D is isomorphic to the quaternion algebra H (so F = R), XG(π) = 1
and [Sφ♯ : Sφ] = 2 for all π ∈ Irr(GLm(D)) and all φ ∈ Φ(GLm(D)), see [ABPS2,
Theorem 3.4].
Assume for the moment that D 6∼= H. As explained in [ABPS2, (21)], there is a
canonical isomorphism
(8.12) a : Sφ♯/Sφ → X
G(π(φ, ζD)),
determined by sφs−1 = asφ = χˆφ, where χˆ = as. By [HiSa, Lemma 12.5] and
[ABPS2, Theorem 3.2], (8.10) and (8.12) can be combined to isomorphisms
(8.13) EndG♯(π(φ, ζD))
∼= C[XG(π(φ, ζD)), κπ(φ,ζD)]
∼= eζDC[Sφ♯ ].
In these sources s ∈ Sφ♯ is mapped to a scalar multiple of Iχ ∈ HomG(π(φ, ζD) ⊗
χ, π(φ, ζD)). But it is more natural to send s to an element of HomG(π(φ, ζD),
π(φ, ζD)⊗ χ), that agrees among others with [Ree, ABPS3].
We recall the crucial relation from [HiSa, Theorem 12.4]:
(8.14) IχIχ′I
−1
χ I
−1
χ′ = ζD(ss
′s−1(s′)−1) s, s′ ∈ Sφ♯ , χˆ = as, χˆ
′ = as′ .
Notice that IχIχ′I
−1
χ I
−1
χ′ ∈ CId equals I
−1
χ I
−1
χ′ IχIχ′ . We rewrite (8.14) as
I−1χ I
−1
χ′ IχIχ′ = ζD
(
ss′s−1(s′)−1
)
.
As in [HiSa, Lemma 12.5], this enables us to exhibit an isomorphism (8.13) which
sends eζDs ∈ eζDC[Sφ♯ ] to a scalar multiple Is of I
−1
χ ∈ HomG(π(φ, ζD), π(φ, ζD)⊗χ).
It is this isomorphism which we use to construct the LLC. In particular the ρ’s in
(8.11) can be regarded as representations of Sφ♯ on which Sφ acts as ζDidVρ . Next
we define
(8.15) π(φ♯, ρ) = HomEnd
G♯
(π(φ,ζD))(ρ, π(φ, ζD)) ∈ Irr(G
♯).
When D ∼= H, this does not fit entirely, because (8.12) is not injective. That is
caused by the non-surjectivity of the reduced norm map H → R. A solution is
provided by strong rational forms, in the sense of [Vog, Definition 2.6 and Problem
9.3]. (See [ABV, Chapter 2] and [Kal2, §5.1] for closely related notions.) As worked
out in [Vog, Example 2.11], there are exactly two non-split strong rational forms
of SL2m(R), parametrized by the 1-cocycles Gal(C/R) → SL2m(C) sending idC to
1 and complex conjugation to ±
(
0 1
−1 0
)⊕m
. These are equivalent as inner twists of
SL2m but not as strong rational forms.
Every φ♯ ∈ Φ(SLm(H)) can be put into a standard shape, as in the proof of
[ABPS2, Theorem 2.2]. Then φ comes from a discrete L-parameter for GL1(H)
m,
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with image in GL2(C)
m. The computations in the proof of [ABPS2, Theorem 3.4]
show that we can present Sφ♯ as
(8.16) Sφ♯ =
{
1, eπi/m,
(
i 0
0 −i
)⊕m
, eπi/m
(
i 0
0 −i
)⊕m }/
〈e2πi/m〉.
The SLm(H)-relevance condition becomes ρ(e
πi/m) = −1, so there are precisely two
relevant enhancements of φ♯. We match them with the two strong rational forms
under consideration, in the same way for every φ♯. In other words, we decree that
every such ρ is relevant for just one strong rational form, say G♯ρ. Then we can
define a bijective LLC by
(8.17) π(φ♯, ρ) := π(φ, ζH) ∈ Irr(G
♯
ρ).
Theorem 8.2. [GeKn, HiSa, ABPS2]
With the above notations ı∗π(φ, ζD) equals (for D 6∼= H)⊕
ρ∈Irr(S
φ♯
):ρ|Sφ=ζD
ρ⊗ π(φ♯, ρ) =
⊕
ρ∈Irr(S
φ♯
)
HomSφ(ζD,
Sı∗(ρ))⊗ π(φ♯, ρ).
When D ∼= H, this holds if we restrict the direct sums to relevant enhancements ρ.
Proof. When D ∼= H, (8.16) shows that Sφ♯ has order four. In particular it is
commutative, so dim ρ = 1 and the theorem reduces to (8.17).
Suppose that D 6∼= H. Via our isomorphism (8.13), we can reformulate (8.11) as
(8.18) ı∗π(φ, ζD) =
⊕
ρ∈Irr(eζDC[Sφ♯ ])
ρ⊗ π(φ♯, ρ).
Since Sφ is central in Sφ♯ and
Sı is just the inclusion, for any ρ in (8.18) :
ρ ∼= HomSφ(ζD, ρ) = HomSφ(ζD,
Sı∗(ρ)). 
The above can be pushed to one further instance of Conjecture 5.7. We note that
the canonical map
(8.19) f : SLm(D)→ PGLm(D)
factors as
SLm(D)
ı
−→ GLm(D)
q
−→ PGLm(D).
From Theorem 8.2 and (8.9) we see that
(8.20) Conjecture 5.7 holds for f : SLm(D)→ PGLm(D).
Notice that PGLm(D) is the adjoint group of SLm(D). This is a case where the
adjoint quotient map (8.19) can be far from surjective. Like in the split case, the
image of f consists of all elements of PGLm(D) whose reduced norm is 1 ∈ F
×/F×n.
(Dividing out to the subgroup of n-th powers in F× makes the reduced norm map
well-defined on PGLm(D).) When D ∼= H, Nrd(GLm(D)) = R>0 = R
×2, so f is
surjective. Otherwise Nrd: GLm(D)→ F
× is surjective, and we find
PGLm(D)/f(SLm(D)) ∼= F
×/F×n.
This group is finite if n is coprime to the characteristic of F . If char(F ) divides n,
then F×/F×n is infinite (but still compact).
Proposition 8.3. Let g ∈ PGLm(D) and (φ
♯, ρ) ∈ Φe(SLm(D)). Then
Ad(g)∗π(φ♯, ρ) = φ(φ♯, ρ⊗ τφ♯(g)
−1) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(S
φ♯
)
HomSφ
(
ρ, SAd(g)∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗ π(φ♯, ρ˜).
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Proof. When D ∼= H, g lies in the image of SLm(D) and there is nothing to prove.
Therefore we may assume that D 6∼= H.
Regard g as a character of the group XG(π(φ, ζD)). Via (8.12) g determines a
character of Sφ♯/Sφ, which we claim is none other than τφ♯(g).
Multiplying φ ∈ Φ(GLm(D)) by a map WF → Z(GLn(C)), we can adjust it to a
lift φsc :WF × SL2(C)→ SLn(C) of φ
♯. Comparing (2.8) and (8.12), we find
χˆ = as = sφ|WF s
−1φ−1|WF = sφscs
−1φ−1sc = cs.
By (2.12)
τφ♯(g)(s) = 〈g, cs〉 = 〈g, χˆ〉 = χ(g),
which proves our claim. We plug this into (8.15):
(8.21)
π(φ♯, ρ⊗ τφ♯(g)
−1) = HomeζDC[Sφ♯ ]
(ρ⊗ τφ♯(g)
−1, π(φ, ζD))
= HomC[XG(π(φ,ζD)),κπ(φ,ζD)]
(ρ⊗ g−1, π(φ, ζD)).
Recall that χ ∈ XG(π(φ, ζD)) acts on π(φ, ρ) via Is ∈ HomG(π(φ, ζD), π(φ, ζD)⊗χ).
If ψ lies in the right hand side of (8.21) and v ∈ Vρ, then
π(φ, ζ)(g)ψ
(
ρ(χ)v
)
= χ(g)π(φ, ζ)(g)ψ
(
(ρ⊗ g−1)(χ)v
)
= (π(φ, ζ)⊗ χ)(g)Is
(
ψ(v)
)
= Is
(
π(φ, ζ)(g)ψ(v)
)
,
which shows that π(φ, ζ)(g)ψ ∈ HomC[XG(π(φ,ζD)),κπ(φ,ζD)]
(ρ, π(φ, ζD)). It follows
that (8.21) can be identified with
(8.22)
π(φ, ζD)(g
−1)HomC[XG(π(φ,ζD)),κπ(φ,ζD)]
(ρ, π(φ, ζD)) = π(φ, ζD)(g
−1)π(φ♯, ρ).
Recall that
Ad(g)∗π(φ♯, ρ)(g♯) = π(φ♯, ρ)(gg♯g−1) g♯ ∈ G♯.
Considering π(φ♯, ρ) as a G♯-subrepresentation of π(φ, ζD), Ad(g)
∗π(φ♯, ρ) is the G♯-
representation on the vector subspace π(φ, ζD)(g
−1)π(φ♯, ρ). This agrees with the
formulas (8.21) and (8.22) for π(φ♯, ρ ⊗ τφ♯(g)
−1). The final equality in the lemma
follows as in the last lines of the proof of Theorem 6.2. 
Example 8.4. We work out an example which also fits in Sections 6 and 7.
Consider G♯ = SLn(F ) and G = GLn(F ). Let T
♯ = T ♯(F ) be the diagonal
torus in G♯ and let B♯ be the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices. Write
ζn = exp(2πi/n) ∈ C
×, a primitive n-th root of unity. Let χ ∈ Irr(T ♯) be the
unramified character with parameter (1, ζn, ζ
2
n, . . . , ζ
n−1
n ). It is well-known that the
parabolically induced representation IG
♯
B♯
(χ) is a direct sum of n inequivalent irre-
ducible subrepresentations.
To analyse this more concretely, we can use the method from [Lus3]. The stabi-
lizer of χ in the Weyl group W (G♯, T ♯) ∼= Sn is 〈1 2 . . . n〉 ∼= Z/nZ. Via some equiva-
lences and reduction steps, IG
♯
B♯
(χ) becomes a standard representation of the twisted
graded Hecke algebra C[Cn/C] ⋊Wχ, namely ind
C[Cn/C]⋊Wχ
C[Cn/C] (ev0). The irreducible
constituents of the latter representation have dimension one and parametrized canon-
ically by the Wχ-characters that they afford. In this way we associate to every
τ ∈ Irr(Wχ) an irreducible direct summand I
G♯
B♯
(χ)τ of I
G♯
B♯
(χ).
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The constituents of IG
♯
B♯
(χ) form one L-packet, whose L-parameter φ♯ factors via
LT ♯ and encodes χ. That is, φ♯ is trivial on IF × SL2(C), and it sends FrobF to
(1, ζn, ζ
2
n, . . . , ζ
n−1
n ) ∈ (T
♯)∨. When φ ∈ Φ(G) is a lift of φ♯, we can identify IG
♯
B♯
(χ)
with ResGG♯π(φ, ζF ).
One checks easily that Sφ♯/Sφ
∼= Wχ. The action of Sφ♯/Sφ on I
G♯
B♯
(χ) can be
reduced to an action on ind
C[Cn/C]⋊Wχ
C[Cn/C] (ev0), and then we can identify it with the
right regular representation of Wχ. With (8.17) we obtain
π(φ♯, τ∗) = HomWχ(τ
∗, IG
♯
B♯ (χ)) = I
G♯
B♯ (χ)τ .
This is the parametrization of Πφ♯(G
♯) from [Ree, ABPS3, Sol2]. In contrast, IG
♯
B♯
(χ)τ
is matched with (φ♯, τ) in [HiSa].
Consider t = diag(̟F , 1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ PGLn(F ) = G
♯
ad. For w = 〈1 2 . . . n〉 ∈ Wχ
and v ∈ IG
♯
B♯
(χ)τ which comes from ind
C[Cn/C]⋊Wχ
C[Cn/C] (ev0):
(Ad(t)Tw) · v = (Twθen−e1) · v = Tw · ζ
−1
n v = ζ
−1
n (Tw · v).
It follows that Ad(t)∗IG
♯
B♯
(χ)τ = I
G♯
B♯
(χ)ζ−1n τ , where we identify τ with its value at
〈1 2 . . . n〉. In terms of enhanced L-parameters:
(8.23) Ad(t)∗π(φ♯, τ∗) = π(φ♯, ζnτ
∗).
The cocycles ch ∈ Z
1(WF , Z(SLnC)) for φ
♯, from (2.8), are unramified and depend
only on the image of h in Sφ♯/Sφ
∼=Wχ. We compute
c〈1 2...n〉(FrobF ) =
〈1 2 . . . n〉 diag(1, ζn, ζ
2
n, . . . , ζ
n−1
n ) 〈1 2 . . . n〉
−1 diag(1, ζn, ζ
2
n, . . . , ζ
n−1
n )
−1
= diag(ζn−1n , ζ
n−1
n , . . . , ζ
n−1
n ).
Consequently c〈1 2...n〉k(Frob
d
F ) = ζ
−kd
n In for all k, d ∈ Z, and
τφ♯,SLn(t)(〈1 2 . . . n〉
k) = 〈t, c〈1 2...n〉k〉 = ζ
−k
n .
As characters of Wχ, this can be abbreviated to τφ♯,SLn(t) = ζ
−1
n . Thus
π(φ♯, τ∗ ⊗ τφ♯,SLn(t)
−1) = π(φ♯, ζnτ
∗),
in agreement with (8.23) and Conjecture 2.
The map (8.2) defines an isomorphism of F -groups
(8.24) ητ : SLm(D
op)→ SLm(D).
Let us investigate the functoriality of the LLC with respect to this isomorphism.
The only non-canonical step in the construction of the LLC for these groups is the
choice of the isomorphisms (8.13), that is, of intertwining operators Is for s ∈ Sφ♯ .
Lemma 8.5. The intertwining operators Is can be chosen such that Conjecture 5.7
holds for all isomorphisms between the F -groups SLm(D) and SLm(D
op).
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Proof. By Proposition 8.3 and Corollary 3.3, we only have to establish Conjecture
5.7 for ητ .
When D ∼= H, we can compose with (8.6) to obtain an automorphism ητ of
SLm(D). Since (8.6) intertwines the local Langlands correspondences for GLm(D)
and GLm(D
op), the definition (8.17) implies that it does the same for SLm(D) and
SLm(D
op). Thus the lemma reduces to the case of the automorphism ητ . It is easy to
check, with [Vog, Example 2.11] at hand, that ητ fixes both involved strong rational
forms. Similarly one checks with (8.16) that η∨τ fixes Sφ♯ pointwise. This means
that the lemma for SLm(D) becomes equivalent to a statement about GLm(D) and
ητ . The latter was proven in Proposition 8.1.
Now we consider D 6∼= H. From Proposition 8.1 we know that
η∗τπ(φ, ζD)
∼= π(η∨τ ◦ φ, ζ
−1
D ) ∈ Irr(GLm(D
op)).
We fix such an isomorphism λφ. The choice does not matter, because it is unique
up to scalars. Now
(8.25) Is ∈ HomGLm(Dop)
(
η∗τ (π(φ, ζD)), η
∗
τ (π(φ, ζD))⊗ η
∗
τ (χ)
)
∼= HomGLm(Dop)
(
π(η∨τ ◦ φ, ζ
−1
D ), π(η
∨
τ ◦ φ, ζ
−1
D )⊗ η
∗
τ (χ)
)
.
The image of Is on the second line of (8.25) is
(8.26) λφ ◦ Is ◦ λ
−1
φ =: I
op
η∨τ (s)
.
For s ∈ Sφ we have η
∨
τ (s) = s
−1 ∈ Sη∨τ ◦φ and
(8.27) ζ−1D (s
−1)Id = ζD(s)Id = Is = λφ ◦ Is ◦ λ
−1
φ = I
op
η∨τ (s)
= Iop
s−1
.
Together with (8.13) this means that η∨τ (s) 7→ I
op
η∨τ (s)
extends to an isomorphism
(8.28) eζ−1D
C[η∨τ Sφ♯ ]→ EndSLm(Dop)π(η
∨
τ ◦ φ, ζ
−1
D ).
When D 6= Dop, we can first choose the intertwining operators Is for GLm(D), and
then decree that the Iopη∨τ (s)
are the intertwining operators for GLm(D
op).
When D = Dop, we have to check that the new Iops agree with the old Is. In that
case D = F and G♯ = SLn(F ) is split. We pick an additive character χF : F → C
×
and we endow SLn(F ) with the Whittaker datum such that the nondegenerate
character of the unipotent group of upper triangular matrices of is given by
X 7→ χF
(∑n−1
i=1
Xi,i+1
)
.
We normalize the intertwining operators Is with respect to this Whittaker datum, as
in [HiSa, Chapter 3]. This means that, whenever the L-packet Πφ♯(SLn(F )) contains
a generic representation, it is π(φ♯, triv) [HiSa, Lemma 12.8]. As ητ stabilizes the
standard pinning of SLn(F ), it also stabilizes this Whittaker datum. Hence the
intertwining operators Iopη∨τ (s)
are normalized with respect to the same Whittaker
datum, and it follows that Iopη∨τ (s)
= Iη∨τ (s) for every s ∈ Sφ♯ .
With that in order, we may apply (8.28):
η∗τπ(φ
♯, ρ) = η∗τ
(
HomeζDC[Sφ♯ ]
(ρ, π(φ, ζD))
)
= HomEndSLm(Dop)π(η∨τ ◦φ,ζ
−1
D )
(
ρ ◦ (η∨τ )
−1, π(η∨τ ◦ φ, ζ
−1
D )
)
= π(η∨τ ◦ φ
♯, ρ ◦ (η∨τ )
−1) = π(Φe(
Lητ )(φ
♯, ρ)). 
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Remark 8.6. When ζD has order two, the division algebraD is isomorphic to its op-
posite Dop. However, when F is non-archimedean we treat SLm(D) and SLm(D
op)
as different groups in Lemma 8.5. This leaves a bit to be desired, because (8.6) pro-
vides a canonical isomorphism between these groups. It is reasonable to require that
(8.6) intertwines the local Langlands correspondences for SLm(D) and SLm(D
op).
Then the intertwining operators Is for SLm(D) are transferred automatically to
intertwining operators for SLm(D
op).
We have to check that these agree with the intertwining operators Iopη∨τ (s)
defined in
the proof of Lemma 8.5 – at least when η∨τ ◦φ
♯ is SLn(C)-conjugate to φ
♯, otherwise
we can pick the Is for φ
♯ and then define them for η∨τ ◦φ
♯ by (8.26). As this appears
to be cumbersome, we sketch an alternative argument to establish Lemma 8.5 in
the stronger sense when ζD has order two. In view of the Langlands classification
(see the remarks at the start of Paragraph 8.3), it suffices to consider bounded
L-parameters and tempered representations.
An equivalent formulation of Lemma 8.5 comes from [Xu1, Lemma 5.1]:
(8.29) 〈ητ (s), η
∗
τ (π)〉η∨τ ◦φ♯ = 〈s, π〉φ♯ .
Here π ∈ Πφ♯(SLm(D)) and 〈s, π〉φ♯ = tr ρπ(s) with ρπ as in [HiSa, Lemma 12.6].
By [HiSa, Theorem 12.7] there exists a c(s) ∈ C× such that
TranG
♯
H♯J(φH♯) = c(s)
∑
π∈Π
φ♯
(G♯)
〈s, π〉φ♯J(π),
where J indicates the distribution associated to a representation or an L-packet. As
explained in the proof of [Xu1, Lemma 5.1], the same arguments lead to
TranG
♯
H♯J(φH♯) = c(η
∨
τ (s))
∑
η∗τπ∈Πη∨◦φ♯(G
♯)
〈η∨τ (s), η
∗
τπ〉η∨τ ◦φ♯J(π).
If c(s) = c(η∨τ (s)) for all s ∈ Sφ♯ , then the argument from [Xu1] applies and proves
(8.29). The constants c(s) and c(η∨τ (s)) come from the global trace formulas in [HiSa,
Chapter 17]. Since ητ provides an automorphism of the entire setting, c(η
∨
τ (s))
should equal c(s) when all choices are made ητ -equivariantly. We prefer not to work
this out here though.
8.3. Classical groups.
In this paragraph F is a local field of characteristic zero and E is a quadratic
extension of F . Let G be one of the quasi-split groups
(8.30) Sp2n, GSp2n, PSp2n, SO2n+1, SO2n, GO2n, PO2n, SO
∗
2n, GO
∗
2n, PO
∗
2n, Un.
Write G = G(F ) when G is split and G = G(E/F ) when G is non-split. A local
Langlands correspondence for tempered G-representations was established in [Art2]
(for Sp2n, SO2n+1, SO2n, SO
∗
2n), [Mok] (for Un) and [Xu2] (for GSp2n, GO2n, GO
∗
2n).
We note that for PSp2n, PO2n and PO
∗
2n it is derived formally from the LLC for
(tempered representations of) the associated similitude groups, just like the LLC for
PGLn follows from that for GLn.
In all these sources irreducible tempered G-representations are matched bijec-
tively with G-relevant bounded enhanced L-parameters. By means of the Langlands
classification (see [Ren, The´ore`me VII.4.2] for G-representations and [SiZi] for L-
parameters) it can be extended canonically to the whole of Irr(G) and Φe(G) (see
also [ABPS1]).
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For most homomorphisms between these groups, Conjecture 5.7 has already been
proven with endoscopic methods. Here we collect the relevant results from various
references.
Lemma 8.7. Conjecture 5.7 holds for the canonical homomorphisms
Sp2n //
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
GSp2n

PSp2n
, SO2n //
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
GSO2n

PO2n
, SO∗2n
//
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
GO∗2n

PO∗2n
.
Proof. By the canonicity of the extension of the LLC from tempered representations
to the whole of Irr(G) (see above), it suffices to prove the lemma for bounded L-
parameters.
For Sp2n → GSp2n and SO
(∗)
2n → GO
(∗)
2n , see [Xu1, Proposition 6.12]. The as-
sumptions made in [Xu1] were verified in [Xu2]. The same statement can be found
in [Cho, Theorem 4.20], but over there the working hypotheses are so strong that it
is not clear whether they are fulfilled completely by [Art2, Xu2].
For GSp2n → PSp2n and GO
(∗)
2n → PO
(∗)
2n Conjecture 5.7 holds by construction,
compare with (8.8) and (8.9). Hence it also holds for the composed maps Sp2n →
PSp2n and SO
(∗)
2n → PO
(∗)
2n . 
To investigate Conjecture 5.7 for automorphisms of the groups (8.30) we tabulate
some useful data:
G Inn(G) Gad/G |Out(G)|
Sp2n PSp2n F
×/F×2 1
GSp2n PSp2n 1 1
SO2n+1 SO2n+1 1 1
SO2n PO2n F
×/F×2 2
GO2n PO2n 1 2
SO∗2n PO
∗
2n F
×/F×2 2
GO∗2n PO
∗
2n 1 2
Un PUn 1 2
We note in particular that, among the groups in this paragraph, the actions of
Gad/G on Irr(G) and Φe(G) can only be nontrivial for Sp2n, SO2n and SO
∗
2n.
Lemma 8.8. Let G be one of the groups (8.30) and let g ∈ Gad. For any (φ, ρ) ∈
Φe(G):
Ad(g)∗π(φ, ρ) = φ(φ, ρ ⊗ τφ(g)
−1) =
⊕
ρ˜∈Irr(Sφ)
HomSφ
(
ρ, SAd(g)∗(ρ˜)
)
⊗ π(φ, ρ˜).
Proof. The second equality is formal, see the last lines of Section 6. Like in the two
previous lemmas, it suffices to prove the claims for bounded L-parameters.
The first equality is shown in [Kal1, §3] and [Xu1, Conjecture 2 and §3.5–3.6].
The assumptions needed in [Xu1] can be found in [Art2, Mok, Xu2]. We note that
actually the outcome of [Kal1, Xu1] is
(8.31) Ad(g)∗π(φ, ρ) = φ(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(g)).
The above table shows that every element of Gad/G has order one or two, so τφ(g) =
τφ(g)
−1. 
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For a WF -automorphism of the based root datum of G, let ητ be as in Theorem
3.2.a: the unique automorphism of G which lifts τ and stabilizes a given pinning.
Lemma 8.9. Let G be one of the algebraic groups SO2n, GO2n, PO2n, SO
∗
2n, GO
∗
2n,
PO∗2n, Un and let τ be the unique nontrivial WF -automorphism of its based root
datum. For any (φ, ρ) ∈ Φe(G):
η∗τπ(φ, ρ) = π
(
Φe(
Lητ )(φ, ρ)
)
.
Proof. As in Lemma 8.7, it suffices to prove this for tempered representations and
bounded L-parameters. For SO
(∗)
2n it is built into Arthur’s constructions, see [Art2,
Theorem 8.4.1 and Corollary 8.4.5]. For the other groups under consideration we
refer to [Xu1, Lemma 5.1]. The assumptions for that result were proven in [Mok,
Xu2]. 
Remark 8.10. Interestingly, the proof of Lemma 8.8 reveals a discrepancy between
the endoscopic methods referred to in this section and the Hecke algebra techniques
prominent in Sections 1–7. With the former ons arrives at (8.31), whereas the latter
leads to
Ad(g)∗π(φ, ρ) = π(φ, ρ⊗ τφ(g)
−1).
Of course there was no real issue in Lemma 8.8, because Ad(g)∗ had order one or
two. A problem of this kind could have appeared in Proposition 8.3, if we had
followed [HiSa] naively, see Example 8.4. Fortunately we could avoid the trouble,
by replacing Iχ with I
−1
χ .
This points to the source of the discrepancy: different conventions for inter-
twining operators. Suppose that s ∈ G∨, φ ∈ Φ(G) and sφs−1 = asφ with as ∈
H1(WF , Z(G
∨)). Via the LLC for tori, as determines a character χs : G → C
×.
In endoscopy it appears to be common to associate to s and χs an intertwining
operator
π(sφs−1, ρ) ∼= π(φ, ρ)⊗ χs → π(φ, ρ),
see for instance [HiSa, p. 40] and [Xu1, (3.10)]. On the other hand, for modules
constructed via Hecke algebras, s and χs typically give rise to an intertwining op-
erator π(φ, ρ) → φ(sφs−1, ρ) ∼= π(φ, ρ) ⊗ χs, see for example [ABPS3, (61)]. This
dichotomy permeates to the action of Sφ on a standard module associated to φ, and
causes different parametrizations of the L-packets by Irr(Sφ).
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